The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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NO EXPLANATION YET FOR STRANGE OBJECT
CHADRON, Nebraska, Nov. 30:-1961 --- The
strange flying object and its threadlike
deposit which fell on the Theodore Goff
farm on November 8 remains as much a mystery today as it did then. Chances for an
explanation Vlere dimmed today when Goff said
that the strings of seemingly metallic fibers have completely disappeared from his
place. Several of the mysterious strands
were still clinging to some machinery about
two weeks after the incident, but all efforts by Goff to preserve them have failed.
lIThe wind and weather must have just blown
them away, 11 Goff said today. Goff had
covered the strands with canvass in an attempt to save them.
No word at all has been received from an
Air Force investigating team which was supposed to have corne to the Goff farm. A
check this morning with the Dawes County
Sheriff's office revealed that no word has
been received from Air Force officials and
Goff said they have never contacted him.
111 have a feeling that they know what it's
all about and just aren't saying any thing 11
he concluded.
Goff added that he talked with some duel:
hunters a while ago and they claimed to have
seen the strange threads I'Thile hunting in
the Sandhills area around November 8. The
exact location of the Sandhills sighting is
unknown, hOVlever. C. F. Coffee of Chadron
also said he saw some of the strands on the
Alliance golf course about the same time as
they appeared here and many more people in
the area witnessed the material on or around
November 8. Meanwhile, an unconfir-med report from the state of Georgia revealed
that similar Sighting of the threads occured
there about two days ago. All efforts to
verify the report, hOVlever, have been unsuccessful. (RECORD, Chaldron, Nebraska --

Credit vJash. State NICAP Subcommittee).
~~*****

FLYING OBJECT ENLIVENS DAY FOR OflAK PUFIlS
UENATCHEE, Hashington
3, 1961 -- An
unidentified flying object in the western sky
Friday afternoon disrupted the peace and
tranquility of a sixth grade class in Omak.
Students of Mrs. Hanan's sixth grade class
reported seeing a flying object, silver in
color, moving across the sky. Glen Armstrong
said he and Susan r1oore, Chris Carter and
Dirk Nansen saw the object out of the classr oom window. However, when most of the rest
of the class came to look, the object was
gone. Needless to say, for the remainder of
the class, visions of rockets and spacemen
held the minds of the Omak school youngsters.
(\'Jenatchee 1'JORID, Dec. 3, 1961 -- Credit
Washington state, NICAP Subcommittee,
Seattle, Washington.)

--::nec.

BIG GREEN UFO ----- DID IT LAND?
CINCINNATI, Ohio -- January 4, 1962-:: A
rash of reports of a huge, greenish unidentified flying object in the sky between Cincinnati and Columbus broke out last night,
some saying the thing appeared to have landed.
At least two of the reports, one in Columbus and one here, included the alleged landing.
The whole business was being checked last
night by Air Force authorities, Cincinnati's
Leonard Stringfield told the Enquirer.
He said he felt the l1landing 11 Has an optical illusion based on the sighting's approach to the horizon, judging by his experiences in investigating past reports.
Mr. Stringfield, long-time student of such
objects, said he received reports from Indian
Hill, Clifton and Erlanger, ICy. area within
a few minutes after 6 p.m., about the time of

____~_·._~_._A~._U~·._~~.__~_ag~e__'l_'w_O_________________________.----__________________~______~J~a_n_u_a~r~y__~~~o~c&_
the Columbus report. He said the reports
indicated the object vJas greenish, solid and
metallic and flying eastward at low a1titude~
No sound was reported.
The control towers at Lunken and Greater
Cincinnati airports said they saw nothing
strange in the skies and had no offi~ial
reports of unusual activity in the area.
. Official agencies vlere unable to explain
the reasons for the reports. A spokesman
at Lockbourne AF Base near here said a few
calls had been received about a UFO. The
spokesman said the sightings were under
investigation by the Air Force.
UFO reports in Columbus were received by
the vleather Bureau, police, Port Columbus
and Lockbourne AFB.
In Lima, two sheriff's deputies saw the
object while on a routine patrol about six
miles outside the city.
A suburban Dayton man said the object
was the IIbrightest night sky object I have
ever seen." He described it as being blue
instead of green. (Cincinnati ENQUIRER,
Jan. 4, 1962, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).
\HTNESS DESCRIPTION
CINCINNATI - Jan. 3, 1962 - Carl Grasham
of College Hill, Northern suburb of Cin"
cinnati, was one of the observers of the
above glm,zing object in the sky over Cincinnati. His report as given to our reporter
is as follows:
TIME: 6: 10 p.m.
LOCATION: Seen from basement of home,
through north windows.
DESCRIPTION: Huge, bright green fireball, apparently round, no tail - or trail,
but had white sparks at end. Color was
whitish green, but very bright, traveling
at a terrific speed from East to Dest on a
straight course. Appeared high in the sky,
but hard to make an accurate estimate of
its height. It was Mr. Grasham's firm belief that it was not a meteor, as he had
seen many large meteors before.
ED. NOTE: All meteors that your Editor
has ever seen, or received reports of, had
flaming tails behind them. However, there
are times Hhen 1I0fficia1 Reports 11, find
meteors that do not have these tell-tale
attributes. This IImeteorll over Cincinnati,

seems to be one of these, judging from the
"Offioial explanation".
UFO METEORITES -- AIR FORCE REPORTS
COLUMBUS, Ohio I Jan. L~ (AP) -- The Air
Force tonight released a report apparently
clearing up the identity of the barrage of
fiery objects reported last night over
Eastern Ohio skies.
The Air Force said the numerous reports
of UFO's probably were triggered by meteorites as the earth moved through the "quandranties ll a belt of meteors.
The earth moved through the belt from
January 1 through Januar'y 4 with yesterday
being the date of maximum activity. (Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Jan. 5, 1962 - Credit
Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).
However, not all the objects seen over
Cincinnati were of short duration. The follm,zing report was of a meteor that lasted a
minimum of 5 minutes, and those kind are
strange meteors indeedl
The following report also sent in by
Dorothy Lefler was made to her by Charles
Klug, 2341 Nicholson Ave., in Northwestern
Cincinnati.
TIME: Approximately 9:00 p.m.
LOCATION: Eastern sky. Uitness sighted
a stationary bluish-green, bright star-l~ce
object in the eastern section of the sky,
about 50 degrees above the horizon. It was
about the size of a star, but twice as bright.
It was changing colors "lilee when you look
into a diamond reflecting light, from blue
to green and back."
Witness sighted it first at Francis and
Harrison streets and watched it before getting into his car. He continued to observe
it through the windshield of the car while
driving home.
'\'Jhen he arrived home, the object was still
in the slcy, and he watched it from outside
the car before driving into the garage. The
approximate length of sighting was between 5
and 8 minutes. (Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati: Ohio).
ED. NOTE: Over the years 1 \,ze have found
the Cincinnati ENQUIRER to be one of the
newspapers to give creditable reporting to
UFO reports, without the attitude of
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ridicule, which has been the theme of many
• of the so-called "intellectual" editors.
This same common sense, intelligent news
reporting policy in the UFO field, is also
carried over into the Pro-American - AntiCommUNism arena, as seen in the many reports sent to us by our Cincinnati reporter,
Dorothy Lefler.
The following is typical of the straight
thinking editorial policy of this great
pro-American newspaper:
TRAINING NEEDED
by Alice Widener
Publisher, U.S.A. Magazine
1'lASHINGTON: The U. S. Army says in its
new "Why ~qe?" pamphlet addressed to Army
Reserves and National Guardsmen. "Raw recruits are no answer to Communist aggression today." And howl
The Army pamphlet also stresses that the
U.S. situation today calls for "trained individuals and units. II And how J
But needed as they are in the Armed
Forces, such trained anti-Communist individuals and units are much more needed in the
lihite House I State Department, civilian side
of the Pentagon and Supreme Court. There
no raw recruits .in the study of CommUNism
can do the needed job, nor can it be done
by individuals and units with soft, halfbaked ADA (Fabian socialist) ideas. Yet it
seems that many such individuals and units
are acting as advisers in the Uhite House,
running sections of our State Department,
sapping the strength of our military chiefs,
and coddling CP subversives.
Raw recruits in the study of CommUNism
believe that socialists can effectively
fight Communists. Raw recruits in the , study
of CommUNism believe that there is such a
thing as ; ~ stomach CommUNism ll and the best
way to fight it is to hand out billions of
dollars to I~arxian opportunists such as
Nehru and Tito.
The raw recruits believe we can be partr.ers-for-peace with Reds and "neutralists II
in the United Nations, and can successfully
llnegotiate " 'H ith l(hrushchev and Bao Tsetung.
As far as dealing with Communist aggression is concerned:
--Untrained individuals acting as vJhite
House advisers believed it possible to launch
a liberation invasion of Red Cuba VTithout
air cover.
--Untrained units in the State Department

'
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believed, or professed to believe, that Herbert r1atthews of the New York Times could
give wise political advice about Castro to
U.S. Ambassadors Earl Smith and Philip
BonsaI.
--Untrained civilian individuals in the
Pentagon heeded the Fulbright memo and clamped a tight censorship on generals and admirals seeking to teach raw recruits in our
armed forces about the real nature of Communism abroad and at home.
--Untrained individuals on the Supreme
Court handed down decisions in the Hatkins,
Slochower and other cases that sheltered
homegrown Red s.
--Untrained units in the State Department
figured it to be a good "calculated risk ll
to train Yugoslav jet fighter pilots in
Texas.
The Army is more right than it seems to
know or admit in a field much wider than
that covered by its nevI pamphlet.
How many individuals in the Hhite House I
state Department, civilian-side Pentagon and
Supreme Court could quote the following CP
instruction for teachers at CF schools?
"Role of the party: There can be no revolution without one. The struggle is a
political one, a struggle for state power.
The ultimate struggle is an armed struggle
for political power ••• The party must have
mass contact and consciously penetrate all
organizations - but party action is always
independent •• , The party organization must
be adapted to the goal of its ~vork . The
form of organization varies with the given
situation in each countr'y but within certain
limits, The general similarity of worl{ers'
struggle creates the basis for a common organizational form for the Marxian parties
everywhere. II
Today, hOH many individuals and units in
the U.S. government are "opposed" to CommUNism but in sympathy Hith its alleged economic and social aims and also vrith its Ilnat_
ional-and-colonial ll policies ?
ED. NOTE:- Our experiment in carrying articles designed to help strengthen our readers
loyalty to the American way of life has been
most interesting indeed.
As noted in past issues, the reaction has
been 90 % favorable (plus) and less than 10%
unfavorable. It has also resulted in several cancellations of subscriptions, which
we anticipated, along VTith vicious letters
from a very small minority of readers.

However I \-Je anticipate that the loss of
these will more than be compensated for in
the future, by those who do approve and
will recommend this publication to other
loyal Americans.
r10st important of all, resulting from
the experiment, was the reaction caused by
the articles for America and against CommUNism, in the letters received from several
editors of other publications.
No, i-Je have no intentions of naming any
names, as that would be foolish on my part,
it's a job for the FBI, and other government agencies, not for the Editor of any
UFO publication.
Suffice it to say, that the attacks came
from 4 publications, and all the letters
followed to the letter, the method as outlined by Mr. Edward Hunter, (author of
BRAINVJASHING--PAVLOV TO POvJERS) in his testimony before the Senate Internal Security
Sub-Committee, describing the directive
issued in Dec. of 1960, to discredit and
smear all Anti-Communists.
One of the vicious letters came as a complete surprise, from a quarter that this
Editor had not expected. Our reason here,
in mentioning this, is to vrarn once again
those of you who receive a number of UFO publications to analyze the material carefully.
If you have not read J. Edgar Hoover,
r~STERS OF DECEIT, by all means do so.
You cannot properly analyze the material
that comes in your mailbox unless you have
read Hoover's boole -- and while we are at
it, we will reommend a few more. If you
don't want to invest the money, or can't,
get them from your public library:
BRAINlJASHING --------------- Ed Hunter
THE PENTAGON CASE ------ Victor J. Fox
I LED THREE LIVES------ Herb Philbrick
THE NAl'iED C0I1MUNIST ---- Cleon Skousan
YOU CAN TRUST THE Cor~f.1UNISTS--Schwartz
COJV1HUNIST Ai'1ERICA--I1UST IT BE - by
Dr. Billy James Hargis

* ** **** *

****

IS THIS A CAT OR A HOMING PIGEON?
KIrillERLEY, S. Africa -- The pet cat of
a South African family has astounded scholars
by walking 100 miles to trace its owners
from De Aar to their new heme in l(imberley.
Other cats have vralked greater distances
when returning to their old home, but this
cat went to a house he had never visited.
(Buffalo COURIER-EXPRESS, Dec. 22, 1961
Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, L.I.)
~~ .:(
. .~ ~~ *' * ~~ ~~. .: . .:: ~: ~.

FISH RESUr.m NOR~AL LIFE IN THE SEA
SYDNEY, Australia -- Dec. 21 (UPI) - The
suicide complex among fish along the Austra- •
lian coast ended today as suddenly as it
began.
Sportsmen on the northern coast of New
South VJales resumed catching live fish on
baited hooks, and schools of fish were swimming normally off the coast.
There still was no explanation of the sea
mystery which caused thousands of fish to
hurl themselves to death along 200 miles of
coastline from Sunday until Uednesday.
JlIt I S amazing, II said Lester Cribb, Chairman of the Evan's Head Fishermen's Cooperative. IIvJhatever has caused the fish to die
has suddenly disappeared. It's just like it
was before. II
Previously, the fish Sl-lam vertically to
the beaches, spinning like tops through the
water in a frantic rush to get out of the
sea. (Buffalo Evening NEVJS, Dec. 21, 1961,
Credit Fusaro).

*

***********

WHY CONTACTS ARE SO FEVl
The Space Administration explains. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration recently issued a report. This report
warned that unless we were prepared for the
discovery that intelligent beings existed on
other stars the shock that such a realization
would bring might be severe enough to cause
a collapse of earth civilization.
The Space Administration included a significant postscript to this l-Tarning. In its
new report it devotes considerable attention
to the possibility that spacemen might be
visiting the earth but avoiding contact with
us.
lilt is possible,lI the report maintains
"that if the intelligence of these creatures
were suffiCiently superior to ours, they
would choose to have little if any contact
with us. On the face of it, there is no
reason to believe that we might learn a great
deal from them, especially if their physiology and psychology were substantially different from ours."
There is no doubt at all that the infrequency of the contacts (or the absence of any
contacts at all, in the sceptics l view) 1s a
very p01verful reason why our subject 1s not
more generally accepted.
However, if it 1s held that visitors from
other planets have been arriving here for
hundreds and even thousands of years, it is
necessar·y to answer the sceptiCS question:
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IIWhy don't they do more to convince us of
their existence?1I Also, if the purpose of
the visitors is to survey the scenery of
earth-~and perhaps its geology as well-then the longer the period over which the
survey has been conducted, the more point~
less it appears. If the visitors wish to
avoid meeting us, why do they want to come
here at all? The Space Administration seems
to have no answer to that question.
(Credit British FLYING SAUCER REVIEW)

************

IIFLYING SAUCER If PROJECT DROPPED
WASHINGTON (UP) ~ America's flying
saucer project has been grounded. By the
end of the year, the last of more than $7.5
million earmarked for the radical new craft,
will be used. The Army and Air Force do
not intend to spend any more. No reason
was given for the decision. The high cost
of new missiles and other weapons probably
was the factor. Defense sources also indicated that development of the flying saucer is not coming along as fast as originally anticipated. The Pentagon said the
wind tunnel tests made it clear that many
changes were needed. The Army wanted a
vehicle that would ride on a cushion of
air instead of Wheels. (San Francisco, Cal.
CHRONICLE - December 27, 1961.)

************

UFO SIGHTED TUESDAY EVE BY SEVERAL HERE
BURNS, Oregon (Times Herald) - Chris Palmer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Marc Palmer, on his way
home from town Tuesday evening saw what
looked like a gigantic rocket in the southern sky. Calling his dad to come look,
Marc in turn called neighbors Scotty and
Marge r1aitland and Joe Stampke to come view
the strange sight. The object was rising
from the southern horizon with a IItal1l1 of
fire about one third as long as the object
itself. Marc Palmer, said it looked like
a gigantic sky rocket. He measured the
angle of height from the horizon with a
transit and said it reached a height of 22
degrees, heading in a westerly direction,
then seemed to turn due south and dropped
from sight below the horizon very abruptly.
Substantiating the story of the unidentified flying object, Palmer said he was told
that the West Coast Airline reported the
object at 6:40, Boise time, which coincided
almost exactly with the time of 5:40 p.m.
when the local residents saw the object.
Palmer said he also understood that the
object had been reported being sighted in
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Lakeview and that several residents in Prine~
ville also saw it. Unconfirmed reports from
news services at Reno were that the object
was in actuality a rocket, probably from
Vandenberg Air Force Base, which is located
about 200 miles south of San Francisco.
(Credit ~lashington State Subcommittee, NICAP,
11323 14th Avenue NE, Seattle, vTashington.)
With the majority of the sky reports
reaching this desk behaving more like meteors than the conventional UFO IS, lve take
leave of that phenomena for a moment to reprint an article from the British Flying
Saucer Review concerning another equally
mysterious creature:
THE LOCH NESS MONSTER
An Old Friend
The Loch Ness Monster will need no intro~
duction to students of flying saucers: it
used to be dragged in by the sceptics as a
sort of gigantic red herring to disprove the
reality of the UFOs. The argument went something like this: "Eye-witnesses are totally
unreliable. They say they have seen the
Loch Ness Monster (which doesnlt exist) and
now they claim to have seen flying saucers.
Therefore, flying saucers don't exist. II
It is, in fact, the logic that doesn't exist and, in any case, the premise is at
fault. hlho could say with finality that
Loch Ness contained no strange animal? All
the evidence pointed to the fact that there
was such an animal (or could it be a machine? )
The latest of several publications about
the elusive monster has just been published.
It is by Tim Dinsdale and has been issued
by Routledge (21s). The book contains a
still from the film taken by the author and
shmm on B.B. C. T.V. It showed a rhythmic
splashing forlard, which is strongly suggestive of powerful paddles in action.
The bool{ was reviewed in the London
OBSERVER on May 28 and a very fair review
it is. Its conclusion is worth quoting.
Here is what it says: "If I am correct in
believing that science has more to do with
an attitude of mind than with a body of dogmas or even of knov;ledge , then Illill go
further and say that there is more hope for
science in the enthusiastic amateurism of
Dinsdale and their like than there is in the
institutionalised professionalism, the petrified respectability, the abject deference
to authority, the unreasoning fear of Press
ridicule, the tender regard for tenderer
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reputations, and the yearnings toward the
nomination lists at Burlington House which
have kept zoologists well away from Loch
Ness this last thirty years. There is no
shame in honest investigation; there is,
in the present context, more to commend in
Mr. Dinsdale's errors than there is in all
the zoological establishment's learning.
I am sure that Bates and Belt, Gosse and
Darwin and vJallace would have agreed with
me, and I am quite positive that the founders of the Royal Society would have."
Brave words and true. And they were
written by no mad heretic. The writer of
the review from which we have quoted was
Denys vJ. Tucker, D. Sc. The case against
orthodox science could not have been better
stated. And all Mr. Tucker's words apply
equally well to the subject of UFOs.
The publicity given to our old friend
produced a series of letters in the London
DAILY TELEGRAPH on the subject of the Loch
Ness and other monsters. Professor C. E.
Carrington, Professor Commonwealth Relations,
on June 17 contributed a most interesting
dissertation on the question of belief and
disbelief. IIUhen I look into my own mind, 11
he wrote, "I observe a strong desire to believe in these monsters, however impossible,
if I possibly could. On the other hand, I
notice that some of my friends are equally
inclined to disbelieve, and for them any
kind of pseudo-rational explanation will
serve. Hhy, they say, it1s a floating log
or a mass of decayed vegetation or a family
of otters or anything that will evaporate
the mystery and reduce it to dull matter-offact. All the positive accounts I have read
from Loch Ness are weak by the rules of evidence, but the counter-blasts are much
weaker. The explanations explain nothing.
Uhat we have here is a psychological problem. The believers and the unbelievers move
along ~arallel lines which never meet • • •
The other group is that of professional
zoologists who timidly keep their fingers
out of the pie. How distressing it would
be if there were some creature in the loch
which they have been ignorant of. l,'Jhy are
they not interested? This, too, is a psychological problem ••• I am not \-lriting
about Loch Ness, but about credulity. I
might have written a similar letter about
flying saucers or wolf-children or poltergeists. 1I
"le cannot be expected to pronounce any
expert opinion on the Loch Ness r10nster or,

for that matter, on wolf-children or poltergeists. 1:1hat we can say with confidence,
however, is that the positive evidence in
support of flying saucers is not weak and
is infinitely stronger than that in favour
of the Loch Ness Monster--and we mean no
disrespect to our old sub-aqueous friend.
vJith Professor Carrington's other remarks,
however, we heartily agree, and we congratulate him on reaching the heart of the matter.
If only the lIexperts ll were not so timid we
might the sooner be able to solve many of
the unexplained mysteries which continue to
tantalize mankind.

***********

Hith January arriving, the postal regulations make another change. One of the
changes is in the return postage rate for
mail~ where the addressee has moved.
The
rate has taken a jump from 3 cents to 8
cents, which is almost a 200 % increase. Of
course we would not mind this too much -if the current administration had not issued an Executive order last year ---dropping
all the bans on Communist Propaganda coming
into the U.S.A., and allowing the Communist
literat~re to come into this country FREE
OF CHARGE.
How this can be rationalized -- by any
one who is for America and against CommUNism
is more than many Americans can fathom. This
Executive Order has been condemned by Senators and Representatives, Democrats and
Republicans alike.
Now we are asked by the Administration
to accept a raise in postal rates on first
class mail from 4 to 5 cents. And yet Communists literature is still going to be carried allover the USA-POSTAGE FREE.
No wonder Nikita Kruschev has said: lIyou
spit in an American's face and he calls it
dewlll

*** *** **

***

And in line vlith such things -- ue have
not seen the NEVJS1:JEEK article, but we have
seen Herb Philbrick's anS\'1er, and here it
is:
Phil Graham
Newsweek Magazine
444 r1adison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.
The NEvlS\I1EEK attack against the present
rising concern and interest of millions of
loyal Americans to the threat of commUNism
is not only totally inaccurate and unfair,
but as a smear piece reaches a new low in
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irresponsible journalism.
To link such dedicated and honorable men
as Dr. Fred Schwarz and Dr. George Benson
with Fritz Kuhn and Gerald L. K. Smith is
contemptible.
As of today we are removing NEvlSHEEK from
the newsstand at Philbrick's store. We shall
also carry out a secondary boycott by removing any consumer goods advertised in
NEl'JS\:JEEK.
\ve may not be able to do much, but we can
do something. When NEWSVIEEK attacks Communists rather than anti-Communists we will
consider handling it again.
Herbert A~ Philbrick
Rye Beach, New Hampshire

As is our current policy when space news
is in short supply, we are filling in with
Pro-American, and Anti-CommUNist articles
in this publication.
The winter months are normally slow with
space reports, possibly because of weather
conditions allover the country and more
people are inside watching the "ONE-EYED
MONSTER"---as it is commonly called, and if
the sky phenomena are around they are seen
by a minimum of witnesses,
So due to the above Situation, we will
finish out the balance of the issue with
items that are designed to plcE-teAmericans
and infuriate any on our list who may have
been accidentally born within the continental limits of the USA, but who are neverthe-less not true Americans.

**********

Quote from \v1l1iam Buckley -- Editor of
NATIONAL REVIEvJ .... "A few years ago a witty
observer indulged in a little wishful think~
ing .. _.. If only --.. he said .. _.. l1ao Tsetung,
back in 1946 or 1947, had criticized
Margaret Truman's singing
China might
have been saved."

**********

COMMIBUTS 11 •
III am not a Communist, but •• ,11 .... This is
one of the oldest and most shopworn devices
used by concealed Communists. I(nowledgeable
anti-Communists dub such people IlCommibuts".
The line usually goes, III am not a Commun ..
ist, but I am sympathetic towards some of
the good things they stand for. II Or, "I
certainly have no use for Communists but
you have to admit that the Fascist danger
from the extreme right is just as dangerous
II

as CommUNism is alleged to be." Or, "I am
not a Communist but you must admit that they
cannot be criticized when they defend Constitutional rights and civil liberties."
Communism is total evil and by its very
nature beyond all hope of redemption or sal ..
vation as long as it persists in its heresy
against all religious and moral law, Any
worthy causes it may pretend to advahce-ire
therefore sheer-fraud and deception.
--~

*** **

·;r

~~ ~~

rUSTAKEN CONTINUE THEIR DRIVE
TO SUBVERT YOUTH
The Mistaken drive on youth, in America
and around the world, continues. The freedom-haters have coldbloodedly determined to
mw{e every possible effort to turn the enthusiasm and vigor of young people to forwarding their own evil ends. They are using all
the subtlety and craftiness in which they
have long been trained to subvert youngsters
in the United States, in Latin America, in
Japan, in Europe.
The Un-American Activities Committee of
the U.S. House of Representatives is much
aware of the problem in this area. The committee is on the job, making studies and
conducting hearings of communist activities
and propaganda among youth groups. Much information of value to fighters for freedom
has been developed.
Committee Chairman Francis E. \'J alter has
said: "I know that this committee1s investigation in this area will probably preCipitate a barrage from the communist press and
from communist sympathizers characterizing
our worle as an investigation of youth. The
communists know as well as we do that the
overwhelming majority of the young people of
this nation are of unquestioned patriotism
and dedication to all that is good and noble
in our SOCiety. But by equating an investigation of communist activities among youth
Hith an investigation of youth itself the
communists and their sympathizers hope to
becloud the issue.
"This, of course is an old trick which
the communists repeatedly use. Hhen this
committee investigates communist activities
in defense plants, the smoke screen that the
communists use is that we are investigating
organized labor. vJhen we investigate communist activities in an educational institution it is protested by the communists that
we are investigating education.
iiI am sure that the overwhelming majority of
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Americans readily see through this fraud
and it shall not dissuade us from our task. II
One of the witnesses appearing before a
recent hearing of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities on communist activities
and propaganda among youth groups was Herbert A. Philbrick of Rye Beach, New Hampshire. Mr. Philbrick, a former undercover
agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation serving in the Communist party, stated
that youth has alvlays occupied a top position as a target of the communists. But,
he said, the Mistaken anti-freedom forces
recently have felt that they are in an especially favorable position for a neVI drive on
young people.
r·1r. Philbrick said that the overall purpose of communist-front you.th organizations
is lito strengthen the position of the Soviet
Union and to weaken the position of the
United States, to break down if possible,
the loyaltie s of young people, their respect,
their regard for their own nation, their Oim
countl~y, their 0\<111 backgrou.nd, their O1m
heritage. II
In discussing the rule of a communistfront organization as a transmission be lt
for communist propaganda ~1r . Philbrick
stated:
liThe communists knew ••• that perhaps ver'y
few of the young people would be vulnerable
to direct appeals by the communist party
itself.
"They kneH, for example, that if a leaflet or a pamphlet Here to be given to the
young people and it was clearly and accurately labeled Communist party, they might
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tend to disregard it or perhaps not to believe it. HOi-leVer, if they were to take the
same propaganda written at communist party
headquarters, take off the label 'Communist
Party' and put on a new label, such as
'American youth for Democracy', this they
hoped would sufficiently disguise the subversive propaganda and the material ,would be
accepted. The communists called these organ-.
izations transmission belts. That is not my
term. That is their term."
Commenting on the double talk used by
the Mistaken forces in their efforts to penetrate youth groups, Mr. Philbrick testified;
I11;Jhen the communists, for example, speak
of the sharp struggle for peace, democracy,
and security, what they really mean, of
course, is the struggle on the part of the
Soviet Union to win, to be victorious over
the fr ee Horld ••••• When they speak of the
democratic movements of youth, they, of
course, do not mean democratic movements.
They mean a totalitarian movement.
"They say, IGroups of youth interested in
Marxist study and action have appeared in a
number of cities among college students,
teen-agers, and other youth. '
"Hhen they talk about Marxist study groups,
they mean, of course, Marxist indoctrination
groups, and it is interesting to note that
the communists are here bragging that these
Marxist indoctrination groups have been formed among college students, teen-agers, and
other young people. " •••••
(Credit LIFE LINES, vJashington, D. C.)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J . Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investi··
gator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the ~entagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when- a ground Radar StatlOn detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to mtercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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IIRIGHTII _____ or -----1I1mONG II
--Se veral months ago your Editor warned
that due to his strong Pro-American, AntiCommUNism stand, he would be attacked in
other UFO publications. After 4 letters
from other Editors condemning the addition
of patriotic articles, in S.P.A.C.E., it
was to be anticipated.
The first volley in that battle has been
fired by Jim Mosely, of SAUCER NE\~S, Fort
Lee, New Jersey.
In an Editorial in the December 1961
issue, entitled SAUCERS AND FASCISr~, Moseley
carries a photo of Lincoln Rockwell, and in
a story equates Rockwells movement with the
right-wing Anti-Communist movement.
He then ge ts around to yours truly, and
we quote, IIIt seems that in recent months,
either sauc er material is scarce, or else
Mr. Gariety's pro-Fascist views are becoming
stronger . De suspect that both these factors contribute to the fact that, with each
issue, more and more pages are being devoted
to diatribes in favor of the far-right John
Birch Soc iety and other such groups. Like
all right-wing extremists, Gariety allows
no middle ground between his own distorted
views and Communism". UNQUOTE.
De shall comment only momentarily in passing on this. To be attacked for your AntiCommunist writings or activities, means that
you have "arrived ". You've done something
to hurt the Anti-anti-communists, or you
wouldn't be attacked. So this in a round-about way is truly a compliment. Mr . Mo seley,
we accept it as such! Thank you!
Also we will attempt to put Fascism back
into its place on the "Far Left" where it
belongs instead of the "Far Right II , vJhere
Mr . Mose ley has placed it.
Fascism is national socialism, just as
is CommUNtsm. The Anti-CommUNist conservative forces oppose fascism, socialism and
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commUNism --- all national dictatorships--with all their strength.
They are socialistic dictators who steal
the wealth and fruits of man's labor. The
extreme right today is the opposite of fascism, Nazism and CommUNism, total dictatorships
under which the people have no rights except
those granted by the government. Fascism,
Nazism, socialism and CommUNism are all found
on the extreme left, because they are all
alike.
Before we get back to the space front a
few words from subscribers re: the present
S.P.A.C.E. format:
IIIt was your bulletin and radio program
that first got me interested in actively
fighting this Social Cancer. You are doing
a great job of combating this Godless, inhuman ideology. II C. H., Miami, Florida
"You are doing a wonderful work against
Communism, and I wish I could be more active
and a bigger help". R.H.A., Coral Gables.
"I find your magazine a very HEALTHY
publication, compared to so many on the market, and I do mean on the market. Keep up
the GOOD VJORK, and don't GIVE I N to no one ".
B.N.S., Encino, California.
These are just a very few. It seems that
the majority of S.P.A.C.E. readers would
rather be on the RIGHT --- than in the WRONG
(on the LEFT).
As Jim Moseley stated in his December issue.
UFO news is scarce. Well documented sightings are as scarce as the proverbial hen's
teeth. Most reports of the past two months
have sounded as if they were all meteors and
all behaving in the way that meteors ought to
behave. Now and then there is an exception.
Also, other items of the strange and unusual
are constantly in the news, such as this one.
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'rUIN GIRLS, 12, USE TELEPATHY
TESTS HJDICATE
STARI<VILLES, Miss. Oct. 13 -- A Mississippi State University psychologist said
recently that a series of complicated tests
appeared to show that young Sherry and
Terr·y Young, 12 year-old twin girls, communicated with each other through mental
telepathy.
The twins, of Jackson, Mississippi, Were
given the tests by Mrs. Olivia Rivers, University psychologist, and the results were
forwarded to Dr. J. B. Rhine of Duke University, pioneer in the study of extrasensory perception.
Mrs. Rivers said results of the last of
12 tests given the girls indicated their
ability to pass thoughts from one to the
other was greater than IIchance li •
IIvJe would like to think many people have
extrasensory abilities; that they just have
not realized or developed these abilities ,II
Mrs. Rivers said.
The tests given under laboratory conditions, involve cards and objects. Sherry
and Terry said they noticed several years
ago that they often had the same thoughts
at the same time. At first they tested
themselves by passing the names of objects
to each other and found it worked.
The twins say the mind-reading works
better if Sherry serves as sender and Terry
as received. (Buffalo EVENING NEvIS, Oct.,
13, 1961, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington,
Long Island, New York).
There are ample cases of this type of
phenomena to prove its reality. Including
the case of twins, who had gone into the
Service, and were separated. 1:Jhenever one
was sick or hurt the other .knew it immediately. One of them was hospitalized for
an acute appendicitus attack, and the other
twin became so ill he had to be anethesized,
even though they were thousands of miles
apart.
However, when individuals claim ESP
ab1lities, go into a trance, and utter words
of II great wisdomll beamed to them from advanced intelligences in outer space, and
the messages follow along the lines of the
9 current goals of the Communist Party as
outlined by the FBI, then one might become
perhaps just a "wee bit II suspicious. Just
a wee bitl
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MAYBE IT WASN'T A METEOR
CINCINNATI, Ohio, Jan. 3, 1962 -- Report
from Dorothy Lefler, of Cincinnati.
liMy girl friend, last night, asked if I
had heard anything more about the fireball,
and then told me her husband had Sighted the
fireball, sometime after six o'clock, on his
way home from downtown.
IIThis would place the fireball in the
Northern sky. According to his account the
fireball glowed brightly, it was oval-shaped
with green all around the rim, and white inside. It had a jet trail.
"Suddenly it \Vent out while traveling
straight across the sky. He did not observe
it falling in a down\Vard arc. It just went
out. II
SCIENTISTS SOLVE RADAR MYSTERY
For twenty years radar operators here and
abroad have been plagued by strange, snowlike images on their radarscopes that they
have nicknamed "angels II.
Today science has apparently nailed down
this "flight of angels,1I confirming what
ornithologists have insisted it was all along,
a flight of migrating birds.
However, for nearly all the years, the
radar operators and their colleagues had dismissed this orhithologica1 theory of the phenomenon and accepted, instead, the problem
as a little understood mystery of electronics.
It has been comparatively recently that
evidence has pOinted conclusively to birds.
The mystery was broken with the aid of a radar filtering circuit, according to a study
appearing in the current issue of the magazine NATURAL HISTORY, published by the American Museum of Natural History.
The device filters out radar echoes corresponding to the size of birds. When this
circuit was inserted in the experimental surveillance radar installations at South Truro,
Mass., on Cape Cod, where the experiments
were conducted, the angels disappeared.
This evidently destroyed the theory that
the little-understood spots were a meteorological phenomenon and were to be dismissed
as such.
Nevertheless the magic eye of radar,
operating like an electronic lighthouse beam,
whose targets appear on an electronic tube as
a "blip" of light -- reports activity too
great to be seen from the ground, plus hitherto unknown information.

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Fla. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any interesting news-clippings of
UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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"It suggests for example, that small
" migrants fly at altitudes between 1500 and
6000 feet, and a f~w up to 10,000 feet. And
contrary'h commo,n belief, birds do not
necessari~y fly to' the coast and turn nor~h
or south, but routinely ignore the coastlines in vast numbers. (NEVI YORE TUrnS,
Oct. 8, 19'6 1, Credit Gladys ,F usaro, Hunting.ton, New
,. York.)

1i.qto inter:'s tellar space. ' Yet stars of this
type exist ,only for brief ' periods and would
allow little chance .for, life to evolve on
their planets.
Too COOl to Eje~t
,Most other ,s'tars are too 11 0001 11 ' and lack
the radiation 'int'ens ity to eject anything
larger than a ::tingle molecule from their gravitational fields. ' '
A felf ,stars, abotlt ' the siz,e and temperature
Ed. '.Note. And what are t he Ilbirds li
of our sun, might be'., capable 'of bOQst ing
called' w'hen they fly at altitud~s of over
virus or bacteria particles into space i f all
10,000 feet? Like the ones circling a~
condi.:tions Here right, Dr . Sagan reasoned.
79,000 feet writt en up by DonalU E. I\:eyhoe,
He calculated that a particle' leaving the
along the eastern ,seaboard , a number of years
earth could reach Mars within a few weeks
back. The jets were sent up to in~estigate
and mi ght travel to the distance of the riearand cirGledbelow at '\the altitude,of 50,000
est star in a few tens of thousands of years.
feet. Some birdsl
But here the theory runs into more trouble :
The ability ot viruses and bacteria to '€llIrvive
DEBUNI\s LIFE SEED SPACE TRIP
extre~e cold, complete vacuum and intense
By Science Service
radiation.
DENVER-(UPI)- Tl'le first seeds of life
Light Would Kill
did not travel thro~gh outer space to reacht
Eve'll with a generous tallowance for the
the eart~ from some distant world, accord" improbable, ' Dri~ ': Sagan said, current knowing to Dr. Carl Sagan' of the University of
ledge of rad.1at:i5ort tolEtrances indicates t hat
California, ~erk~l e y. "
ultraviolet lJ:ght would 1[ill every 1mown type
In a report tQ the annual!Jleet~ing of the
of microorganism within less t;han a day in
American Association for the. Adva"ncement of
interplanetary space.
Science, Dr. Sagan said that the old theory
If some unknown hardy org'an1sm ' could 'Sur,has been II robbed of any. reasonable plausivive the ultravio)et light, he added, it
bilityll by modern kno~vledge about the size.,
woulQ still be killed by protons and X-rays
of microorganisms, their ability to withfrom the sun before 'i t reached; the. : distance
stand the effects of radiation, the birth
of the nearest star.
"
and death of stars, and the vast immeDsity
A~d even though all these lIifsll were overof space.
'
. ,
come, ~he California scientist conc~uded,
The so-called I!panspermia ,l1ypothesi~"
the vast emptiness of space would still place
was first advanced i3.QGut 1900 by the Swedish
astronorlical odds against the chanc e that
scientist Svant e Arrhenius • . , ~e : propose,d
space-traveling organisms could hit a target
that germs of lif e might have escaped from
on another. ste llar system. (THE CLEVELAND
one M'orld and been "pushed 11 by stellar .raP,RESS, ThurE)d-ay, Jan. 2~ ~ 19 62 - Credit
diation across interstellar space to se~d
Nicholas Nestor~ Cleveland, Ohio.)
'Efe in other worlds.
So Tneory Arose
. Ed. Note--HQw much simpler it would be for
"On thi& basis, the theory arose that
the learned SCientists, the materiali stic
l·ife might have germ'i nated first at a single
egoist, to jqst accept Gen@sisI, Chapters
siie in the universe and then spre ad to
24 to 26. Or' are they simply' attempting t9
Qth"er locations, including the earth, through
diQprove Genesis ?
the !I pans permiall mechani'sm.
2 l !, . God said, IILet the earth bring for th
$cient~sts today no longer nee d this
,all kinds of living creatures i cattle, cra\vltheory, Dr. Sagan pointed out, since theJ
ing creatures and Hild animals. II And it was4\
h~ve good ' e,vidence that Uf e could have
po.
esol ved on earth and elsewhere t hro ugh Imo~m
25. God made~ all kinds of wild beas ts,
chemical processes.
'
every lcind of cattle, and every lcind of creaExamining the panspermia hypothesis, Dr.
ture crawling on the gro und . Aipd God saVl
Sagan found that only very bright but'lowthat it Has good .
~asj stars - those that emit high radiation
?6. God said ~ iiLet us malee mank ind in our
but~exert .little gravitational pull - would
image and li\[eness; and let them ,have dominbe suitable 'for !! pushing II microorganisms
ion over the fish of the sea 1 t he birds _pf the
I

air, the catti.:~, over all .',t he. VJild animals
and every creature that o¥E,wls on the earth."
., ."----------

Wow! I'll\ bet I get called a ProFascist forr 'havltig the nerve to carry a
quotation 'f:portl the Bible .. in S. P.A.C.E.
The' latest attack against the "Fascist"
far-right opinions of your Editor, comes
from Riley Crabb, the man who succeeded
Meade Layne, of Borderland Science Research
Associates (BSRA).
He quote I\enneth Goff, ex-Communist, who
after 4 years in the Communist Party, defected and since then has been working constantly against CommUNism.
"Isn't it amazing ll , Goff says, "that
today, anyone who is for God and country,
is patriotic, shaves and takes a bath, is
pro-fascist, or an extremist? II
But if you have beady eyes, never mention God, or Christ, never take a stand
for your country, or never take a bath,
then you are just right in the eyes of the
Anti-Anti-CommUNists II.
HAKE UP AMERICA

***********

HUh current UFO report at low tide, we
turn to some of the foreign reports which
seem to carry a semblance of reliability.
In Japan, J. I. ~akanashi,of the Modern
Space Flight Association, seems to be the
reliable source of objective UFO information.
It was he who discovered that the Shedelbaur photo of Vienna, Austria of 2 years
ago seemed to have major discrepancies between the glossy prints made from the original negative and newspaper reproduction,
in spite of the statements by the Heiner
Montag, that there had been no retouching ,
of the negative or the print.
-,
I have since received a print from the
original and agree with Takanashi that something is amiss somewhere along the line.
1!1th that baclcground, we bring to you the
following re port from Mr. Takanashi.
STRA NGE PROCESSION OF LIGHTS OVER
CENTRAL JAPAN

Nov. 1, 19b1---On the night of Nov. 1,
1961, at about 2 minutes to 10:00 p.m. a
third year student of Inuyama Senior High
School, Tadashi Hatanabe, 18 years of age,
wanted a glass of water.
He was in the midst of his ardent study
for the entrance examination for college.
He went to the water cooler, and unintentionally looked up into the night sky, when

he noticed a strange procession of lights
coming from the east •
. The procession was composed of five groups
of lights - - or 14 lights in all; the first
L~ groups were composed of 3 lights arranging
themselves at the three corners of a perfect
triangle and the last one was composed of two
lights side by side.
The size of each group was somewhat smaller
than the size of a 10 yen coin held at arm's
length.
The lights were orange colored and clearly
outlined. The sighter thinks that each group
of l~ghts was attached to an unknown object,
but that the object itself could not be seen.
The intensity of the lights was somewhat
darker than that of an ordinary star and warm
orange-colored, about like that of an electric
lamp of about 60 watts. The color) shape and
the arrangement of lights in the group did
not change during the Sighting. Also the
lights did not blink.
The procession, having appeared from the
east, made a U-shaped turn to the southeast,
and marched on in the same steady pace tOVJard
the constellation Orion, finally disappearing
behind the mountain range on the horizon.
The speed was somewhat slower than that of
an ordinary aircraft and there was no change
of speed, or change of the course, that is the
procession made a steady ordinary level
flight. There was also no sound.
The sighting lasted for about five minutes.
The night was clear, although there was an
autumn breeze blowing.
The observer did not wear glasses and has
extremely good eyesight. At first he thought
what he was seeing was a formation of jets,
bu~ thought otherwise after watChing them more
closely.
An important addition to these details, is
that the men at the I\:omaki Air Defense Base
nearby, when interviewed by the press, admitted that they had also sighted the lights
flying over Inuyama City and commented that
there were no airplanes in the area at the
time, and that they had no idea what the objects were.
The mysterious occurance was written up
briefly in the Chubu-Nippon Newspaper, one of
the major neVJspapers in Japan. (Credit J. I.
T~canashi, Modern Space Flight Association,
Japan. )
With American reports at an all time low,
shall now turn to the BRITISH FLYING SAUCER
REVIEH for some of the foreign reports of the
fall of 1961, when there was a minor saucer

vle
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flap.
ENGLAND:
Obstinate Witness
A commentator in the STAFFORDSHIRE
ADVERTISER on October 5 wrote as fo11o\-1s:
IIWha t, .I wonde r, was the small s 11 ve ry
object moving steadily across the sky over
Stafford at 7.5 p.m. on Tuesday last week
(September 26)?
lilt was visible only for a few seconds
travelling from the south in a northwesterly
direction, and although there was little
cloud in the immediate area, it vanished
into. the blue.
IIUith dusk something like thirty minutes
away, it appeared to glint from the sunls
rays.
IIImmediately I drew the attention of a
friend who picked it out without hesitation
and confidently asserted that it was not a
plane.
III am equally certain it wasnlt a flying
saucer, but would accept the view that it
was not an aircraft.
"Hell, there you are. Are there any
astronauts in the house to shed light on
the matter? 11 •
This is not .in itself a remarkable
sighting, but we quote it as an example of
the working of indoctrination or brainwashing. Being a sensible man, the commentator knows that there are no such things
as flying saucers -- he has been told so by
lIexpertsliand doesnlt want to be laughed at.
The object, we are informed, wasnlt a plane,
but he was lI equally certain ll that it wasnlt
a flying saucer. Why? No astronauts can
shed light on the matter. The commentatorls problem is one of inner and not outer
space.
AUSTRALIA:
llhat the Corporal Saw
The Melbourne SUN on September 9, 1961,
reported that Royal Australian Air Force
service policeman Corporal John W. Smith
reported that he saw a flying flat disc
hover for about five minutes over Radar Hill,
Laverton air base at 10 p.m. the previous
evening. The disc, he said, gave off a dull
amber light and was spinning all the time.
It went slowly straight up, taking about a
minute and a half until it was out of Sight.
The disc came back spinning a little more
quickly and hovered in the same position for
a few seconds before gOing straight up again.
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Corporal Smith gave this description of
'the incident: lilt was the queerest sensation
seeing it hovering and spinning there. lIve
heard about flying objects, read about them
and never believed in them. But now I do.
I saw it. ~t was ;clearly distinguishable. II
The disc was also seen, he said, by Aircraftsman Malcolm Stirling. (Credit our
reader, Mr. David A. Carpmael.)
.
Seeing is believing, the old saying has
it. Being believed is another matter, as
Corporal John W. Smith will now discover.
Look WhOIS Talking!
The London DAILY TELEGRAPH and a number
of other papers reported on November 9, 1961, .
that Sir Bernard Lovell, director of the
radio-astronomy experimental station at Jodrell Bank , warned that if a molecular system
amenable to life on Mars and Venus really
existed lIit is of the utmost importance that
the experiments made and the space probes
sent up should be conducted in an internationally agreed manner." It was now known,
he continued, that there were trillions of
planetary systems scattered throughout the
cosmos. The fundamental molecules of life
forms had been identified on some meteorites
which came from the depths of the planetary
systems.
Sir Bernard, who was speaking to the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in Great Britian,
remarked that Russia and America had, or
would have within months or a year, facilities to investigate the planetary atmospheres
and surfaces, particularly Mars and Venus,
to find whether any prebiotic organisms or
molecules existed. American laboratories
certainly had the apparatus.
In other words, astronomers who talked
with certainty about what conditions on other
planets were like were as much in the dark as
the rest of us. Those who base their objections to the contact stories on the absence
of life on Mars and Venus may soon find this
part of their argument has collapsed.
Blaze and Blast
The London EVENING STANDARD on November 8,
1961, reported that Hertfordshire police were
probing the mystery of an explosion in the
sky. At about 9 p.m. on the evening of Nov.
7 police stations in Hertford and Hatfield
received calls that a burning object was passing overhead. A second report said that it
had exploded near Hertford. Police patrols
searched the area without success and the
mystery remains unsolved. (Credit BRITISH

FLYING SAUCER REVIEW.)
****.:r*
GROUP HAILS PLANE DESIGNED IN 1842
vIASHINGTON, D. C. , The National Geographic Society reported today that the British
Parliament might have delayed the invention
of the airplane by sixty years.
The Society said a British inventor
named William Samuel Henson had applied
for a patent on an "entirely rational" aircraft in 1842, six decades before Orville
and Wilbur Wright flew 856 feet at Kitty
Hawk, N. Carolina.
Mr. Hensen received his patent and
petitioned Parliament for funds to construct
the plane. But the British Government,
according to the society, did not or could
not supply the money despite "great public
interest. II
Mr. Henson's aircraft a monoplane called
the IIAriel ll , weighed 3,000 pounds and was
powered by a steam-engine capable of delivering fifty horsepower. It never got be- I
yond the drawing stage.
"Henson I s conception was entirely
rational", the society commented. "He
lacked for success only a sufficiently light
engine and the knowledge of the superiority
of a curved wing section." (New York TIMES,
Oct. 12, 1961, Credit Gladys Fusaro,
Huntington, Long Island.)
~.*****

Our article concerning the souvenir roll
of toilet paper from England in the November
issue, has brought a letter of clarification from Waveney Girvan, a Director of the
BRITISH FLYING SAUCER REVIEW.
He informs us that not all Hotels in
England are socialized. Therefore, not all
rolls of paper are stamped GOVERNMENT PROPERTY. In fact, the percentage is small;
with only a few of the Hotels being
"nationalized". These being the railway
hotels, which were "nationalized" after the
War, because private industry could not
afford to finance the reconstruction of the
railways due to the War damage.
We , 10{ course, did not mean to infer
that . 100% of the Hotels were nationalized
as we did. not know the percentage, nor did
we even guess at a percentage.
Also, Mr. Girvan asks how I know that
the rolls of paper cost more. I can only
assume here the inevitable, that has always
ha~pened when Government takes over from
private enterprise. It most certainly
happens here in this countr'y, the estimate
of ,a ll the economic experts giving us the
1..... \

figure of 40% of the tax dollar being lost in
the bureaurocratic process.
~o quote from Dr. E. Lloyd Dawe, British
physician, surgeon and psychiatrist, now practicing medicine in Danbury, Conn., USA, a man
who left England because he could take no
more of the Medical f?et-up there, liThe poor
British taxpayer has been milked dry. The
Health Service now costs more than five times
the original estimate. One of the main reasons is that there are two or three government clerks for each Doctor. On that basis,
if the US adopts a government-operated health
system, the Federal government would have to
hire tvJO million more clerks.
IIWhen the British Health Service began the
staff of the hospital where I was an intern
seemed to double overnight. The signs of
bureaucracy--excessive paperwork, overhead
and impersonal treatment--were immediately
apparent.
IIHospitals apply to the government for
block grants for operating expenses. If a
hospital has any money left over when it has
completed a fiscal year, the next year's
grant is reduced by this amount. Naturally,
this system encourages wasteful practices and
penalizes economical hospital administrators. II
(Credit Human Events, December 1, 1961.)
ol:.*****
In this country, the present Administration
is pushing for Medical Care for the Aged (over
65) under the Social Security System. Social
Security Taxes, now are 3 1/8 percent on the
Employee and also the employer.
Experts estimate that if this is passed by
the Legislature that the Social Security Tax
within 10 years will rise to 10%. All due to
the Socialization of the Medical Care to the
over 65 citi~en. Does the elderly citizen
really get a break under this "monster"?
Let's turn again to the British Dr. Dawe.
IIUnder the National Health Service,
patients not only had no choice of hospitals,
they were fortunate to get accomodations at
all in the jam-packed institutions.
III remember an elderly patient who fractured her hip. I spent more than 3 hours on
the telephone before I could locate a bed for
her, and it was in a hospital on the other
side of London.
III remember too, a 24 year-old woman who
had a sudden cerebral attack. I believed it
was a neurological condition, but I knew she
needed a specialist for proper diagnosis.
After 4 hours on the phone, I finally was
able to get her into a hospital. A brain cyst
was disQovered. The young woman lived, but

/'
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the wait had not helped her".
Now I ask, if human beings fare so poorly
under Socialism, can the poor roll of toilet
paper fare any better??
MAGIC IS FLOURISHING IN EGYPT
Cairo, Monday. Egyptian scientists scoff
and Government officials brand it all "sheer
nonsense", but weird legends of the super~
natural are still mushrooming today up and
down the ancient Nile Valley. That old black
magic is a booming business.
When the wife of a runaway peasant seeks
his return l she is more likely to rely on
the "black magic" of some furtive soothsayer
than on the police.
Hhen a poor merchant is stricken with a
mysterious malady, he is almo st certain to
put more faith in a "magic " scribbled amulet
than in his doctor.
Men who seek the love of beautiful girls .•
old maids who are still hoping for husbands •.
vindictive men and women seeking revenge on
neighbours or relatives •••
These are the Egyptians who make their
way secretly into Cairols teeming slums to
the dimly"lit rooms of imposters who demand
fat fees for uttering or writing gibberish
"guaranteed" to perform the impossible.
MAGIC VILLAGE. Or they may travel 25
miles outside of Cairo to a dusty, sun-baked
village called Aghour Alward, known to many
Egyptians as the "capital" of the magic arts.
1:1hen the sun goes down and darkness covers
the Nile delta, the inhabitants of Aghour
Alward stream out of their huts and gather
around an old man who unfurls a sheet of
ancient Egyptian papyrus.
This papyrus, they claim, contains all
the secrets of the magic arts and has been
village property ever since it was found in
the ancient Ftarc ani c tombs.
It has been a boon to the village for
years - at 15 cents a head to any Egyptian
who seeks Aghour Alward1s secret formulas.
Traditionally, the villagers gather for
their sacred readings and incantations only
at night. The village streets ~ narrow,
twisting alleys only 6 ft. wide - are flanked by rows of dirty mud huts, most of them
without windows.
SWORN TO SECRECY. Shadowy figures of
blac k veiled women dart in and out through
these alleyways, offering their services as
"wizards" or "witches" for the standard
price of 15 cents.
Once the money is collected I the
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"customer" is introduced to a "genie" who
allegedly can perform miracles.
Sometimes the "genie" promises to turn the
enemies of good customers into snakes, donkeys
or monkeys. Usually, the customer winds up
with some strange and secret charm - probably
a piece of paper covered with illegible
scribbling.
The villagers of Aghour Alward maintain
the fiction of their magic by exacting a pro~
mise from every visitor that he or she will
never reveal the purpose - or the success or
failure - of the visit. Otherwise, he or she
will become a victim of the "evil eye."
Amulet-writing in itself is a major Egyptian profession, practiced by scores of selfstyled "doctors" and "witches". Usually, the
"doctor" or amulet-writers uses a peculiarly
shaped pen, and scribbles Arabic letters from
left to right - the opposite way from which
Arabic is actually written. Thus no one except the "doctor" knows what is on the
"magic paper."
Triangularly shaped and wrapped in small
bits of cloth, the amulet - according to the
usual prescription - "must be pinned close to
the heart." It is the throbbing of the heart
against the "secret words ;1 that produces the
most effective results - whether the customer
desires the agonizing death of a business
rival or the love of a beautiful girl. - Nana.
(Evening Standard, Salisbury, S. Rhodesia,
August 28, 1961, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ed. Note: The question here is~~-How long can
a Nation like the USA, which has through native ingenuity, hard work, and dedicated s ()·.~ l ::
souls, continue to pour foreign aid into
countries, such as described above ?
Countries, who after thousands of years of
civilization, have progressed so very slowly,
that they are still backward in almost all
aspects of their civilization. If we spend
ourselves into an economic collapse, to help
raise the standard of living of these people,
then we have not risen them appreciably above
their current standard, but we have weakened
ourselves, gone financially bankrupt, will be
taken over by the Russian Communist Cons p ir~
acy, and both we and the under-privileged,
will be under-privileged. Not only underprivileged, but captives of the cruelest conquerors of all history. The tactics of the
CommUNists in taking over a nation, make
Attila the Hunn, look like a misbehaving
youngster in Kindergarten; 20 million murders
in Russia, over 20 million in China, and an
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estimated 50 million in America if they
take over.
But Not Other Planet· Spacecraft
FLYING SAUCERS CAN BE LOT OF THINGS
lTASHINGTON (AP)- They might have been
birds, balloons, hoaxes or unusual sky lights
-but not spacecraft from other planets.
That's the word from the Air Force today
after 15 years of investigating flying saucer
reports. It said there was no evidence any
of the 7,369 unidentified flying objects
checked on were spaceships swooping in from
distant planets.
To date, no unidentified flying object
(UFO) has given any indication of threat to
the national security, the Air Force concluded in summing up its investigations from
1947 through last year.
It said its "Project Blue Book" has
turned up no evidence any of the unidentified sightings represented technological
advances "beyond the range of our present
day scientific knowledge ,'lor that any of
the UFO's were "extraterrestrial vehicles
under intelligent controls."
During 1961 the Air Force's office of
aerial phenomena probed into 403 UFO reports26 fewer than the year before.
At year's end, only 10 of the 1961 sightings still were classified as unidentified.
Nost of the rest were traced to aircraft,
balloons, satellites, astronomical phenomenal
birds l lights, hoaxes and other causes.
The report disclosed that a new experimental beacon designed to prevent airliner
collisions has been mistalcen by some persons
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as an unidentified flying object in the past
several months.
. Recently, too, .there were widespread reports to the Air Force of flashing objects in
the sty. Investigation revealed those were
caused by the earth's passing through meteor
showers, the report said.
It added that balloons and planes can take
on changed appearances at high altitudes under unusual light conditions.
(Ft. Lauderdale NEWS I February 7, 1962).
Yet in spite of the official attitude as
carried in this AP release, the "Aerospace
Dictionary" I by Frank Gaynor, 1960, carries
the follm·l ing listing:
FLYING SAUCER--A colloquial term for
allegedly sighted unidentified flying objects
in the slcy, 1Vhich have been the topic of a
great many conflicting and controversial
speculations, theories and literature.
And Websters New Collegiate Dictionary,
1958, carries the following listing:
FLynrG SAUCER--Also flying disk. Any of
various unidentified moving objects repeatedly reported as seen in the air, especially
over the U.S., usually alleged to be saucer
or disk-shaped. (Credit Bernard Haugen,
Cary, North Carolina).
New words Iceep popping up in daily usage,
which must be added to our dictionaries. Now
we have another, coined from the necessities
of the times. It is the term "SUPER-PATRIOT".
General Walker describes a su~er-patriot
thus: IISuper-Patriots have led many platoonsthey have died in the assault!"

:The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
. · exist, In the words of Capt. Edward J, Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Inv'Jstr"' .
gator for · Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,:
near the'· Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up. to intercept
it, the··,pi~?t:~ees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF? .
.'

_.
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.SPACE FIREFLY MYSTERY SEEN BY
" ASTRONAUT JOHN H. GLENN, JR.
The greatest discovery made by Astronaut John Glenn in his flight into outer
space is a phenomenon known as IIspace fireflies ll • In a dispatch appearing in the
SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER for Feb. 22, 1962
by the Associated Press from Grand Turk Island, Bahamas, John Glenn is reported to
have seen a first-class mystery in outer
space ••• swarms of IIspace fireflies. II To
quote the dispatch: liThe 'fireflies' were
luminous particles of something streaming
past his spaceship at each sunrise. Glenn
was facing away from the rising sun, and
described them as space fireflies which,
when they were close to his window, more
resembled snowflakes. II Dr. Robert Voas,
psychologist and training officer of Project Mercury, is quoted as saying: 11\'l e
hope to come up with the answer as to Hhat
they were; it's one thing we had not prepared John to expect -- we didn't predict
it. II
In an Associated Press dispatch from
Point Arguello, Calif., Feb. 20 , IIGlenn
Reports Mysterious Particles In Air, II
vIalter Schirra, who commanded Mercury
Tracking Station No. 13, is quoted as saying that neither he nor Glenn had any firm
idea of the nature of the glowing particles
and that they might have been micrometerites ( spac e dust) or perhaps something
else. In a U. P.I. dispatch from Dashington,
Feb. 20 , 1962 : IIG overnment scientists said
today they are eager to question Astronaut
John H. Glenn about the 'little It~inous
particles' he spotted outside his space
capsule. Until Glenn reports more about
his sighting , scientists of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
declined to hazard a guess as to what the
particles mi ght be. II
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George Adamski, writer and amateur astronomer who lived on Mount Palomar, home of the .
world's largest telescope, wrote a best- .
seller book published in 1955 called INSIDE
THE SPACE SHIPS, in which Mr. Adamski describes his trips into outer space aboard
space ships of people from other planet~.
In 1959 Mr. Adamsld went on a world-wide
tour, giving lectures and showing a color
motion picture, of UFO's (flying saucers)
in flight that include~a royal audience
with Queen Juliana of the Netherlands • • •
the only man who had ever claimed rides in
flying saucers to be granted an audience
with such high government leaders. On page
76 of INSIDE THE SPACE SHIPS J Mr. Adamslci
tells us what he saw in 1I~1y First Look at '
Outer Space. II III was amazed to see that the
baclcground of space i s totally darlc. Yet
there Here manifestations taking place all
around us, as though billions upon ·billions
of fireflies Here flickering everywhere J
moving in all directions J as fireflie·s do.
HOvJever J these Here of many colors J a gi gantic celestial firelV'orks display that was
beautiful to the point of being awesome. II
Here is something that beats any IIBuck .
Roger'sll Science Fiction Story, in that not
even in any of the science-fiction novels
has man even dreamed of seeing II space fire·flies. II All this goes to shoH that r,1 r. Adamski's story Has no science -fiction thriller ,
but must have been the real thing, for him
to describe a mystery in outer space nOvJ confirmed to be fact by America's astronaut
John Glenn. Note very carefully that John
Glenn uses the same words as Mr. Adamski to
describe his first look at outer space.
In an Associated Pr ess dispatch from Washington,D.C., dated February 7, 1962 the U. S.
Air Force is quoted as saying that at the
end of its l5-year study of unidentified flying objects, it fou nd no evidence that flying

saucers exist. The confirmation of the space
fireflies seen by Mr. Adamski aboard a Venusian space ship seven years ago;- by America's astronaut John Glenn, shows the fa1se- ness of the Air Force's statement that flying saucers don't exist!
In July of this year I will be releasing
to the public and members of Congress a boole
called, The Case for George Adamski's Contacts with FIYing-siucers ••• a mass-of
data proving not only Mr. Adamski's stories
true, but proving the U.S. Air Force has not
told the American public the truth about the
flying saucers. In a UFO Fact Sheet fr6m
the Department of Defense dated July 21,
1960, the Air Force, in referring to civilian UFO researchers and study groups said:
IIFor the past thirteen years these groups
have repeatedly stated that their organizations possess documented evidence proving
the existence of space ships from other
planets. However, when asked as patriotic
citizens to deliver this evidence to the
United States Air Force or other government
agencies, they have refused to do so. The
obvious conclusion is that they do not possess this information or evidence proving
the existence of space ships. 11
I ACCEPT THE AIR FORCE CHALLENGE. I list
my qualifications as an internationally
known writer and researcher on unidentified
flying objects for the past eight years. r~y
books on Mr. Adamski will present the documented evidence the Air Force asks of us
civilian researchers in that I have worked
eight years on the project.
Ever since Mr. Adamski wrote his first
flying saucer book, Flying Saucers Have
Landed, which included photographs of space
ships examined by the Air Force and never
proven fa.!eed (See: Page 263 of Capt. Edward
J. Ruppelt I s boole, The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects:-Who was former head of
the Air Force project for investigating flying saucers), the case for and against
George Adamski has been argued back and
forth endlessly. As a result, a great body
of people have been left confused by all the
arguments. They just don't know what to believe. It is my purpose in writing The Case
for George Adamski's Contacts with FIYIn-gSliUcers to at last bring you the inside
story about this controversial figure. This
is a story brought to you by Mr. Adamski,

who wrote the 19-page introduction,and by
over seventy experts in their field, ranging all the way from world-famous scientists
to representatives of the United States Air
Force, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and
the Central Intelligence Agency. Ihave
gathered evidence from these people, which
does not imply they endorse my use of their
data, in that I am solely responsible for
the interpretations made, so as to bring to
the public a documented account of evidence
proving Adamsld I s stories are true; and so
that much of ·the confusion regarding 'Adamski's claims, much of the skepticism, will
melt into a better understanding of what
Adamski is trying to tell us: WE ARE BEING
VISITED BY PHYSICAL HUMAN BEINGS FROM OTHER
1:JORLDSJ
Signed, Richard Ogden, private
investigator
1233 - 9th Ave. , West
Seattle 99, vJashington
Ed. Note: We too were very interested in
John Glenn's description of the IIfire-flyll
phenomenon that he observed on his orbital
flight. \'Ie do find some differences in
George Adamski's description from John
Glenn's. Glenn says that the particles were
moving at a few miles slower speed than his
capsule.
,
Adamski ' says that they were moving in all
directions,just as fireflies do hereon the
surface of the planet. But of course, Glenn
was orbiting between 100 miles and 200 miles
out, and Adamski says he was at 50,000 miles
out.
vIe cannot vouch for this s6 completely as
does RiChard Ogden of Seattle, but do feel
that there is enough similarity between the
two accounts to make many researchers take
a nevr look at Adamski's claims. It does indeed seem to add a new chapter of circumstantial evidence to Adamslci' s story. Particularly since his book was written in 1955,
and John Glenn's flight was 7 years afterward.
As I remember it, Adamski also mentioned
there being areas of hazardous radiation in
various areas of space, and this was proven
true later, with the discovery of the Van
Allen radiation belts. Your guess 1s as
good as mine. You tell me where he gets
his informationl I don't knowl
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vJHITEHASHING THE SAUCERS
If the United states Air Force imagines
that its soothing report of 1;Jednesday on
"flying saucers II will convince informed students of the subject, the United States Air
Force is suffering from worse illusions than
many of the illusions it has been investigating since 1947.
The gist of Hednesday's report is that
there really is no such thing as a flying
saucer by which is meant an extra-terrestrial vehicle under control of intelligent
beings. The thousands of "unidentified flying objects" reported these past fifteen
years, said the Air Force, have been nothing
more than aircraft, balloons,satellites,
astronomical phenomena, birds, lights, hoaxes,
and "other causes. II
He ll, with all deference to the Air Force
we are not impressed. Doubtless it is true
that something over 95 per cent - perhaps 97
or 98 per cent - of thes e sightings can be
explained in terms of hallucinations or
searchlights or identifiable causes. But
what of the other 2 or 3 or 5 per cent?
Several years ago an ad hoc group was
formed by some of the most responsible scientists, airmen, astronomers and radar experts
in the country. They called themselves the
National Investigations Committee on Aerial
phenomena (NICAP), and made it their business - perhaps because they feared the Air
Force in time would produce just the sort of
report the Air Force produced this week - to
make their own independent appraisal of the
UFO reports.
The NICAP is convinced that something
peculiar and inexplicable occasionally appears in the airspace over the planet earth.
It has urged repeatedly that "all defense
personnel, not merely top-level groups,
should be told that the UFO's are real and
should be trained to distinguish them - by
their characteristic speeds and maneuvers from conventional planes and missiles. II
Otherwise, says the committee, "if we persist in refusing to recognize the existence
of these UFO's we will end up, one fine day,
by mistaking them for the guided missiles
of an enemy - and the worst will be upon
us. ' i
The U.S. Air Force must have its own
muddled reasons for attempting to make liars
or fools of reputable men. The quotations
in the accompanying box speak so loudly we
find it hard to hear what the Air Force is
saying.

WHAT THEY SAY
IHLLIAN LEAR, winner of Collier Aviation Trophy, president of Lear, Inc.,
makers of aircraft and electronic equipment, who has sighted a UFO: "I believe
the flying saucers come from outer space,
piloted by beings of superior intelligence~
REAR ADMIRAL D. S. FAHRNEY, Ret., former Navy missile chief: liRe liable reports
indicate there are objects coming into our
atmosphere at very high speeds. The way
they change position would indicate their
motion is directed. 'I
CAPTAIN vJ. B. NASH, Pan American Airways, who with his co-pilot saw eight huge
discs maneuver below their airliner: "I
believe they were controlled machines from
outer space."
r~JOR L. F. BAKER, USAF, who with other
AF Hitnesses saw six UFOls: "They were
circular, shiny like spun aluminum. They
changed course instantaneously."
CAPTAIN JAMES HOWARD, British transAtlantic pilot, who with crew and 12 passengers saw a huge UFO and six small ones:
"It must have been a space ship."
HER~.ANN OBERTH, noted rocket and spacetravel authority: "I believe the flying
saucers come from other worlds. II
CAPTAIN ROBERT ADICKES TWA pilot, who
with crew and seven passengers saw a glowing UFO pace their airliner: "Before then
I wasn't convinced. Now I know they
(flying saucers) do exist. II
DR. CLYDE H. TO~1BAUGH, discoverer of
the planet Pluto, chie'fof the armed services search for natural satellites, who
has sighted UFO's: IIThese things, which
do appear to be directed, are unlDce any
other phenomena I ever observed. • Other
stars in our galaxy may have hundreds of
thousands of inhabitable worlds. Races on
these worlds may have been able to utilize
the tremendous amounts of power required
to bridge the space between the stars."
I
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SPECTER OF 'I'ROUBLE JUST vION'T VANISH
JACKS ON, Feb. 3 - vJhile neighbors scoffed
and not-quite-sure youngsters bombarded the
Victor Lincoln home at 820 Maltby street
here with snowballs and jeers, the Lincoln
family today insisted there Has "a ghost or
something ve-r y strange 11 haunting the small
cottage where they live.
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And ~1rs. Lincoln added: "The scientists
think so, too. They told me not to stay in
the house alone."
STAYED ~. DAYS
She was referring to Dr. vJilliam G. Rowl,
of Durham, N.C. director of the Psychical
Research Foundation, and a foundation investigator, John Freeman, who have visited the
house three times since last fall, staying
four days on the last occasion in January.
Mrs. Lincol"n said ROH1 told her they were
trying to find what he called "an as yet incomprehensible energy force. II
Publicly, all Rowl would say was that
the foundation was Ilinterested il in the happenings at the Lincoln home and was investigating.
IIHe told me that Whatever this was, it
seemed to have a growing antagonism toward
me. II Mrs. Lincoln said. IIHe said I should
not stay alone here. II
She is seldom alone. vlith her at the
house are her husband, a son, John, 22, who
came home from Germany last August; another
son, Thomas, 15; and two daughters, PatriCia,
19, and Jeanie, 12.
Her husband said he was with the two
North Carolina men during their last visit
when, in the presence of all three, "some thing !1 ripped loose a sheet of plastic they
had taped across a door leading from the
living room into a room that is used as a
bedroom.
CELLAR TO BIAr1E?
IIThey put the sheet up to check on the
air currents in the house. II Lincoln said.
IIThen they sat down to see what happened.
Pretty soon the sheet began to shake. Then
it shook worse.
IIFinally, it ripped the tape loose at
one corner. They looked in the room and
there was nothing there. II
The Lincolns now recall many strange
things that they did not think unusual in
the past, but say the real disturbances began last September after they started extending the I:Michigan Cellar", which had fieldstone walls under the house • .
IIThings really began to happen then, II
Lincoln said.
Mrs. Lincoln said she went to the basement about that time to get some vegetables
Iland something hit me so hard it dazed me,
but I saw nothing. II
POTATO DEFIES GRAVITY
She hasn1t been back to the basement
since then, she said.
All members of the family insist things
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have been moving mysteriously about the
house ever since.
No one will sleep in one bedroom of the
house because of the lIunusual ll happenings
there.
It is here, Mrs. Lincoln said, that the
bedcovers keep turning dOyln, apparently by
themselves, and where the family dog becomes frightened whenever he is near the
north wall.
The house, more than a century old, has
been in Lincoln family for 43 years. It
originally belonged to the family for whom
the street was named.
Lincoln insists he saw a potato roll ·out
of a cupboard and then, defying gravity,
move upward and land in the sink.
Other members of the family tell similar
stories.
They became so concerned they put locks
on all the doors and nailed the basement
windoyJS shut. Yet tHice, they insist, after
being m-lay they returned to find the house
seemingly ransacked.
NOTHING TAKEN
"But we couldnlt find any trace of a
forced entry, nor was anything talcen. II John
said.
The Lincolns have abandoned their basement-widening project and have the house
up for sale.
But the strange noises, the mysterious
turnings on of faucets and gas stove jets,
etc. continue, they say.
On several occasions Hhen they returned
to their locked home, the Lincoln family
members said, they detected unexplainable
scents.
IIOnce it Has incense, Mrs. Lincoln said.
Another time there Has the distinct smell
of freshly baked bread, although bread has
not been baked in this home for years. The
bread scent lingered for at least an hour."
Since stories were published this Heek,
all kinds of people have been pestering them,
the Lincolns said.
They said they donlt Hant to talk about
the disturbances.
"He just Hant to get out. II
(The Detroit NE1;JS, Sunday, February 4, 1962,
Credit, Violet Berger, Taylor, Michigan.)
Uapakoneta, Ohio - DAILY NEWS - 4 Jan.,
1962 ... FLYING OBJECTS ARE SIGHTED IN
AUGIAIZE COUNTY DURING NIGHT - A Ne'H Bremen
area resident saH an unidentified flying
object in the sky last evening. Reports of
Hhat Has evidently the same thing Here

(,
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broadcast widely last night from sightings
as near Uapakoneta as the Spencerville and
Cairo vicinities. Johann Klein, Jr. Hho
lives about 3 miles north\vest of New Bremen
on the Tri-Township Road vieHed the object
at 6:15 p.m. from his back yard. Mrs. I\lein
today told the Wapakoneta Daily News that at
first her husband thought it was a burning
airplane as it descended toward earth. A
streak of fire behind the flying object made
it look about 20 feet long, Klein described
it as looking ID{e a big ball of fire with
an effect of blue, green and red colors. It
seemed to descend with a whistle, roar of
i1whoosh ll • Klein knows he did not mistake
it for the sound of a railroad whistle which
he heard some time after this noise. It
seemed to be rather close, although, as Mrs.
Klein pointed out, distances can be deceiving. It appeared to glide down gradually,
and Klein lost sight of it when it apparently went behind a woodlot. Uhen Klein viewed
the fiery ball it was coming from the northwest and traveling in a southerly direction.
It apparently was about the height of the
tree tops when he sighted it. His observations were over in less than five minutes.
Because he heard a request that anyone seeing such an object notify the authorities,
he contacted Chief of Police James Cooper
of New Bremen. Chief Cooper went out to the
Klein home and then radioed the st. f.1arys
Police Dept. which, in turn, notified the
Highway Patrol of st. ~1arys. The Highway
Patrol said today that reports of similar
sightings have come from Greenville and Sidney. Last night broadcasts were heard of
an unidentified flying object at Columbus.
Ukiah, California JOURNAL - 4 January,
1962 - UFO rS SPOTTED BY BERYL RAULES orr
BOONVILLE ROAD - Unidentified flying objects
were spotted \'! ednesday on the Ukiah-Boonville road at 2:30 p.m. by ~llr. and f1rs.
Rawles, Boonville, as they were driving east
on the road. Rawles said he and his wife,
Maude, saw the two cigar-shaped objects as
they flew over their car in a southeasterly
direction and then veered sharply to the
south and disappeared over a ridge. He said
they were about 25 feet long, 12 feet in
diameter and tapered to about 6 feet at
either end. He said they passed within 50
feet of the car, but he heard no sound nor
saw any vapor trail. Rawles said they Here
white vlith red trim, and flew very low, just
above the trees. He said they traveled at
great speed and they had a hollow space in
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the tail like a jet. Rmvles said they
seemed to be under perfect control at all
times and were maneuvering very close to
the treetops.
Ukiah, California JOURNAL, 5 January,
1962 - SECOND UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT REPORTED
SEEN OVER UKIAH - Another unidentified flying object has been spotted, this time above
Ukiah, coming from the southeast and flying
in a northeaste'rly direction~ Ed Giffen,
vlho lives at llL!-3 vJ. Perkins, said he saw a
box-like object just below the horizon at
about 4 p.m. yesterday. Be said the object was about two feet square and four
feet long. Giffen said he first spotted
the object VIhile in the house and when it
stopped flying fonJard and went straight
up he went outside to see if it Hould
emerge above the tre es , but he never
caught sight of it again. It seemed to
vanish into thin air, he said. Giffen
added he could plainly see it was not a
kite, although it was several hundred feet
in the air. A report was made to the Journal Thursday by Beryl Rawles of Boonville
that he and his wife had seen tHO cigarshaped objects within 50 feet of their car
on the Ukiah-Boonville Road on \',J ednesday.
These also flew quite low and very fast,
said Rawles.
(Credit Uashington State NICAP Subcommittee,
11323 14th N.E., Seattle 55, Washington.)
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"DEAR PAPA: BOH COULD YOU? II
To r·ly Farmer Father
In the 1960 J S
Dear Papa:
I farm in a slave state. You put me here.
I will forgive you, for they say you knew
not what you did • • • But I Hill never
understand hOv1 you farmers could be so
blind as to sit by and let yours, the last
group of free and independent Americans,
be led into the trap of State Socialism.
It's best, perhaps, that you never did
find out what you were doing to me. You
would then have gone to your grave to be
forever tormented in a hell of self-hate-for denying me the precious heritage of
freedom, IcnoHn to the Horld in its true
sense only during the first two centuries
of American history.
Still ••• \'Ihy didn't you know ~ Has
there no one there to tell you that you
were selling your freedom and mine for a
false security ~ Uhere Here the statesmen ,
I have heard described by some of my friends

who were old enough to study American history before the books were burned? And
where was the horse sense you farmers were
supposed to be famous for? \~ere there no
journalists there who knew enough or cared
enough to warn you about this terrible thing
you have done?
DO YOU REMEMBER?
You remember, Papa, when they said the
Southeast was "made II for livestock and
poultry farming? And they paid all you farmers to plant soil conservation crops? And
you put all your land in pasture and sod
crops and got some cows ? And later you wanted
to groVT a little cotton, but had no allotment? And then they came up with the Soil
Bank; but you couldn't rent any land to the
government, because you had no row crops to
Jitake out?"
And how, since you'd quit growing cotton,
you couldn't vote in the cotton referendum?
And then they came up with the government
grain program and you couldn't vote on that
one either -- because you had been buying
all your grain? And you couldn't turn to
tobacco, or rice, or peanuts, or sugar, or
wheat or even turnip greens because you
didn't have a three-year history? And how
you had to hurry to get in a few chickens
before the allotments were set up on poultry?
And you didn't even smell a rat ?
They sure had you by the short hairs, Pat
And I'm sure glad you got those chickens;
otherwise I wouldn't have had a farm job at
all. And I like to farm. You know, shortly
after you di~he big Land Reform program
came along. That was right after the government got all the livestock controls started.
So I lost my stock farm.
You took care of me, all rightl As soon
as they got all the farmers leveled off to
the same size we didn't have to worry about
things like cars, or TV sets, or washing
machines (some of us still have our refrigerators, but mine's about to wear out), or
trucks or tractors·(these are governmentowned), or even land (that's People's property, too).
They keep telling us it's not so bad living under the Communists. But me, I guess
I remember too well the way your chest used
to swell when you boasted about how America
never lost a war--how her people didn't have
to listen to a dictator on the other side of
the world. And how you used to laugh when
anyone suggested that the Communists might
take us over.
\1ell, they got us, Papa. History now

reads that the reason America fell was because the grass roots folks were not capable
of ruling themselves. They wanted "aid"
more than opportunity; and couldn't kick off
controls that came with the aid.
I still grow chickens, Papa, and I like
it pretty well, because I don't have to
worry about the financing, or the market or
how much profit I make. I just do the work.
They give me all I need to live on. Security is complete for me, just like you
planned.
I see my wife every week-end (she's a
factory worker now) and the kiddies nearly
always come home from the Party school on
week-ends. That's nice.
Of course, it's a good thing I like
chicken farming, because now, with full government control, you can't change cash crops.
There are allotments on everything. My
buddy Jim still runs his dad's old poultry
farm, too. (Of course he doesn't own it,
anymore than I own mine). Jim doesn't like
chickens. He's allergic to feathers--has an
awful time. He wanted to grow him some
cattle instead. But naturally he didnlt
have any allotment history, so the ASCS
Party District Committee Director wouldn't
hear of it.
SECURITY PLUS
But one thing we got, Pa, and thatls
SECURITY. 11e got it the way I understand
you wanted it. We even got shoes to go
along with it.
No more bother about gOing to church on
Sundays or Hednesday nights anymore. Since
we became a sattelite the Commies won't put
up with such foolishness. But don't worry
about that, Pat There ain't much chance to
do any sinning anyway; and I couldn.t afford
it if there were--because all this security
is costing us so much.
Remember when you got to worrying about
a nuclear war, Papa? Do you know it never
did come? You know why? Because as soon as
our government got us all set up to be
secure--at government expense--there wasn.t
enough difference in our government and Communism to fight over. And besides, nobody
had the guts to fight for freedom.
Donlt you wish your Great-Grandpa had felt
that way?
-I said to start with I'd forgive you, Pat
But don.t be too sure that.s not propaganda.
I don't know your Christ. They won't let me
meet Him. But if He sees fit not to forgive
you; if He wants to let you live in the torment of your own hell for eternity because
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you were a spineless, government-sucking
weakling. • • I don't think I'll beg the
Kremlin to intervene.
From a few years out yonder,
Your loving son
(Credit Farm & Ranch Magazine, Nashville,
Tennessee).
\~ant to help awaken sleeping Americans
to the plan for Communist take-over of our
country? Only by awakening others to the
plan can it be stopped!
The Anti-Communism School of the Air,
P.O. Box 26, Coral Gables, Florida, a
patriotic organization which helps support
your Editor's Anti-Communism radio Program
(over Radio station WMIE in Miami, 12:00
midnight to 2:00 a.m. Saturday nights) ,
has reprinted the above letter I~ear Papa-How Could You. II Reprints are 2 cents each.
If possible order a minimum of 50 reprints
at a time. If less than 50, please send
stamps or additional to cover cost of mailing.
You can either order from the AntiCommunism School of the Air, P.O. Box 26,
or order direct from your Ed:li.t or, at 267
Alhambra Circle, Coral Gables.
You cannot expect to win this battle
against the evils of Communism without firing some ammunition. The enemy is constantly bombarding us with propaganda to brainwash us, in the press, radio, television,
and the movies.
This Dear Papa letter 1s a dynamic
"bullet II designed to neutralize some of the
communist salvos. For the price of 2 cents
you can enlist another American into the
fight to save this great Nation, from the
worst menace it has ever faced.
If we can defeat Socialism, we can
defeat CommUNism. Remember the statement
of Nikita (Butcher of Budapest) Kruschev,
I~e cannot expect Americans to go in one
step from Capitalism to CommUNism--~we must
assist their leaders in giving them small
doses of Socialism---until one day they
awaken to find out that they have CommUNism~1

vJAlm

UP AIVJERICA
STAMP OUT COlV1MUNISM

CHARGE RED PRISONERS USED IN NUCLEAR TESTS
Chicago: A report published by the Lithuanian language newspaper "Draugas" cla~l\1s
that the Soviets are experimenting with l live'
Lithuanian prisoners along the lines the
Nazis employed in concentration camps like
Dachau in World War II.
"From one of the slave camps in Siberia a
grDup of men, among them Lithuanians, were
taken in a truck to a secret testing spot,"
the newspaper said. "Helmets were put over
their heads and they were told to stand
quietly. Suddenly there was a terrible ex- ,
plosion of some bomb, apparently an atom
bomb. The live prisoners were used in an
experiment of radioactivity on humans. The
prisoners were warned not to reveal their
part in the experiment."
Draugas said the information was disclosed
in a letter smuggled out of Siberia and received by a relative here of one of the
prisoners.
The Chicago newspaper is published by the
Marian Fathers. (L.I. Press, Sunday, Feb.
25, 1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington,
Long Island).
(Ed. Note --"Peaceful co-existence". Isn't
it wonderful? And this is where the gull~
ible American Citizen will soon find himselfIF the majority are fooled by the propagandists, who think you can make "agreements",
etc., with a monster who says that "Agreements -- like pie-crusts are made to be
broken. "
And our Leader feels that he has accomplished a great "goal", if he can get the
monsters to sign an agreement.
.* ,f " * .:,
SCIENTISTS ASKING ABOUT "PARTICLES"
v-JASHINGTON, Feb. 20 (UPI) - Government
scientists are eager to question Lieut. Col.
John H. Glenn, Jr. about the "little luminous particles" he spotted outside his ' space .
capsule.
Experts at the NASA declined to guess
what the particles might be.
For the time being they ruled out the possibility that the particles were some of the
millions of hair-thin needles the Air Force
launched recently in a space communications
tests. The needles were supposed to form a
belt around the earth.
A spokesman said the needles Here too
small to be seen by Colonel Glenn. He
added that scientists did not believe the
wires had been ejected from their package.
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(If these "needles were TOO SNALL TO BE
SEEN" then HOH COUID IIDUST PARTICLES II BE
SEE N? ? ? ? ?? ? )
Some scientists have complained that
the launching of the needles jeopardized
future space observations.
Astronomy experts said they wanted to
asle Colonel Glenn whether the particles
had been traveling faster, at the same
speed or slower than his capsule.
They also want to know more about their
appearance, whether they appeared as flashes,
lines or other shapes.
(New Yorlc TIr1ES, Feb. 21,1962, Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)
~~~
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FIND A FIVE-TON 1'JHAT-IS-IT? - Carcass Is
Like No Known Creature.
HOBART, Australia, March 9 (AP) -Scientists here said today after examining
a circular, five-ton carcass, found on a
remote beach on the west coast of Tasmania,
that it could be an animal, but itts like
no known creature.
Bruce Hollsion of the Commonwealth
Scientific and Research Organization said
it is circular in shape, has no eyes, no
clearly defined head, no bone structure.
Its creamy, rubbery flesh 12 inches thick
is covered with wooly hair.
The monster, 20 feet long, 18 feet wide,
4t thiclc, Ilcould be new to the animal kingdom, II said George vJhitley, curator of
fishes at the Australian Museum.
(In 1952 a fishy creature about the
size and weight of a man, with arm and

leg-like appendages, was found in the Indian
Ocean. It was a coelaoanth, of the first
family of bony fish, which had been believed
extinct since the creatures first moved out
of the sea 50 million years ago and began
living on land.)
(New York DAILY NEl'lS, Saturday, March 10,
1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)
.* *** .)(-.)("ODDBALV STAR ~.AY LAUNCH liJHOLE NEW
NUCLEAR STUDY
PASADENA, Calif. (UPI) - Three astronomers at the California Institute of Technology have found an II oddball II star - so odd it
may take a whole new study of high energy
nuclear reactions to explain it.
Dr. Jesse Greenstein, Dr. Jun Jugaku and
Dr. Vlallace Sargent recently completed a
spectroscopic analysis of the unique star,
called 3 Centauri A.
This is what they found:
The stellar object, which is in a cluster
of 100 to 200 normal stars about 3,500 trillion miles from earth, is about 20 million
years old.
It does not rotate, although its atmospheric temperature of 27,000 degrees is
three times hotter than the sun. Hot stars
usually rotate rapidly.
The star is the first in which the rare
isotope helium 3 and in which krypton, a product of atomic fission, have been found with
certainty •••
(THE HMHLTON SPECTATOR, \'J ed., Dec. 27, 1961,
Credit Gene Duplantier, SPACE, SAUCERS &
SCIENCE, Toronto, Canada.)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'somethi~~ you, can touch') tha,t such t~ings eve.n
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J, Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at v;, right Field, I?ayton, Ohio, as Chief Invli:!stlgator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to .land at the River Entrance to the ~entagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet ~p t.o mterce p;
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which IS PROOF.
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Normally, it seems that when the Air
Force issues its periodic announcements of
"Flying Saucers Do Not Exist ", there is a
subsequent "flap", as though a wave of reports were in the offing, and the announcement was made to allay the fears of an apprehensive population. However, no such cycle
of reports have developed in the several
months since the last "pronouncement".
Perhaps they have disappeared for the
present at least, or the "tourist season-a la earth", has been abandoned in favor of
other and more interesting developments in
other far corners of the vast infinity of
space.
However, the mysteries of the planet are
still with us in other forms, some solved
and others unsolved. Scientists claim that
they have solved the Tasmania Monster. Of
course, the explanation leaves as many questions as does the monster in the first place.
How does whale blubber keep from decomposing
after those many months, and how does fur
"grow" on whale blubber due to the ."hardening of the wind and the water"?
"MONSTER" ISN'T
HOBART, Tasmania, March 17 (UPI) - A team
of scientists reported today that Tasmania's
"sea monster" was probably nothing more than
a huge lump of whale blubber.
The scientists went to a beach in West
Tasmania after receiving reports on the
"monster" •
They said they cut slices off the object,
found it had no bones, and concluded that the
fur on its top section was due to the hardening of the blubber by the wind and water.
(New York SUNDAY NEHS, March 18, 1962, Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long Island).

*
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SURE HE SAW SEA SERPENT BUT
SOME FRIENDS DOUBTFUL
CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C. (CP)--For more than
a week now Alan MacLean has been waiting with
loaded camera for the return of a benevolentlooking sea serpent with an ivory-colored
body, just to prove he wasn't seeing things.
But he says the serpent hasn't reappeared
in Discovery Passage where he and his wife
said they saw it clearly a week ago. He said
it disappeared when fishermen fired on it.
Mr. MacLean said he has received telephone
calls from skeptical friends but it's no
joke--"me and my wife saw the serpent quite
clearly. "
He said it was about 14- feet long, had a
body colored like yellow ivory and was interlaced with red veins. It had a large bump
in the middle and bulbous ball at the tail
and swam slowly in a kelp bed for about 15
minutes until nearby fishermen, thinking i t
a sea lion, fired on it.
For years southern Vancouver Island residents have argued about the existence of a
sea serpent-nicknamed Cadborasorous because
it was first reported sighted in Cadboro Bay
near Victoria years ago. (Credit Gene
Duplantier, SPACE, SAUCERS & SCIENCE, 125
Woodycrest Ave.,Toronto, Canada.)

*

*
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ANOTHER MYSTERY JUG FOUND
BY FISHERMAN
VICTORIA (CP) - A Victoria fisherman has
discovered another of the "mystery jugs"
which have baffled historians up and down the
Pacific coast since early last spring.
Ray Lund found a sealed earthenware jug
with a small neck on the beack at Cape Cook,
Estevan, on the west coast of Vancouver Island and took it to Dr. Clifford Carl, director of the B.C. provincial museum.
The jug is similar to a succession of
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pottery vessels of unknow,n origin which have
" be.e n washed ashore along the coast of '\I·1ashington, Oregon 'and B.C. over the last nine
months.
" SOme experts believe they are I(orean
.,' 'burial urns; others that they once contained
food ,and drink for the souls of the departed.
"This jug has evidently been made of clay
and fired in a kiln, II says Dr. Carl. "There
is a suggestion of oriental origin but I
would not care to guess its age. II
Mr. Lund said the jug was sealed when he
found it, but contains some liquid which
could be sea water. It stands about 15 in.
high.
Seven jugs have been picked up south of
the border but only one of them has been
opened. It was one-third full of "a syrupy
substance of sweetish-sour odor and may have
been wine or food pickling concoction -- or
even the juice of a poppy. II
Not all the jugs are alike in shape or
design, but they do fall into two distinctly
different types. Host of them are in graceful vase-like shapes, but two or three are
simple, unornamented, glazed brown or black
vessels with one or two handles.
All are stoppered Hith the same grey mudlike cement. (Hamilton SPECTATOR, Thurs.,
Feb. 15, 1962, Credit Gene Duplantier,
SPACE, SAUCERS & SCIENCE, Toronto, Canada.)
,~

ICE FROM SKY?
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f.1YSTERY OF DRIP:
"JHAT NADE HOLE IN ROOF?
When water started trickling through the
plaster in his bedroom ceiling Sunday night,
Henry Van Unen Hent outside in the rain to
have a look.
He found a good-sized hole through three
layers of composition shingles and board
sheeting and a dent in the ceiling joints.
Van Unen, of 7423 Neenah st., City of Commerce, called East Los Angeles sheriff1s
deputies.
They peered into the attic with Van Unen
but could find nothing which could have made
the 8x16 in. hole.
Deputies speculated - as a jet airliner
buzzed overhead en route to International
Airport - that a chunk of ice from a planels
wing had broken off and fallen onto the
house.
It had melted by the time Van Unen

discovered the hole. He said he and his wife
Here aHay for an hour at dinner time and 'the
hole probably was made at that time, they believed.
CHUNK OF ICE RIPS
THROUGH HOUSE TOP
Officers were just about convinced today
that a large chunk of ice falling from the
wing of a jet plane tore that hole in the
roof of the Henry Van Unen home at 7523 Neenah st., City of Commerce.
OtherHise, they said there is no plausible
explanation.
The Van Unens were away for a time last
night and when they returned they found Hater
dripping from the plastered ceiling in their
bedroom. They went out to investigate.
They found a hole about 8 by 16 inches
torn through three layers of composition
roofing and the sheeting and some dislocated
ceiling joints.
Sheriff 1 s deputies were called, and while
they investigated, a jet \vhined overhead
coming in for a landing.
That I s \-1hen the idea of the falling ice
occurred to them. They believe that the
chunk hit the roof when the Van Unens w.e re
aHay, and that the ice had melted by the time
they returned. (Los Angeles HERALD-EXAMINER,
r10nday, Mar. 19, 1962, Credit L. B. Johnson,
Torrence, California.)
~ :.
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STONEHEHGE IS PUZZLE
(Reuters)--Another puzzle has emerged in the riddle of Stonehenge,
the 4,000 year-old giant stone circle on
Salisbury Plain here.
Miss E. V. W. Field, a Scotish archeologist, has discovered a great shaft of a kind
unique in Britian vrithin three-quarters of a
mile of the circle.
Hiss Field discovered a funnel-shaped depression vrhich at a depth of 20 feet tapered
into a shaft. Near the surface was found an
Iron Age pot.
Further digging revealed the shaft, six
feet wide and descending at least 100 feet
through solid chalk.
At first it lIas thought to be an early
Roman well but this theory was soon shattered
by the discovery of bronze age s!1ards, or
broken pieces of earthenware, do~n to the
lo\vest level. (The Sarnia OBSER:vER, Friday,
Feb. 16,1962, Credit G. Duplantier, Toronto).
SALISBURy,~E-ngland

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Fla. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. 11a11 in any interesting neHs-clippings
of UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issues of S.P.A.C.E.
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BRITISH HILL SEEK ISLAND MONSTERS
SINGAPORE, Feb. 7 (Reuters)~ The Royal
Air Force has organized an expedition to trap
and film "prehistoric monsters Ii reported liv~
ing on a jungle~covered North I.Jalayan Island,
a spolcesman announced here today.
The Air Force uses the uninhabited island
of Songsong, 25 miles from Penang, as a
bombing and rocket range. (Buffalo EVENING
NE1;[S, Feb. 7, 1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro,
Huntington, Long Island).
~r
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'NEEDLE I M"iSTERY IS EXPLAnmD
\\!ASHINGTON, March 11 (UPI) --The 350-million tiny copper wires rocteted into space
by U.S. scientists last October did not separate into a belt around the earth as planned and are orbiting the globe in five or
six useless clumps.
But a second launching is planned this
year to send up another paclmge, this time
containing 250-million of the so-called
needles. The aim is to create a ring of the
wires about 2,000 miles above the earth to
reflect micrmvave radio messages over great
distances.
These announcements from the National
Academy of Science today cleared up the mystery of what happened to the first package.
(Buffalo COURIER-EXPRESS, Buffalo, He1-l York,
March 12, 1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long Island, Ne\-I Yorlc.)
..~t--
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SUPPORT NICAP
The Editor of this publication has always
supported the opinions of Major Donald E.
]Ceyhoe, and his goal of getting a Congressional hearing on the UFO mystery.
At times we have disagreed with a conclusion or two, but this is to be ex~ected in
a field l.Jhere we are dealing in a preponderance of Ilcircumstantial evidence ", as in the
UFO field.
HOHever, NICAP has done an excellent job
of getting the matter of UFO's before members of Congress, and have received favorable
responses toward a complete investigation
from such Senators as Beall, Douglas, Dodd,
llilliams, Proxmire, ](efauver, and Congressmen such as ICornegay, Karth, Mosher, Latta,
McCormaclc, Johnson, Addonizio, etc.
However, NICAP is facing another finan~
cial crises, and unless support is forth~
coming, all the past 5 years Hork will have
been in vain. So those of you \-Iho are mem~
bers of NICAP, i f you will rene\-I your member~
ship, or subscribe for a friend, the

financial crises will be met, and the much
needed Congressional hearings may become a
reality.
If such bulletins as NICAP, APRO, and
other legitimate bulletins such as this one
as well, are allowed to die from lack of support, then the UFO field will be left (by
default) to the lunatic fringe, and nothing
but harm will come to the amassed evidence
for the case of extra-terrestrial exploration
of this planet by some type of space intelligence.
And when I refer to the Illunatic fringe II,
I mean as well, those who are using this
field, and alleged contact with alleged space
intelligences, to do nothing more nor less
than to promote and disseminate un-American
propaganda and ideas.
To counteract this movement in the UFO
field, your Editor has for over a year used
a portion of this bulletin to help awaken our
subscribers to the dangers that this country
faces. The infiltration and subversion that
if left unchecked will destroy our freedoms,
our systems of Government, our religions, and
our very lives.
Some have taken violent exception to this
policy of your Editor, as he well expected
that they would. vJe have had the blessings
of some subscribers, and the condemnation and
cancellation of subscriptions of others.
vIe have found other Editors taking a swat
at us for using pro-American material in this
.publication. vJe were completely surprised
last year to get a letter from Richard Hall,
Major Keyhoe's assistant, advising that our
Anti-Communism articles Ilhad no place II in a
UFO magazine.
This caused some consternation and disagreement on the part of many of the mutual
subscribers to NICAP and to S.P.A.C.E.
However, in spite of the condemnations of
certain individuals, your Editor still feels,
as well as many of the subscribers that
S.P.A.C.E. is doing a service to the country
by devoting a portion of each issue to patriotism, Americanism, and Anti-Communism.
We feel that our continued efforts in this
direction, and the subsequent furor it has
caused in UFO circles, is reflected in the
following article by r~ajor Keyhoe in his
January~February 1962 issue of the UFO Investigator:
NICAP POLICY ON REDS
Several times recently, we have been asked
if NICAP accepts Communists as members. We
emphatically do not accept known Communists.

If any are discovered, their memberships
will be revoked, their fees returned.
If possible, we would like to stick solely to UFO investigation. A few times, we
have had to drop members who were seriously
harming NICAP by linking it with false
claims, but we are not concerned with members' religion, race or politics. However,
the Communist Party is not political. It
has been proved a Soviet-controlled con/spiracy to destroy the U.S. and all free
nations. Since we are dedicated to the
best interests of our country, we will not
kno~1ngly accept any of its enemies.
It is doubly important that NICAP's stand
be widely known, because a few persons
linked with the UFO subject do not act in
America's best interests. With all our hundreds ·of military veterans, our thousands
of responsible citizens in all 50 states,
it should be obvious to anyone that this is
a solidly patriotic organization, from the
Board on down. But since we have over 4500
members, it is possible an unrecognized Communist may have joined, just as he might
subscribe to a technical journal, looking
for i pformation helpful to the Soviet Government (which he would not get). If any
such members are found, they will be promptly
ejected.
Besides stating our position, NICAP's
director believes it advisable to put on
record his personal anti-Communist activities:
For over 20 years, I have helped expose
the Communist conspiracy, tricks and subversion, in Cosmopolitan, Redbook and the
American Magazine. ! shall keep trying to
expose the Reds in this country and to wake
up misguided Americans who, often through
ignorance, lend their support to vicious
Communist fronts. I shall not use NICAP
or its publications for this purpose.
As director, I shall faithfully carry out
NICAP's patriotic policy of rejecting Communist members from all our membership
letters and records, I am sure most of you
will fully agree.
We feel that we can agree with Major
Keyhoe, in most of his conclusions. In one
most important area, we feel that he is
either naive or woefully uninformed.
He does not need to worry any about known
Communists joining his organization. The
known Communist can do little damage to this
country, strictly because he is known. It

is the hidden Communist, who has skillfully
worked his way into the press, radio, TV,
and other communications media, which includes all kinds of magazines, pamphlets, UFO
and psychic publications, who are slowly and
very determinedly, altering the ideals, the
religious convictions, and the patriotism
of otherwise innocent Americans.
No Major, you don't need to worry about
the "known ones". I am also happy to see
_Major I\eyhoe recognize the problems in the
UFO field in his statement---"It is doubly
important that NICAP'.s stand be widely
known, because a few persons linked with the
UFO subject do not act in America's best
interests."
Due to his past performances and his
present stand, we once again recommend that
you give Major Keyhoe your financial and
moral support.
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GLENN DOUBTS "FIREFLIES" THEORY
vlASHINGTON (AP) --Astronaut John H. Glenn,
Jr. doesn't believe the "fireflies" he saw
during his orbital flight were flecks of
paint from his space capsule.
This theory was put forward last week by
some officials of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
But Glenn disagreed last night and said:
"We will have to wait for more information
on the next flight."
Glenn addressed an audience of 6,000 at
the National Guard Armory where America's
space Columbus received the Hubbard medal-the emblem won by only a score of the century's foremost explorers.
The first winner was Adm. Robert E.
Peary, discoverer of the North Pole. Others
were Adm. Richard E. Byrd, Charles Lindbergh
and Sir Edmund Hillary, conquerer of Mt.
Everest.
Glenn gave an account of his flight and
showed the official color film of the
"Friendship 7' s II voyage.
He also brought up the theory of the
paint fleclcs.
At a symposium last Friday on Glenn's
flight, Dr. John A. O'Keefe, assistant chief
of NASA's theoretical division and some of
his associates posted the theory the fireflies were paint flakes from the spacecraft
mixed with some snowflakes.
At that time Glenn ducked replying to
whether he accepted O'Keefe's theory.
But last night, he said: "My feelings on
it (the luminous particles) do not match
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theirs. It J s still an open item."
Glenn said that after watching the particles glowing in the sunrise for about four
minutes on each of his first two orbits while
riding backward, he turned the capsule around
on the third orbit.
This time, he said, there were only about
10 per cent as many particles, but they
still were nillnerous and some seemed to be
coming toward him from a considerable distance.
"\'Je have not fully determined what the
particles are yet ," he said.
Last night1s award ceremony was held up
for more than half an hour by one of ~Jash
ington1s often explored but never conquered
traffic jams. (Credit Ft. Lauderdale NE~JS,
April 10, 1962).
ENGLAND
Colchester IVJystery
The COLCHESTER EXPRESS on December 14,
1961, reported that 26-year-old Mr. Peter
Green, of Mill Road, West Mersea, when
travelling to work on vJednesday morning,
December 13, saw a dark grey object about
18,000 or 20,000 feet above Colchester. It
remained stationary with a smaller object of
the same colour suspended from it and at
first he thought it might be a balloon with
something attached to it.
Then, as if travelling directly away from
him, the shape gradually became smaller and
then almost suddenly disappeared.
After having read a report in the previous issue of the COLCHESTER EXPRESS, Mr.
Green told a reporter about what he had seen
and how it resembled slightly the spaceship
described as having been seen hovering over
Halstead by Mr. A. J. ~Jatts, lecturer in
Physics, who lives in Elmstead.
Over The rJIalverns
The ~JORCESTER EVENING NEWS in its issue
of January 3 reported: "Several people reported seeing a strange 'comet-like' object
descend from the sky over ~Iorcestershire yesterday. Mr. Alfred John Davies, a gardener,
of 63 Cotswold Road, Malvern, said he saH
the object while in Richmond Road, Malvern
Link, about 8:15 a.m.
"It was the most wonderful sight I have
seen in my life. It seemed to be about three
yards long with a shimmering ball of bright
green light on the end. I only saw it for a
moment but it seemed to disappear over the
North Hill of the Malverns. Just before I
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lost sight of it, it exploded, the ball coming away from the tail. It looked to me like
a comet," he said.
"A woman living in Victoria Avenue, Worcester, also reported seeing the Iflying object' in the sky towards Malvern about the
same time. She described it as 'bright blue
with a long tail. I "
"Similar objects have been seen over Malvern in the past--the last about a year ago.
The meteorological office at R.R.E., Pershore
could not explain the phenomenon. Objects
reported in the past usually turned out to be
radio sondes (balloons with radio transmitters attached), said a spokesman, but it was
unlikely that the object seen over Malvern
was one of these as the nearest radio sonde
offices were at Liverpool and Camborne, Cornwall. Apart from this, the time it was seen
did not tie in with the times the balloons
were sent up--6 a.m. midday, 6 p.m. and midnight." (Credit British FLYING SAUCER REVIEW
March-April 1962).
AUSTRALIA
Father Gill Re-affirms
The Rev. vJlll1am Gill, the prinCipal witness to the amazing Papuan sighting in 1959,
is now Social Studies and English master at
Essendon Grammer School, Melbourne. He flew
to Brisbane on September 4, 1961, to discuss
the matter publicly at the City Hall. Vlhen,
interviewed by a reporter of the BRISBANE
COURIER ~~IL (see issue dated Sept. 5, 1961),
he said: "I did not believe in flying saucers or unidentified flying objects beforehand. Now I believe the existence of something out there, according to my own definition. I am still speculative about the
origin of it. 11 (Credit British FLYING SAUCER
REVIEltl) •
S'I'RANGE CRAFT SEEN AT SHANNON
One early morning, last April 1961, two
men riding in a truck while out possum-shooting, suddenly saw lights hovering above a
tree as they came around a corner of the road
into Shannon. The appearance was of a bright
beam shining down from the underside of the
object, with four individual lights above,
and one bright light higher up still. Because of the bright beam the men were not
able to distinguish any definite shape of the
object. Being rather frightened by what they
saw, they jumped into the truck and drove
away. The object also moved away very rapidly.

They returned to the spot next day to
look at the tree, and found that the leaves
and branches on the top were withered, and
appeared as though a match had been held
close to them and they had curled up and
gone brown.
The story was told by one of the men at
a recent meeting of the 1!ellington Group.
He was most reluctant to talk of it, and
could only be persuaded to come to the meeting after he was assured that he would not
be ridiculed, for he had been so laughed at
when he spoke of his experience to friends
that he has since kept quiet about it. It
was only when he came into contact with one
of the vJellington Group members, through his
job, that his experience became known.
While speaking at the meeting he was asked to draw on the blackboard what he saw, and
after he had done this, a rough outline was
sketched in to suggest a possible shape •
.Incidentally, this man had never seen any
photos of UFO or taken any interest in the
subject at all prior to his sighting.
(Credit New Zealand SCIENTIFIC SPACE RESEARCH
BULLETIN, P.O. Box 7, Henderson, Auckland,
New Zealand).

*
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SLAB EITHER HOAX OR HISTORICAL
JACKSON, Ohio (UPI)--Jackson County farmer, Ernest Reed, has unearthed a carved
stone slab which promises to be a monumental
hoax or to turn American history topsy-turvy.
The slab is carved with these words:
22 men ••• Joe Bliao ••• die ••• 1507.
If the slab is genuine and accurate, it
would mean that Europeans penetrated some
450 miles inland, as the crow flies, from
the Atlantic Ocean only 15 years after
Columbus landed in the "Jest Indies.
James A. Rodabaugh, curator of the Ohio
State Museum at Columbus, said he would have
to reserve any opinion until after he had
examined the slab. He indicated it was unlikely that white men had come this far inland at such an early date. (Ain't he heard
of the Vikings? -dl).
Rodabaugh pointed out that the earliest
known landings by Europeans on the North
American continent were in the early years
of the 16th century (1500s). He said one
of the earliest was Ponce de Leon, who ~and
ed in Florida in 1510.
The 19-inch piece of stone was actually
discovered about three years ago when Reed,
whose hobby is stone-carving, dug it from
about two feet of earth on his southeastern

Ohio farm. He said the slab was covered with
moss and dirt and he did not notice the carving until now. (Cincinnati POST & TIMES STAR,
vIed., March 22, 1962, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
Cincinnati, Ohio).
LAW STEPS IN ON 'SPACEfIJENt
$50,000 Fraud Charged
Agents of the State Division of Corporations were preparing yesterday to move
against an alleged confidence man who purportedly bilked Californians of some $50,000
to make a movie using "people from outer
space" as actors.
Among his victims, agents said, is a 74year-old Long Beach woman who put $18,000 into the film "Edge of Tomorrow" in the belief
it would gross boxoffice millions as the
first authentic documentary of spaceships
from the planet Saturn.
State Corporations officials said they
will turn over to Dist. Atty. vlilliam B. McKesson their findings on Reinhold O. Schmidt.
He allegedly sold shares in the film after
claiming he had made numerous flying saucer
trips vlith the space people and found them
willing to appear in the picture.
Low Wages
One attraction was that space people
didn't demand any salaries.
Schmidt, 64, a 6 12", 210-pound Nebraskan,
is now in a state mental prison in Northern
California after being convicted of grand
theft in a mining promotion deal.
The division will ask McKesson to issue a
complaint and bring Schmidt to trial here on
the space film charges.
Agents said they do not wish to reveal the
identity of the Long Beach woman at this
time, but they did disclose details of how
she allegedly was induced to invest in the
space project.
Schmidt came to her, and to others, with
printed material describing his claim to have
talked with outer space people when a flying
saucer landed near a grain field in a dry
river bed near I<earney, Neb.
The spacemen, he declared, knocked him
out and temporarily paralyzed him by shooting "a ray of intense light about as round
as a pencil" across his chest. \'Jhen he came
to, his story continued, a Mr. X from Saturn
offered to become his friend and personal
contact with outer worlds.
"Rode Spaceship"
After several trips in the spaceship,
Schmidt told his prospective investors, the
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space people agreed to act in the film.
At this point in his approach, he allegedly put the bite on his prospects by offering investment opportunities enabling them
to share the profits from the motion picture.
In an article published by the Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of America, Schmidt
gave details of his first meeting with the
mysterious Mr. X.
Aft er recovering from the temporary paralysis caused by the tiny light ray, he said,
a door on the silver space ship slid open
and two men emerged.
One who Schmidt said appeared to be the
leader, spoke English with a German accent
and invited Schmidt aboard the craft.
Inside, he declared, he found the saucer
was constructed of two-way glass about a loot
thick , so although it appeared to be shining
steel from the outside, its occupants could
see clearly through the walls from the inside.
Occupying the space ship at the time, he
claimed, were Mr. X, three other men and two
women, all dressed in brown shirts and slacks
similar to usual earth dress.
He stayed aboard the ship about 30 minutes,
he stated, then Mr. X said the ship had to
leave and he promised Schmidt he would communicate with him again.
After Schmidt got off the craft, its
motor started and the ship took off straight
up in the air, he said. As soon as it left
the ground, he said, it turned black. Then
at about 100 feet there was a brilliant flash
and the object disappeared, Schmidt wrote.
Schmidt formed a flying saucer organization, and solicited memberships for which
subscribers were urged to "send three dollars
in earth money" as membership fee.
At his grand theft trial in Oakland,
Schmidt was convicted of persuading a 63-year
old widow to invest $5000 in two "free energy "
crystal mine s he claimed were discovered by
space people while orbiting the earth.
After his conviction, he was sent to the
State Medical Facility at Vacaville, where
psychiatrists fnund him to be sane.
~~

*

*

*

SCIE NCE LOOKS FOR ANSUERS TO QUESTIONS
OF LIFE ON VENUS, M~RS --- PROBES PUSHED
VJASHINGTON, March 17 (UPI) - The Ilancient
and exciting question ll of whether life exists on Mars probably will be answered in the
next 10 years.
This is the conclusion reached by a panel
of the Space Science Board nf the National
Academy of Snip.nces in a repnrt on the

atmosphere of Mars and Venus.
The panel, headed by Dr. vJilliam vi. Kellog
of the Hand Corp. says evidence thus far
available suggests the possibility of life on
Mars. Venus seems less likely at the moment
to harbour living organisms.
Noting that unmanned spacecraft are being
prepared to study Mars and Venus and that expeditions to the planets are envisionedj the
panel said liThe planetary enigmas may be unraveled in the next decade. II They may, that
is "given enough financial support, wise
leadership and the dedication of the capable
scientists. II
The panel said color changes in the dark
areas of Mars and analysis of light reflected
from the Red Planet suggests at least the
presence of micro-organisms. There is no
valid evidence for or against existence of
larger organisms or of animals capable of
moving about.
-- Moreover, the panel said, if there are living things on Mars, "they must not be expected
to be similar to familiar life forms II on
Earth.
Science does not yet know much about the
surface of Venus, which is hidden from Earth
telescopes by a dense atmosphere. The panel
cited various theories that the surface of
Venus is a brightly illuminated desert, as
hot as molten lead; that it is an extremely
hot but weirdly desolate place, with no sunlight and perpetually plagued by wind and
~ust; that it is a far more endurable place,
entirely covered by ocean.
None of these possibilities can be ruled
out now. But, the panel said, in the next
few years "we may be able to reach out through
space and find the answer."
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is working on probes to be fired toward Mars and Venus and it is conducting research on what man may encounter when he
visits the planets.
Among recent NASA contracts were awards for
study of "simulated Martian and Venusian atmospheres," to determine their effect on
spacecraft entering them, a research on biological aspects of planetary and space environments" and a study of the meteorology
(weather) of the two planets.
In the meantime, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
is making a study for NASA of an "interplanetary transportation system. II
(Cincinnati Sunday ENQUIRER, March 18, 1962,
Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio)
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SCIENTISTS ADRIFT IN ARCTIC
~~F~I~ND UNDERSEA JUNGLE
WASHINGTON (NANA)--A veritable undersea
jungle of life in the Arctic Ocean has just
been reported thru the National Academy of
Sciences.
The observations were made by means of
an underwater camera carried on by drifting
Station Charlie operated by the Lamont
Geological Laboratory of Columbia University
and the Air Force Geophysical Directorate.
The station was set up on an ice floe in
pack ice, starting about 450 miles northwest
of Point Barrow, Alaska. It drifted for
nearly 500 miles.
SHALLm'T PENINSULA. Part of this drift
was over a shallow undersea peninsula, extending from somewhere on the Arctic coast
of North America. The water was only about
1,000 feet deep.
"The most striking feature," says the
report by Dr. William J. Crombie of Lamont
Laboratory, Il was the abundance of marine
life. Starfish are present in great numbers.
Two species of bryozoans, small fish, a
shrimp, jellyfish, holothurians, colonies
of sponges, and a sea anemone were identified
IIIn contrast, there was a general paucity
of life in the deeper, colder darker waters
off the peninsula. Starfish, for example,
were conspicuously absent.
Sinuous, wandering tracks resulting
from the meanderings of starfish were found,
however. (The animals Ilwalk il with the body
held above the bottom by the arms, which
make narrow trails in the soft sediment.)
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BROUGHT TO SURFACE. "The same kind of
tracks are found in both deep and shallow
water photos. Some of them may be made by
such animals as sea cucumbers crawling
along the bottom," the report said.
A shallow trawl brought to the surface
many of the animals seen in the photographs,
including many starfish as large as 8 in.
across and orange in color.
The finest sediments are rich in floating foraminifera. The existence of this
submarine region, so abundant with life, had
been unknown to science. (Chicago Ar~RICAN,
Monday, March 19, 1962, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).

*

*

TEMPLE UNEARTHED
LIMA, Peru, March 23 (AP) - Archaeologists
report that they have unearthed a large
temple, a ceramic workshop and storage rooms
at the famous ruins of the pre-Inca temple
of Pachacamac in i'Jest Central Peru.
(Cincinnati ENQUIRER, Credit Dorothy Lefler,
Cincinnati, Ohio).

*
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The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investi··
gator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when· a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
-
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Bulletin No. 65
Xl5 FILN SHOv)S MYSTERY OBJECTS
Pilot, Astronauts say they saw
IFlying Discs I.
SEATTLE, May 11 (AP) - Famed test pilot
Joe vJalker says films taken during his
recent flight in the rocket-powered Xl5 experimental plane to a record height of
246,700 feet showed five or six mysterious
objects.
It was the third report of unexplained
objects at high altitudes. American Astronaut
John H. Glenn and Russian Cosmonaut Gherman
Titov reported sighting strange objects during orbital flights around the earth.
Halker, a pilot for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, made the
disclosure at the National Conference on
Peaceful Uses of Space yesterday. He '\Vas
one of an eight-man panel of American space
explorers discussing experimental flights.
Glenn also was on the panel.
SIGHTED VERY HIGH
Halker said the film was from a camera
mounted on the fusilage of the Xl5 and pointed toward the rear. He said the objects appeared as the plane arced over the top of
its flight and headed for earth .
"I donlt feel like speculating about the
nature of these objects ", Halker said, "All
I know is what appeared on the film in later
study. I saw nothing myself during the
flight of this nature.
I!F rom what '\Ve can tell, they seemed to
be disc-shaped, or perhaps even cylindrical.
But itls impossible to estimate their size
or their distance from the camera."
Glenn who reported seeing firefly-like
objects during his three orbits, was questioned about reports that they might have
been condensed cr·ystals of water vapor from
his capsule - snowflakes.
1:1 donlt feel they l'1'ere snowflakes, or
paint peeling off the outside of the capsule",

he replied. "I donlt feel they originated
from the capsule at all , because some of
them were coming toward me. II
He said the objects were "about the size
of a firefly and about the same color, a
greenish-yellow. There seemed to be a great
number of them, about 8 to 10 feet apart
traveling somewhere to five miles an hour
either faster or slower than the capsule."
Titov has said he noticed something like.
fireflies during his 17 orbits. He said he
saw them first from the booster and then
from the retro rockets. ' (Los Angeles
HERALD-EXAMINER, Friday, May 11, 1962,
Credit L. Johnson, !Cathryn Diehl, Ethel Kulp
and Gladys Fusaro.)
Now of course, what good is a mystery
without an "explanation".
No'\V, '\Vhere was it that we read that the
"skin temperature II of the ship was somewhere
in the 600 degree range on these flights ?
Oh, well, anyway it vlaS ICEl
ISPOTSI ON X-l5 l s RECORD
TRIP TERMED ICE FLAKES
EDVJARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (UPI) The Ilmysterious objects II filmed by the X-15
rocket plane on its world record altitude
flight tvre weeks ago Here actually flakes of
ice.
---Engineers for the NASA, after studying
films taken on the flight to 46.7 miles
high, concluded the "spots ll were from ice
flakes off the aircraftls fuel tanks and
caused by liquid oxygen.
Joe vJalker piloted the X-15 April 30 to
the highest man ever has flov7n in a Hinged
aircraft. He disclosed filming of the
Ilunidentified objects II during a space flight
panel at the 2nd annual conference on
peaceful uses of space in Seattle, Wash.
Vlalker himself did not see the object in his
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flight to 246,700 feet.
,
liThe original film which revealed the
objects came from the camera mounted-on-the
aircraft I s tail, I! a NASA announcement said.
"Howe'ver, additional film from a camera
located between the X-15's instrument bay
showed ice breaking off the plane. II (Buffalo
COURIER-EXPRESS, N.Y., May 16, 1962, Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N. Y.)

·. Erie, Pa.,last' March 17. The Ojibwa wintered in Erie. He said the lights were seen
by .s everal persons including the ship I s
crewmen.
The ship got underway and crunched through
very heavy ice all the Hay to the Canadian
shore. liThe closer we moved toward them,
the further away they seemed to be, II Black
said.
7r
* -)}
He said he believes the lights were the
MYSTERIOUS OBJECT SETS TRUCr<: ON FIRE
result of unusual atmospheric conditions
BOIESTOHN (Special)-- A mysterious object,
causing lights to be refracted on the lake.
which lit up the sky over a wide area of the
(Buffalo COURIER-EXPRESS, N.Y., May 2, 1962,
province l'Jednesday night, is believed to
Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)
have fallen on the Wendell McFadgen mill
* * *
yard property near here.
EDITOR IS NOTE: vie must . apologize as is
The object apparently set fire to a truck
our custom, twice yearly to explain the reaparked in the yard, which is three miles
son for your receiving this bulletin late.
above Hayesville, York County, on the McBean
In the business in which your Editor is enBrook. The fire was put out by use of mud.
gaged, we have what is known as the "seasonal
The object, which has still not been
rush". This occurs in November and December,
identified, is described as having been very
and again in I,lay and June of each year. Durhot and looking in its final form as someing these times it is physically impossible
thing like jelly.
to maintain schedule. Many of you who have
been with us over the years realize this and
Forestry service personnel attempted to
get into the area to investigate but the
have been understanding about it. This exroad so far has been too muddy. (THE DAILY
planation is only for those new subscribers,
GLEA~mR, Fredericton, N.B., April 6, 1962,
who may feel that something has happened, or
Credit Gene Duplantier, SPACE, SAUCERS &
that they have been forgotten. Tain't soJ
SCIENCE, 125 Hoodycrest Ave., Toronto 6,
Thanks.
Ontario,Canada.)
* * *
There has been much speculation concerning
* ~, *
IIBALL OF FIRE II SPOTTED AGAIN
the Tasmania mystery that has since been explained as II whale blubber ll , as well as many
PORT ARTHUR (CP)-- The appearance of a
mysterious IIball of fire I ! was reported over
other "oddball il specimens which are discovered from time to time, so we present this
the Lakehead Thursday night.
"theory" from a UFO fan. Not that we are preMark Sauerbrei, Ontario department of
pared to accept it, but we do find it of conlands and forests fire protection supervisor
said he saw a Ilbright, falling light II in the
siderable interest. (Editor)
Dear Editor:
south\-Jest sky at 10: 30 pm. His description
You
will find in the following paragraphs
coincides with similar sightings of a mysthe mention of a few recent developments,
terious light in NeH Brunswick Hednesday.
discoveries and consequent suggestions, which,
He described the object as larger than
I humbly believe, will push forward the scia falling star (meteorite) with a bright
ence of ufology.
intense yellow glare. (THE SARNIA OBSERVER,
As far as I know, these suggestions have
April 7, 1962, Credit Gene Duplantier.)
not
yet been published. You may do so if you
*
Item following a general report of the
wish.
As is well known by now, cryobiologists
winter activities of the ice-cutter (Coast
Guard) Ojibwa:
are able to take living red corpuscles at
room temperature, plunge them into a medium
LAI\E LIGHTS ARE MYSTERY
at 345 degrees below zero Fahrenheit and then
In reviewing the Ojibwa's annual battle
resuscitate them, provided they thaw them out
with Lake Erie ice yesterday, Chief Harrant
as fast. They have run similarly successful
Officer I(enneth N. Black told of the ship's
experiments
with spermatozoa and even fertistrange encounter with mysterious lIunidentilized
rabbit-ova.
They are progressingly
fied flashing light."
succeeding Hith more and more complicated
Black said the lights were sighted off
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - -.. ....-- .... ~- .. .--._ ----.-S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
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organisms in 10vIer and lower temperatures.
These truly scientific developments, plus
the recent discovery of live monsters, which
expert taxonomers cannot fit into the animal
kingdom of this our geological era, lead me
to believe that God, through His laws of
nature, has deep-frozen eons ago many and
various organisms, which, given the proper
circumstances, thaw out and revive.
To corroborate this view, let me give a
few recent examples: The Associated Press
reported that at the beginning of March 1962
a 20-foot, 7-ton monster was washed up on
one .of the beaches of Tasmania. The Australiad. scientists were, and perhaps still are,
baffled as to its origin, relationship and
identity. I don't think I am guessing too
wildly when I say that NORWI.LLY there should
be others like that, at least in that area:
brothers, sisters, cousins, in-laws and other
relatives. NOH, if there were or there are
others in the expected numbers, it seems to
me they would have been seen. Considering
the huge size of this animal; the increasingly great number of humans plowing on, under
or above the oceanic surface, or living,
working and playing on or near the beaches,
I feel that someone, somewhere, sometime or
other would have come in contact with this
beast's relatives through his eyes, or nose,
camera, binoculars, etc.
I submit that none as far as we know \vere
contacted, because there weren't anymore,
at least not many of them. How do I explain
this so litary specimen'? He and many others
like him,thousands, perhaps millions of
years ago, suddenly deep-froze in a cake of
ice because of some cataclysmic change, like
for instance a sudden change of direction in
the earth's axis. This prehistoric animal
supposedly remained there for ages entombed
in ice which recently detached itself and
floated away as an iceberg. Then 'accidentally' it drifted right over a sub-oceanic
volcanic eruption, which had enough heat to
thaw out almost instantaneously 'casket' and
tcadaver ', melting away the one and resuscitating the other.
Another recent and as fantastic riparian
event in the same general area may help to
explain this one-or vice versa: A few days
before and up to December 21, 1961, along a
200-mile Australian coastline, !!millions of
fish 1; Of many lcinds, some weighing up to 20
pounds, swam with their heads above water
and hurled themselves on the beach. The
experts, one of them with 40-years experience
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in that fielci, said they had never seen any'::' ,
thing like that and that they had no satisfactory explanation.
I suggest that one or perhaps a school of
these recently de-iced prince of the oceans,
charged at them with a prehistoric weapon,
sayan electromagnetic ray, against which
modern fish have no defense, having survived
in their evolutionary struggle against
enemies with different Iveapcr.::. Probably
this 'beam' although not lethal in itself,
disrupted the fishes l 'radar system' and
caused them to panic.
Further support for my hypothesis that
prehistoric animals, having been in suspend ~
ed animation for ages, are nov! actively living again, will be found soon, I hope and
pray, by polar explorers, \vho will apply the
above mentioned principles of cryobiology
when they thmI out frozen organisms. Every
ufologist now knows that around 1954 scientists in Paris ate mammoth steak from an
animal which had been encased in ice for
thousands of years. Since these pachyderms
were tropical and since the fodder found in
their mouths and stomachs was yet unaffec ted
by the digestive enzymes, it is logically
assumed that some very SUDDEI:J cataclysmic
upheaval froze them there on the spot with
lightning speed while entombing them in
freezing water. I suggest that this cold
was so fast, so all-embracing and so intense
that it didn't r emove life, but just arrested it; and that careful cryobiologists would
have resuscitated them by applying very intense and all-covering heat such as vJOuld be
found in a bath of water saturated with various dissolved minerals and boiling under
fabulous pressure, such, as I presume, is
found naturally between a tall column of
ocean water and the gurgitating 'mouth' of a
violently active suboceanic volcano. The
resultant turbulence, caused by the great
disequilibrium of the various forces at vTOrk,
would be just the thing required for the
proper application and distribution of heat.
Not only ·a quick fre eze- thaw, but also
dehydration, implantation of certain chemicals will cause in var·ying degrees of success
a dormancy-resuscitation phenomenon.
Therefore I expect that some day, perhaps
when the Egyptian pyramids are 'dismantled!
prior to the planned flooding of the area,
the scientists will resuscitate (which is not
resurrect) prehistorically 'embalmed' 0-:;--'fossilized' human 'corpses', who will continue to live, and after learning one of our
I
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languages, will tell us about 'the good OLD
days' and perhaps something lout of this
world. I God grant it.
Some of us believe that 'since some monsters do not seem to fit in our animal kingdom, they must have been brought here from '
other worlds by the ufonauts. I, for one,
am changing somewhat my flexible views on
that in favor of the above theory, which,
I believe accounts for at least some of the
monsters. Along that line, I expect that
soon someone will run across the corpse of
a huge and unidentified TERRESTRIAL animal
floating in the ocean or washed on the
beach. Maybe the 7-ton beast mentioned
above is one of them, for, Australian scientist, Bruce Mollison who couldn't identify
it said it was IIneither FISH nor fowl II.
"(Emphasis -mine) ' 'Chances are he (the mon ...
ster) is not an aquatic animal. Then how
did he get there? He floated in an iceberg,
I suppose; then thawed out. But he was too
far from shore. So he drowned.
Yours truly,
Rev. Guy J. Cyr, S.M.

* *

Your Editor continues to take a verbal
shellacking from the "unholy three" of UFO ...
ogy. Every Pro-American article used in
this publication is an opportunity for these
"three" (I wonder if they dress in black--Gray Barker?), to take up the battle cry of
"FASCIST" 1
Now Curtis Fuller joins the cry -- Curtis
Fuller is Editor of Fate Magazine in case
you did not know. He jo1ned the Ilpack" in
the form of a letter to the Editor in Jim
Moseley's SAUCER NEWS. He congratulated
Mosely on his article "SAUCERS AND FASCISM",
in which 1,1oseley refers to all determined
Anti-Cow~unists as Fascists.
Just like the baseball trio -- Tinkers
to Evers to Chance -- only here it is
Hoseley to Crabb to Fuller.
This Editor's greatest disappointment
was in seeing Desmond Leslie get into the
act. 1'Je quote a feu choice sentences from
his letter:
IICongratulations on coming out against
the resurgence of Fascism in America --a far greater danger than the popular bogeyman, Communism.
"I have sadly and for a long time prophesied that if the presenttrend continues, we
shall see America becom1ng more and more
totalitarian, while Russia becomes more liberal. Hithin twenty years we can expect to

see men fleeing to freedom from the West to
the East." (Unquote Desmond Leslie, co-author
of Flying Saucers Have Landed.)
I

Isn't it strange that Fascism is a greater
threat than Communism to Mr. Leslie. Especially in light of the fact that Fascism has
been dead all these 17 years, and Communism
continues to gobble up and enslave peoples
over the past 17 years at the rate of 7000
slaves per hour?
And the slight revival of Fascism in the
form of Lincoln Rockwell would never get anywhere. Peoples do not fall for the same trap
twice!
But a wiley enemy, could and would set up
this decoy (Fascism) to scream about, and give
the intended victims of their own oppressioa
something to worry 'alJout,and"keep "'theinpreoccupied with, vJh11e they slip their own
noose over the unsuspecting heads.
But I will leave this for one far more
capable than I to explain, in an excellent
article entitled IIEXTREMISTS ".
This man is Matt Cvetic, a former Counterspy for the FBI for 9 years.
EXTREMISTS!
During the past few months, this country
has been deluged by a barrage of planned and
vicious propaganda attacks against the patriotic Americans who are actively fighting the
Communist threat.
This smear campaign, directed by an assortment of Communists, professional liberals and
self-serving political opportunists, is resorting to derisive and venomous language in
accusing patriotic individuals and groups.
Names such as right-wing extremists, fascists,
and Klanners are being tossed around quite
loosely by these smear artists. The name
callers stem from Gus Hall, the convicted Communist, down to Drew Pearson, the columnist,
who is known to play very loosely, at times
with the truth. Regrettably, even our President lowered the dignity of his Office by
getting into the act.
In most instances, political opportunists,
who have joined the ranks of name-callers, did
so to create a smoke screen to cover some of
their own political failings.
This loud barrage is by no means the spontaneous wail the Communists, fellow travellers
and their dupes would have you believe. The
II shouting II campaign, which has been joined by
a large section of our press, radio and television, was actually organized in the Kremlin;

.,
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then funneled down through usual Communist
channe ls into every nook and corner of the
United states. This IiCall of the Kremlin ll
has been so successful, that many non~Com
munists are actually out-shouting the Reds
in the name-calling department. It is no
~vonder that IC
hrushchev and his band of cutthroats are laughing with glee.
There is a very practical reason why the
Communists launched the bitter campaign
against the American patriotic groups. The
past 28 years of appeasement by our Government leaders, culminated by the loss of
Cuba to the Communists--only ninety miles
from our shores, has awakened many Americans to the fact that the Red danger is
getting uncomfortably close.
The fact that we have been losing ground
to the International Communists with our
"policy of appeasement II is of concern to
many Americans. They realize that we must
take a firm stand against International
Communism or face destruction. It is these
patriotic forces who pose the real threat
to the Communists. The Red conspirators
and their sympathetic allies cannot stand
exposure. It is for this reason that
patriotic forces are being so viciously
maligned.
Long ago, as I mention on Page 55 of
liTHE BIG DECISION", Lenin, one of the founders of murderous Communism said: IIDestroying all opposition by invective, slander,
smear and blackmail is one of the techniques
of COHununism. I i To vlatch some American politicians, editors, and self-styled liberals
ape the Reds in this libelous technique,
is indeed shameful.
Recently in Los Angeles County, a series
of nuisance bombs were exploded in front
of Community Party H~adquarters, a United
Nations organization office, and the homes
of two liberal ministers. Overnight the
cry went up from Communist and other
sources: lilt's tho se right-wing extremists-they planted those bombs. II
Despite the fact, that up to this writing
no one has been apprehended by the law, the
two minis ters who were the victims of the
I!bomb '! incidents, spent 25 minutes of valu~
able television time blaming the bombings
on lithe right-wing extremists." Marsha
Hunt, a Hollywood actress of some dimension,
joined in the snide accusations. Possibly,
these accusers never heard of the Bible's
reference to "rash judgment. I~
The Hollywood-Citizens News, usually a
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fine paper, now under new management, editorialized the bombings with these words, quote
their editorial of February 7, 1962;-"formerly the violence connected with extremism usually came from the left. Now the
right is getting into the despicable act. II
Drew Pearson devoted an entire column blaming
"those right-vling extremists. II All these
accusations from so-called reliable people
and sources, despite the fact, and I repeat,
that up to this writing, no police authority
has apprehended even a shadow of a suspect.
It may be worthwhile to explain for the
benefit of the self-styled liberal block in
this country, that one of the techniques of
the Red conspirators is to go in for just
such skullduggery, to wit: Toss a bomb in
front of someone's door; distribute some antiCatholic, anti-Negro or anti-Jewish leaflets
in the neighborhood, and presto -- liTHE
FASCISTS ARE AT IT AGAIN. 11
Several years ago in Louisville, Kentucky,
a bomb was planted under the trailer home of
a negro family. The bombing was followed by
a planned propaganda barrage, blaming "those
fascists. II The professional liberals, egged
on by the Reds, had their days of name-calling. Finally the real culprits were apprehended. Lo and behold, they turned out to be
two notorious Communist agents, who were convicted and sentenced to a long term in the
penitentiary. Unfortunately, the United
states Supreme Court, which ruled that it is
illegal for a State to defend itself against
sedition, saw to it that these Reds did not
have to serve out their sentences.
Another such incident occurred while I was
posing as a Communist for the F.B.I. The
Communists organized a riot against one of
their Olm meetings. Several people, including some Party members were hurt in the en suing embroglio. The ne]~t morning the Communists and their stupid allies blamed it on,
you guessed it, "those fascist Pittsburgh
police. II
Many of us who have been the targets for
the vicious slander, name-calling and intimidation, because we are in the fight to preserve our Republic and our Freedom, have no
intention of letting an assortment of Red
agents, self-appointed liberals and political
hacks dissuade us from our work.
We can best answer all the character
assassins by expanding our activities; organizing more study groups; opening more patriotic bookstores and information centers;
utilizing the press, radio and television to
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------------------------------------------------,---------------------------------------------reach millions of un-informed Americans
with the Truth about the Communist threat.
Let us not waste our valuable time answering the name-callers and character assassins.
Let us instead re-double our efforts to
bring the message of FREEDm1 to our ne'i ghbors, our fellow-workers, and most of all,
our students. (Matt Cvetic -- 9 years a
Cowmunist for the FBI.)
Ed. Note - One thing we can be sure of Matt Cvetic has had enough experience to
tell the IIBad Guysll from the IIGood Guysll,
and now you know why some folks continue
to scream 11FASCISTS" at the top of their
voices.
v!e continue to get the mail, and we continue to get cancellations frem those who - .
"'dono't want toseea:ny IIPro-American ll
articles in S.P,A.C.E.
And then we get the encouraging ones,
like the following letter from V.D.S., of
Columbia Cross Roads, Pat
Dear Mr. Gariety:
I would like to tell you that I think
that you are doing an excellent job of publishing your publication.
I hope that you will continue to use the
current format, including the pro-Am6rican
articles regardless of what others may say
against you.
Also, you have new and exclusive material that others do not have as soon. This
is good. I wish more publications of this
tyPe had more real news rather than a lot
of reprinted material.
In short, I am real pleased and hope you
keep up the good work.
Yours very truly,
V.D.S.
Columbia Cross Rds.,
Pennsylvania
This type of support we appreciate and
need. Also we need more financial support
to continue to this effort. The ones who
have shouted IIFascist II and cancelled, and
those who naively want only space nevJs,
and ignore the IInoose 11 being slipped over
their heads, and they too, either cancel
or do not renew have hurt.
If you feel that this effort should
continue, and that we should publish the
space news along with exposing the Corr~UN
ist Cr~ninal Conspiracy, you can do this
with $1.00 -- L~-month Gift subscription to
your friends and relatives. In this manner

you can awaken them to two problems at the
same time.
Follow the following form in sending in
your mimes, and include $1.00 for each name:
Please send a L~ month trial subscription
to S.P.A.CeE. to the fo+lowing:
Name _____________________________________
Address
City ___________________________________
Name

-------------------------------------._.

Address ____________~------------------City _______________________________________
From ___ .____________________________
Enel
IIA Nation that will not take a Stand
Deserves to take a FALL. II
Tom Anderson
Farm & Ranch
Nashville, Tennessee
vJe have taken our stand -- for GOD and
COUNTRY. 1/Je hope you will take yours. vJith
your support, morally and financially we
shall fight the IIMistaken Ones ll in the Saucer
Field, and continue publishing the SPACE AND
PRO-AMERICAN newsl
It's up to you, the subscriber. Let1s
hear from you.
And vJe might add here that it is physically impossible to anSlJer all the letters, much
as we would like to. But they are all readand appreciated.

FIREBALL LIGHTS 1:JEST;
UTAH I S HILLS SEARCHED
EUREKA, Utah, April 19 (UPI) - A giant
ball of fire, which lighted the ground below
as though it were a flare, was seen from
California to Il:ansas last night. It v18S
thought to have exploded or hit the ground
somewhere in central Utah.
Today sheepherders in the hills south of
here were questioned by Air Force police
officers from nearby Hill Air Force Base at
Ogden, Utah, and by a deputy sheriff and
three civilian volunteers.
Some residents of Eureka said they -believed the object had exploded about ten miles
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from town. There were conflicting reports
on its size~ color and trajectory. Dr.
Robert l\adesh~ Associate Professor of Physics
at the University of Utah, said it had probably been a bolide, a type of exploding
meteor.
Sightings were reported in Nevada~ Oregon,
r,10ntana, Idaho, Arizona, New r~exico, vJyoming ~
I\:ansas and California ~ in add it ion to Utah.
(NEVT YORK TIMES, Friday, April 20 ~ 1962,
Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, N.Y.)
Ed. Note; 1'Thy do Air Force Officers bother
to question sheepherders about Ilmeteorites ? '?
?????? ?? I!

* *

CROSS SEEN BY NIGHT NURSES BEHIND
GOOD FRIDAY MOON
A group of nurses at st. Mary's Hospital,
London, reported seeing an object resembling
the formation of a cross shining behind a
bright, full moon about 5 am. yesterday.
!lOh, yes~ it was quite definite ll , said
night nursing supervisor, Mrs. Rita Gooding.
III've never seen anything like it before. II
Mr s . Gooding said she happened to look
out of a fourth floor window "and there i t
was. II
Mrs. George Nangle, private duty nurse
on the second floor said: "I thought I was
seeing things at first, but there it was.
It was so beautiful. II
Mrs. Goodin~ said the formation lasted
for 15 to 20 minutes from the time she
first saw it.
She said the four ends of a cross could be
seen behind the moon.
:!Being Good Friday and everything, II said
.l<1rs. Napgle, "it struck a note. il
Mrs . S. J. Mullin, l',nother private duty
nurse, said; "Oh, yes, it Has quite dis"
tinctive. It was so plain and so clearly
defined. I i
Asked to comme nt, Dr. Uilliam H. Hehlau,
astronomer at the University of Western
Ontario, said there are many atmospheric
effects that might account for the pattern
behind the moon . He said various kinds of
phenomena are classified at the university.
These classifications would not be checked
until he returns to the university. He
could offer no ~nmediate explanation.
An official of the department of transport, on duty at the control tower, London
Airport, said a cro s s will be seen on a
bright moonlit night if a person looks
through a window which has a screen either
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in front or behind it. "I've seen many
crosses this way. II
Houever, Mrs. Nangle said she thought at
the time a screen might have an effect, so
she looked through a window that had no
screen.
"And there it was again. It was there all
right. II
l<1rs. Gooding said other private duty nurses Hho smI the formation were r~rs. Sue Hyman,
Mrs. Margaret Vaucrossan ahd Mrs. Hattie Hall.
Mrs. Nangle reported the phenomenon to
John Dickins on CFPL's IOpen Line.'
An unidentified Homan, who was feeding
kittens through an eye-dropper at 5 am. told
CFPL she went outside her northend house and
smf the formation the same time the staff
members at st. l<1ary I s Hospital Here looking.
(London FREE PRESS, Ontario Canada, Saturday
April 21, 1962, Credit Marge Chalmers,
Ontario, Canada.)

*

TVTINS FOLLOVT sAME PATH TO THE VERY END
MORGANTON, N. C. , April 13 (AP) "As twins,
Bobbie Jena and Betty Joe Eller folloHed the
same path.
They held the same sort of jobs, in a
cigarette factory.
They had the same emo~ional trouble, Hhich
led to their joint admission to the state
mental hospital last year and their return to
the hospital this month.
Thursday, the path ended. Hospital attendants found the 31"year-old patients dead in
their beds in separate Hards in the hospital.
No bruises or marks of violence were on
either body.
The Burke County coroner, Dr. John C.
Reece, said there was no "demonstrable anatomical cause of death." He said both women
received about the same hospital treatment,
involving what he called proved established
medicines, and that he will try to determine
if the medicines produced some unexpected reactions. (Buffalo EVENING NEHS, N. Y., Friday,
April 13, 1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Hunt"
ington, N.Y.)

cmI -DEER IS*

*

ENIGIVlA TO EXPERTS
REGINA, Sask. Can. (CP) " Tests were con"
tinuing Tuesday to determine the genus of an
animal delivered to the Sakatchewan Hheat
Pool livestock yards.
The animal, brought to the yards r~onday by
Ed Senft of Dubuc, Sask., shows characteris"
tics of both a COH and a deer, a cross described as imPo~s~ble by Ernie Paynter,
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director of the provincial wild life branch.
lilt I S impossible, but it sure looks like
it II, he said. Senft could offer no clues.
A blood sample tested at the Royal Canadian Mounted Police laboratory showed the
animal to be pure bovine, but Paynter said
experts are not yet convinced.
The animal has a long, thin forehead and
nose, the loose knobs of horns and a Vshaped forehead that is uncharacteristic of
the bovine family. Paynter and John Graham,
manager of the livestock yards l said the leg
shapes are more like those of a deer than
of a cow.
Paynter said the 3-year-old animal has
dropped its horns each JanuarYI the time
deer ncr'mally lose their antlers. The 730pound animal was purchased by the vJh~at Pool
livestock division to prevent its slaughter
until more could be learned of its genus.
(Buffalo COURIER-EXPRESS, N.Y., May 16, 1962
Credit Gladys Fusaro l Huntingtonl N.Y.)

*
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r,'IETEOR . & UFO SIGHTING
~; itness: Dorothy Lefler, 4668 N. Edgewood
Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio (for meteor only);
for UFO: Dorothy Lefler and mother l same
address. Time: 8:50 pm for meteor; 8:56-7
for UFO. \'leather clear, bright stars, apparent no haze.
I had finished painting and wandered out
into backyard, and took a gander UPI hoping
as usual. I was facing east when something
caught my eye. I turned in time to see
instantaneously a very bright white meteor l
with tail and IIcrumbling ll sides, arcing dOvTn
in northern sky, turning NE to U. This lvaS

quite a normal meteor l at about 45-50° alt.
Called mother to door to tell her what had
seen, gabbed a bit, went in and came back out
wandered around in back and then out to
front, which faces west. Staring around,
noticed what seemed to be variable star that
appeared to be really Ilwanderingil around.
Stared hard at it, and it did seem to be moving - had guide lines of telephone wires,
trees and telephone pole. Again called to
mother as I wanted her to see this variable
star, and was just explaining how such an
illusion is caused by atmospheric refraction,
etc. when realized that it really had moved
because had crossed telephone wires. \,'Ihen
first sighted was in vINVl, and traveled
straight across Northern sky, heading NNE.
"Ie both observed it for approx. 5 minutes.
It appeared to bob only slightly, but no
doubt this was due to atmospheric refraction.
I would estimate it traveled approximately
160 degrees of arc during this time, at 60°
alt. vJe both felt it was very high, perhaps
out of the atmosphere, but there was no way
to estimate either size or distance, other
than fact that it moved. No sound. No tail.
Was same apparent size as average star.
Binoculars did not resolve the object.
(Credit Dorothy Lefler, CinCinnati, Ohio,
April 2L/., 1962)
SNOWMN IS A HOAX, HILLARY SAYS -- The conqueror of r~t. Everest had a word or two to sa;
here about the yeti, or abominable snowman.
II It I S a hoax, a myth II ,
said Sir Edmund Hillar:
••••• Buffalo COURIER-EXPRESS, N. Y. , Monday,
r,~arch 26, 1962, page l~.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'somethi~g you .can touch') tha,t such t~ings eve,n
exist In the words of Capt. Edward J, Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Vi rIght FIeld, Dayton, OhlO, as ChIef Investlgato; for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to ,land at the River Entrance to the ~entagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar StatIOn detects a UFO, sends a Jet ~p t,o mtercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? WhICh IS PROOF?
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If you want your father to take care
of you, that's PATERNALISM.
If you want your mother to take care
of you, that's ~ATERNALISM.
If you want Uncle Sam to take care
of you, thatls SOCIALISM.
If you want your comrades to take care
of you, that's COMMUNISM.
If you want to take care of YOURSEI~
THAT'S AMERICANISMJJJJJ

*

*

*

Thanks to those who have been patient
with the lateness of the May and June issues.
In the Photography business, which is how
your Editor makes his livelihood, in May and
June, it is a combination of Graduation,
Brides and Fathers day, and some other side
activities just have to give way to the essentials of life.
After many, many long months of inactivity in the UFO field, things started popping
again. Time will tell whether or not this
is another "flap" of consequence.

*
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*

IRISH PILOT SEES FLYING OBJECT
An unidentified flying object was reported yesterday - by a pilot for Irish International Airlines, the company1s office here
reported.
The pilot, Capt. G. Pend leton, was in
corr~andof a Viscount flight from Cork to
Brussels when he saw the object about 35
miles southeast of Bristol in the late afternoon. He was at 17,000 feet. The object,
which he thought at first was a balloon,
was 3,000 feet below him.
As it passed he said, it appeared to be
a large orb with irregular antenna-like
protrusions. His co-pilot also saw it, but
said nothing to the two hostesses or the 60
passengers. (New York HERALD 'IHIBUNE, May
22, 1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington,
Long Island).

.'FIERY OBJECT' SEEN IN PAt SKY
BETHLEHEM, Pa., May 25 (AP)- A fiery object was seen movi~g across the skies northeast of here before dawn today.
Police Capt. John Holzinger said the object was bluish-green when he first saw it.
It increased in intensity until it became a
brilliant white, then vanished, he said.
Holzinger is a major in the U.S. Air Force
Reserve and he said 11it was the brightest
object I have ever seen in the heavens. 11
A pilot of an airplane passing over the
area radioed a report on the object to the
Bethlehem-Allentown-Easton Airport, which
reported it also had phone calls from persons who saw it. (New York MIRROR, May 25,
1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro.)
Our correspondant on Long Island also
sends along two eyewitness accounts of reports immediately following, both from the
New York area:
Midnight, Thursday, May 24
"Sometime before 12 midnight, when the
storm stopped, I saw a large luminous shining
object in the sky for almost an hour. It
did not move, it was not a star--or a meteor,
or a plane--as those three could not stay
stationary for an hour as we all know.
"Then suddenly it shot up in terrific
speed. During the storm the sky lit up in
colors I have never seen before. I did not
sense any fear at what I saw. Shortly after
the object left the spot, I saw about four
of our planes in that Vicinity. Guess they
were sent up by airfields to investigate.
"The next morning I Has scanning the
Daily Mirror, when 10 and behold, I saw in a
back page, in print, that a large object was
seen in the heavens over Pennsylvania, before
dawn. Could this have been the same object
I saH, travelling on to Pennsylvania, where
it Has sighted again? (Informant wishes to
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remain anonymous.)
10:00 p.m., Friday, May 25
Report made to Gladys Fusaro, by a gardener of the ' Seminary of the Immaculate Conception, Lloyd Harbor, Long Island, N.Y. ,
III was sitting on the large concrete bench '
having 'a smoke before going to my room and
to bed, when all of a sudden, while I was
looking at all the stars, I saw this very
bright, luminous object streaking along the
sky. I thought at first it was a falling
star, but then it kept on moving very fast
and at the same altitude, coming from the
South, travelling North.
"I kept watching it, and all of a sudden,
almost right overhead, it stopped, then
made a "u" turn, and headed back to the
South, from where it had come. It was going
very fast; and I should think that it was
very high, possibly 10 or 15 thousand feet.
It left behind it sort of a blue flame, like
a twin exhaust in the rear.
"I watched the object disappear. I did
not go to my room until around 11:00 p.m.
I was hoping it would return, but it did
not. There wasn't any sound from this object, like we are accustomed to hear in this
area from the jets which cannot be seen,
but are heard. After the object left then
I heard the sound of jets which came into the
area". (Credit for interviewing the witness,
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long Island, N.Y.)
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with its daily temperature extremes and i t~in "
atmosphere · containing onlytrac'e s of oxygen:
or water.
"
, So if plants exist on Mars"he said, they
must have evolved a biochemistry far different from that of vegetation on earth. Perhaps water, the essential life environment
of living cells on earth, may act "more like
a vitaminll for Nartiari organisms, he said.
Salisbury said the notion of intelligent
life on Mars seems implausible. But he also
said "we should not arbitrarily close our
minds to the implication of some striking observations. "
He mentioned among other things speculation that the t\VO small Martian moons,
deimos and phobos, are artificial satellites.
Salisbury said, a search for Martian moons
in 1862 disclosed none. But in 1877 they
were spotted. 1:1as the 1862 failure due to
faulty telescopes, Salisbury said, lIor may
we imagine that the satellites were launched
into orbit between 1862 and 1877? II
He said that on several occasions observers have noticed on Mars lIa bright spot of
light lasting about five minutes. II Sometimes the light was followed by lIa rather
distinctive white cloud. II
1I\'Jas this volcanic activity,ll Salisbury
asked, lIor are the Martians now engaged in
debates about long-term effects of nuclear
fallout? II
Salisbury noted that in 1954 "an area
about the size of Texas appeared in what had
previously been open desert. II He asked
whether this was a natural invasion of the
desert by plants or whether it was lIan organized reclamation project. II
If plant-like organisms have conquered
the Martian environment, Salisbury said,
animal~llke forms may have developed to
feed on the plants. Have these evolved into intelligent beings?
IlvJe should at least try to keep our minds
open so that we could survive the initial
shock of encountering them,lI Salisbury said.
('I'he Palm Beach POST 1 FridaYI April 6, 1962,
Credit Ruth Clindaniel, Syracuse, Ind.)

INTE LLIGE NT BE INGS ON IvT.ARS??? ?
POSSIBILITY SEEN
HASHINGTON (UPI)- A scientist suggested
"the remote possibilityll Thursday that Mars
harbors intelligent beings who may have conquered the atom and carried out great reclamation projects.
The scientist, Dr. Frank B. Salisbury of
Colorado State University, said the space
agency should think twice before it rockets
to Mars sample-grabbing robots which might
anger the natives.
11riting in "Science ,II weekly publication
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Salisbury said it is highly
probable that flourishing vegetation exists
And more scientists are getting into the
on the red planet.
act. Seems that an attempt is being made to
'Ihat assumption, he said, provides the
Ilunbrainwash" the public, after decades of
best explanation yet offered for seasonal
Ilbrainwashing II in the other direction.
color changes observed on Mars. Salisbury
said no earthly plants could survive on Mars
*
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LIFE POSSIBLE ON OTHER PLANETS,
SCIENTIST SAYS
\'1ASHINGTON (UPI) .. A scienti'st said today
there is a ~aint possibility that living
things thrive in the depths of the moon and
on Jupiter l Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
The sCientist, Dr. Carl E. Sagan of the
University of California at BerkeleYI said
Mars is the most likely abode of life among
the bodies of the solar system other than
earth.
The possibility of life on the airless
and arid moon has been rejected by most
scientists on the grounds that no imaginable
organism could survive more than a few hours
on the lunar surface.
But at II some distance below the lunar
surface, conditions are appreciably milder,"
Sagan said in a space science l ecture broadcast overseas by the Voice of America. The
l1kelihoo'tl of living organisms beneath the
moonls surface lIis probably small, but it i s
not negligible," he said.
Scientists be lieve the first living things
on earth came into being at a time when there
was no oxygen in the planet's atmosphere but
lots of hydrogen, methane, ammonia and water.
BELIEVED SIMILAR TO EARTH
Sagan said the primitive environment of
many other planets presumably was similar to
earth1 s . So, he said l "life must arise on
countless other worlds, in our solar system,
and in other so lar system. if
Venus appears to be too hot for living
organisms, and it has been genera lly as sumed
that the Jovian planets - Jupiter , Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune - were far too cold for
life to ge t st arted .
But the atmosphere of the Jovian planets,
Sagan said , "are very similar to the primitive atmosphere of the earth, in which terrestrial organisms first arose. II
Presumably there is water on the Jovian
planets, and there has been speculation that
surface temperatures might be relatively mild
because of heat retention resulting from the
thick atmospheres .
Although the possibility of life on the
big and distant planets cannot be ru l ed out,
it has yet to be demonstrated , Sagan said,
that life exists anywhere in the solar system
except on earth . (South Bend, Ind. 'TRIBUNE ,
May 211 1962 , Credit Ruth Clind aniel, Syracuse, Indiana).
FIRE-SPE1Hr~G

*

FLYING OBJECT SEEN BY RR CREHS
-Two lJew York" Central freight train crel'/'S,
working miles apart, sm'/' an unidentified

fire-spewing object flash across the sky at

3:30 a.m. today.
One crew was working near the O. H. Hutchinson power station between Franklin and
Miamisburg in Harren County. George Enneking
of 5633 Lester Road, a trainman, said the
object was traveling from northwest to southeast. He said it looked like a ropket and
had a blue-and-white flame coming out of the
rear. Mr. Enneking said four other members
of the crew, working the length of the 95car train, also saw the object.
Another train crevl working near the Early
and Daniel plant at 525 Carr Street saw the
"fireball" flash across the sky over northern
Kentucky. The flash lasted seven or eight
seconds. One crewman said the obje ct appeared to be shedding. (Cincinnati POST & TIMES
STAR, May 16 1 1962 1 Credit Dorothy Lefler l
Cincinnati, Ohio ).

*

*
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FIREBALL JOLTS '1"10 AT HOMES
MELBOURNE , Australia - A mysterious "ball
of fire" jolted two women at their homes in
suburban Sprinvale last Heek. It "danced II
into the backyard of rvlrs. J. Ill. Cherrie, 44,
mother of six, while she was wheeling a barrou of pumpkins. III was covered with the
sparkling light and got a severe electric
shock", she said. The fireball then Iljumpedll
the fellce into the yard of Mrs. R. A. AudsleYI 36, who was standing outside holding
her 20 month-old son . The fireball hit the
side of the house vlith a bang and shook the
house, rattling dishes on the shelves and
then vaniShed. (San Francisco, California
CHRONIC IE , March 4, 1962)
~;

*
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UFO SIGHTED BY TRIO IN NORTHERN NEVADA
Unidentified flying objects (UFO) are
back in the news, this time reported in northern Ne vada. Three women returning from
the general conference of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, Salt Lake City,
Utah, reported sighting the object as they
traveled south from Oregonls state line towards Hinnemucca late Saturday night . The
women reported the bright object, about the
size of a beach ball, glowed with a yellowish-or ang e light and seemed to hover just
above t he ground. It crossed the hlghway in
front of their vehicle and cast a light be neath it. It f olloHed them for 60 miles,
and disappeared for the last time shortly before t he trio arrived in Hinnemucc a.
(r,1edfor d, Oregon rllAIL 'IHIBUNE, April 9, 1962,
Credit June Larson, · IJICAP Subcommittee,
Seatt le, Washington.)
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'STRANGE LIGHTS' SIGHTED
SEEING THINGS?
Greater Cincinnatians \vere seeing strange
lights in the sky last night .. and even
hearin8 strange noises.
Dave VJahler, 8217 Bridgetown Road and
Mike Benesch, 4034 El Vista Dr., Bridgetown,
reported seeing a light moving east to west
across the sky, changing from red to white.
A Mt. l'Tashington man said he saw a light
moving north to southuest "three to four
times as bright as Venus. 11 He said it was
traveling low in the slcy.
A Ft. Thomas housewife said she smv a
moving light, too, and also heard a II zooming,
swishing noise. Ii She said it was moving
west of Cincinnati.
Dr. Alex Presnell of the Cincinnati Astronomical Society said he thought the light
probably was Venus.
"Venus is quite prominent in the west now l;
Dr. Pre snell said.
The Federal Aviation Agency1s control
tower at Greater Cincinnati Airport said it
had sighted no strange objects in the sky.
(Cincinnati ENQUIRER, May 26, 1962, Credit
Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio).
Your Editor ~€es by the Patriotic AmeriM
can paper Hurvr..A.N EVENTS that in a speech in
Roanoke, Virginia, that Attorney, and Con- '
gressman from the 7th District in Virginia,
introduced Attorney General Robert Kennedy
to the audience of attorneys in observance
of Law Day.
In a bit of humor that speaks more than
volumes could on the subject, Congressman
Harrison said in his introduction: II\'/e
admit that Massachusetts was first to do
anything about medical care for the aged.
They hanged the old women as witches, after
which the infirmities of old age bothered
them no more. II (Ed. rrote .. -referring to
1732 for those of you not up on your Ilwitch_
craftll trials) •
That bit should send more editors to
their typewriters screaming-MIIExtremist--Rightwinger II.
Seems that in the latest issue of Saucer
Ne"ivs that Curtis Fuller of FATE Magazine
patted Jim Moseley on the back for his v10nderful articles exposing that IIdangerous
Fascist Right Wing il .
And since your Editor seems to be the
individual that Moseley has accused of such
Ii terrible right-Hing, John Birch writings, II
I felt it only proper to \'Trite to Mr. Fuller
of FATE magazine (especially since I have

been advertising monthly for about 4 years
therein), and sent along several back issues
with the ' I1Pro-American articles II , and ask him
honestly, just hOH did he judge these articles in S.P.A.C.E. ' to be so IIFascist li •
Mr. Fuller did not analyze the Hriting at
all, much to my disappointment. However, he
did assure me of his ereat belief in our
democracy, plus his fears along certain
lines. So we quote from his letter:
III have no doubt that Communism seeks to
impose a dictatorship, and I oppose any dictatorship. I fear the Communist dictatorship
not only because it is a dictatorship, but
because it would mean a Soviet Russian dictatorship.
IIBut I am equally terrified and opposed to
the fa-r right- moVement in this country " because I am sure that it is stronger than any
internal Communist movement, (underscoring
mine, Ed.), and that our greatest danger is
from the far right internal movement, than
from the far left internal movement. II (unquote)
NOH this is most interesting, coming from
Mr. Fuller, especially since in July of 1961,
Ed Hunter (Author of BRAINHASHING, the man
\vho sml the take-over of China by the Reds,
and who interviewed the returning troops
from I(orea) testified before the Unit ed
States Senate Internal Sub-Committee to the
follovring facts:
IIIn December of 1960, an order ' came dOHn
from Cow~unist Party Headquarters, and the
line Has carried in the i'lorker and the
Peoples Horldj to attack all anti-Communist
organizations, and to equate them with Fasc.ism in America. II .
In view of this, Mr. Fuller 1 I am very
sorry to see you possessed Hith the same
fears and "line" as coming from these very
obnoxious and "un··American" sources. I hope
you ;"lill investigate, and perhaps you will
get out of such "company".
And since the Right-Uingers in general and
the John Birch Society in particular are so
very dangerous and bad for America , perhaps
you might help my thinking out by ansv.rering
these questions posed in an Editorial in the
Oceanside-Carlsbad, California BANNER.
We quote from part of this Editorial,
under the headinB of:
vJHATIS vJRO NG UITH THE BIRCH SOCIETY?
If you still think the John Birch Society
is a great menace, and that vIe should choose
up sides as a Nation ' along thi.s line I this
paper must ask again1 "Uhat is the real
menace to America??? II -- Think for a momentl-·
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Has the John Birch Society through
subversion and infiltration; taken over
two-thirds of the world?
Has the John Birch Society enslaved
millions of people anywhere on ea.r th?
Has the John Birch Society starved
multitudes to death in the Ukraine or
elsewhere?
Has the John Birch Society taken away
anybody's freedom anYHhere in the vlOrld?
Has the John Birch Society seized a
single government by violence and revolution?
Is the John Birch Society about to run
us out of Cuba?
Is the John Birch Society about to involve us in a Har with Laos?
Is the John Birch Society responsible
for the Civil Har in the Congo?
Is the John Birch Society prepared to
annihilate America in a nuclear war?

(Ed. note: This should be sufficient to
see if Mr. Fullerts fears of the Right rather
than the Left are properly placed. Of
course, if the forces on the Far Left can
convince enough Americans that the danger
somewhere else is greater than the danger
from Communism, then the Communists have won
themselves a very important battle. However, He are happy to discover that more
and more Americans are aHakening to Communist Strategy and Tactics, and therein lies
the hope of this great Nation. And with
that thought letts go back to the field of
space. )

the whole room. It was like a flame across
the sky, but lasted only five or six seconds. 1
!IA Carrickfergus pilot officer was also
puzzled by the strange object. Policemen
and some residents of Carrickfergus also reported the object, as did Groomsport Coast~
guard station on the other side of the lough.
!ISignal Officer Thomas Mann~ ~1ho lives at
Downshire Gardens, Carrickfergus: was on duty
in the pilot's hut at the end of Carrickfergus pier Hhen the object appeared.
!lIlt flew past the look-out hut looking
like an enlarged electric light bulb. It
was white in the front and reddish at the
back, with a lOO-ft. long amber tail.
11 'It vlaS about half a mile out to sea and
only about 80 ft. above the water. It was
going like lightning and it lit the whole
place up.!
"Mr. Nann said it was Ian awful looking
thing.! He had been at sea for many years
but had never seen anything like it' before.
I I donI t know Hhat it was unless .i t was one
of these Russian machines or else a spaceship. !
"The local police rang him up after they
had received reports from reSidents, while
the coastguard at Groomsport rang up to ,
check if it had been seen on the Carrickfergus side of the laugh. Two men at Saintfield Hho saVI the object said it VIas la glowing white ball with a flame-like tail.!
"One of them said: 'To tell you the
truth, I thought it was the end of the
world. !
"A spokesman at Armagh Observatory said
from reports he thought it Has a fireball.
'He would like to have reports from people
VIho saw this object,' he added.
"Dungannon residents also reported seeing
the object."
'Ihe Armagh Observatory luckily had a conventionaliser on its staff. lilt's a fireball,1I said Dr. E. H. Lindsay, according to
a report in the Belfast TELEGRAPH on January
15. (Credit to Mr. Thomas Thompson, Bangor,
Co. DOlm.)

NORTHERN IRELAND: UFO LIGHTS UP SI(Y
The Belfast TELEGRAPH reported in its
January 13 issue:
"The people who saw an object light up
the sky at 12:15 this morning are asked by
Armagh Observatory to report on its height
and direction. Said Ivlrs. J. McKee, of Cumberland Road, Dundonald: II was just pulling the curtains in my bedroom when the sky
was lit up by the flying object. It lit up

PRETORIA, S. AFRICA
On January-23, the PRETORIA NEHS reported
another sky mystery: "A dull orange object
Hhich appeared three times at almost the
same point in the sky betvleen 7 :45 and 9 pm
last night puzzled Pretoria people who
watched it. Staff-Sgt. J. P. du Toft, VIho
has been in the Defense Force for several
years, was so intrigued by the 'fantastic
performance! of the object that he telephoned

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

The answer to all these question is "NO".
The John Birch Society is not responsible
for these inequities, but Communism is.
Now you tell the BANNER where the-real
menace lies. You tell this paper along what
lines we ought to divide.
It is along the line of Americanism vs.
Cow~unism) not along the line of some Ameri~
cans for and some Americans against the
John Birch SOCiety.
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the Pretoria News this morning. 'I know a
good deal about aircraft,' he said, land
this object was certainly not an aeroplane.
All planes have the usual two identification
lights, and this object did not. Moreover,
it made no sound.'
I~ farmer in the Broederstroom district
recently described to the Pretoria News an
object he and other people had seen in the
sky. The position of th e object last night
was almost in a line with the position indicated by the farmer.
"Staff~Sgt. Du Toit, who lives at Valhalla, said he and his wife were sitting on
the verandah of their home at about 7:45
when a dull orange object suddenly appeared
west of the Swartkop control tower. It
moved slowly at first and then suddenly
darted swiftly across the sky like a falling
star. It disappeared from sight for about
12 minutes, and then suddenly reappeared in
almost the same place it had first come from.
'This time, however, its colour changed from
orange to a pinkish-red shade,' he said.
'It stood still for a While, then moved
slowly and once again suddenly, fell and
disappeared. '
The performance was repeated once again
before the object disappeared for the last
time at about nine o'clock. Staff-Sgt. Du
Toit's 13-year-old daughter, Ingrid, was one
of the most enthusiastic watchers last night.
The family intends to look for the object
again tonight at the same time. It was seen
by other families in the neighbourhood."
(Credit British FLYING SAUCER REVIEVl, MayJune 1962).

*SCIENCE
* *
LIFE BEYOND EARTH? /Mystery Element
from a Meteorite could indicate Living
Matter/ by Robert K. Plumb.
A tiny six-sided object found in a meteorite which fell in France in 1864 poses a
major puzzle for science.
Biologists who have seen photographs of
the object or microscopic preparations of it
are agreed that it looks like the fossil of
a living organism.
The puzzle is this: Did the object get
into the meteorite during its long years of
museum storage, did it enter while the meteorite was being isolated and photographed, or
is the object a true microfossil of extraterrestrial origin - the first physical evidence that life exists outside the earth.
Ac tually, a number of "signs" of life
have been found in the last year and a half
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in various fragments of the French meteorite
(and in other meteorites) by researchers at
several laboratories. The team that has
pioneered is made up of Dr. Bartholomew Nagy
and Dr. Douglas J. Hennessy, both of the Department of Chemistry of the Fordham University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Harren G. Meinschein of the Esso Research
and Engineering Company in Linden, N.J., and
Dr. George Claus of the New York University
Medical Center.
INDICATORS OF LIFE - The signs of life the
team has found in the French meteorite include chemical compounds akin to cholesterol
and butter - compounds which are believed to
be the end products of the living processes
of plants and animals - as well as fossilized
one-celled organisms that look as though they
had at one time been alive. Other researchers
have confirmed the presence of the one-celled
organisms in fragments of the meteorite and
some now believe that it has been established
that extraterrestrial life exists.
This view has been vigorously challenged.
Among those who have opposed it are Dr. Frank
H. Fitch and Dr. Edward Anders of the University of Chicago, who maintain that the objects in the French meteorite are nothing
more than earthly contaminants such as ragweed pollen and starch grains that in some
manner got into the specimen. But last week
even Dr. Anders admitted that the six-sided
object is very much a my s tery.
The six-sided organized element - which
might turn out to have ten or twelve surfaces if it could be studied in detail - is
about twenty microns in diameter. A micron
is a millionth of a millimeter. This t ype
of organized element appears to have three
thick and tubular protrusions that extend
from the surface, presumably to a spherical
envelope. In gross structure it resembles
to some extent the tiny sea animal known as
hystrichosphaeres. But it is not this creature, Dr. Nagy says. Similar suggestions
that the element is a particle of primrose
pollen have also recently been discounted,
he added.
MYSTERY UNSOLVED - So the identify of the object remains a mystery. Microscope slides of
it were recently shO\-Jn to palynologists
(specialists in pollen and spore fossils millions of years old) from twenty-tHo nations,
Dr. Nagy said. None Has able to identify it
as a terrestrial object. Pending further
study, Dr. Nagy holds that this and other
organized elements found in the meteorite
are of biologic origin and that they came to
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earth with the meteorite.
The origin of the meteorites , however l
is a further mystery. Most meteorites are
stony and some are mainly of iron. The
French meteorite is a stony meteorite of
the type called the carbonaceous chondrites
because it contains carbon compounds and
biobular aggregates of silicate minerals.
Soon after the meteorite was observed to
fall, crude chemical analysis vIaS performed.
The fragments contained about six per cent
organic material. It is the nature and the
organization of this organic material that
has proved puzzling.
If the organized elements in the meteorite represent life , and if the life originated where the meteorite came from, then
the recent discoveries tell something of the
place of origin of the meteorites themselves.
vlATERY ORIGIN - It appears that the elementbearing meteorites arose in an area which
held liquid water , for example. 'The water
was at room temperature or slightly higher.
The elements may have been formed in a
watery place removed from the atmosphere
such as a lake or a subterranean pool.
Meteorites similar to that found in
France have recently been dated as 4.5 to
4.7 billion years old. This does not indicate, of course, that the organized elements
are that old, for they might have entered
a meteorite later. 'The Franch meteorite was
in space and exposed to radiation for only
a few hundred million years before it
plunged into the earth's atmosphere about
a century ago.
The question of whether life exists outside the earth has recently intrigued many_
According to one line of speculation 1 there
are so many suns in the universe - and thus
a chance for so many planets with earthlike conditions - that it is unlikely that
the earth itself is peculiar in holding
life. So the existence of a form of life
outside the earth itself would come as no
surprise.
SIGNS OF LIFE - Proof of this hypothesis
is another matter. Man will spend many
billions of dollars to travel to the moon
and one of the objects of this project is
an effort to find on the moon or other planets signs of life. A number of scientists
have now suggested that meteorites are worthy of immediate and world-wide attention.
Since the meteorites already studied
have been stored on museum shelves or in
drawers without thought being given to keeping them sterile, doubters can always raise
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the possibility of earthly contamination, a
charge which it is difficult to disprove. A
silpilar problem will certainly emerge when \
an astronaut or a cosmonaut or a mechanical
device lands on an asteroid or on the surface
of the moon or a near-by planet. There may
then be a question about whether signs of
life - if they are found - are actually
earthly contaminations and not evidence of
extraterrestrial life. (New York TIMES I May
271 1962, Credit Gladys Fusaro , Huntington,
N. Y. )

* *

*

FIERY TALES PUT SCOTLAND YARD ON TRAIL
OF EASTERTIDE "GHOST" -by Robert Muse1
LOTmON (UPI) - Scotland Yard was investigating the case of the Peckham PoltergeisYl
a ghostly pyromaniac that sets objects on'
fire in the home of Graham Stringer every
year about this time.
The Yard was called in by firemen a week
ago after Mrs. Stringer reported that furniture in her living room on the first floor
of a two-family house had erupted spontaneously into flame in a matter of seconds
from no visible cause.
In three of the last four years mysterious
fires have broken out in Stringer's home in
the Peclmam district 1 ahrays just before
Easter l but usually after the appearance of
the Ifghost" - a greyish, fluorescent column
of vibrating light about the height of a
man.
"He had no fires last year ,11 said Stringer 1 a free lance photographer 1 "maybe because we had a Roman Catholic priest read the
Rite of Exorcism. But now it looks li1ce
Larry is backl though we haven't seem him
yet. II
Larry?
Stringer explained somewhat diffidently
that he and his wife had to give the ghost
a name because their son , Steven , 41 kept
pointing to a column of light and asking:
"Hho's that, mumny? II
Now the child l according to Stringer,
will occasionally say: "'There I s Larry" when
nothing is visible to his parents.
Stringer said the occurrences started in
1958, a month before Easter l when he went
dovmstairs to check the time and found a
chair and the baby's toys on fire. On Good
Friday he left a room for a few seconds ,
srrelled smoke and rushed back to find a hole
burned as though vJith a bloHtorch through
the center of a pile of the baby's clothes.
"Yet a pair of nylons on the bottom of
the pile was untouched - and you kno\V' how
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inflanunable they are. II
\Then a pair of shoes was snatched from
his hands in 1959, stringer called in experts from the College of Psychic Science.
They got no definite reaction, they said,
and a famous British medium is going to
hold a seance in the house later this month.
In 1960 some clothes burned within 30
seconds, though an ordinary flame would have
taken minutes.
1'1 was working in my darkroom that year, II
Stringer said, "when suddenly the room lit
up. There was Larry vibrating at my side,
I haven't dared use the darkroom since.
"But it's a funny thing that the light
did not fog my photographic plates."
Stringer said he did not Imow until after
marriage that his wife, Vera, 29, was
psychic.
"I found out during the honeymoon when
our bed seemed to be floating in the air."
Police are working on the theory that
someone has a grudge against the Stringers,
although Stringer himself cannot think of
anyone quick enough or resourceful enough
to get away with it .. eJ~cept Larry.
One thing impressed Scotland Yard. The
Stringers have no fire insurance.
(Cincinnati POST &, TUlliS STAR, April 12,
1962, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, 0).
~~
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TEST SHOltIS MOON EMITS X-RAYS,
SCIENTISTS TOLD
UASHINGTON (UPI)- Scientists have discovered that the seemingly inert moon is a giant
X-ray machine.
Dr. Richard \'1. Porter of NeH York told
the International Committee on Space

Research that the moon emits X-rays in response toa heavy bombardment it receives
from solar and cosmic radiation.
These so-called secondary X-rays are among
the lunar characteristics which the United
States wants to investigate with space instruments before it undertakes to land a man
on the moon and bring him back.
Porter, chief U.S. delegate to CaSPAR,
presented a sununary report of American space
achievements to the third international symposium on space science opening here today.
CaSPAR is an organization of space scientists from 18 nations. Nearly 1000 are
gathered for the first international symposium to be held in this country. The 19member Soviet delegation includes cosmonaut
Gherman S. Titov.
Porter said that in 1961 the United states
launched more than 300 high-altitude balloons
carrying scientific equipment to investigate
the upper atmosphere.
In the same period, it launched nearly
900 high-altitude weather rockets. In addition, it shot into space more than 75 larger
rockets to investigate the environment in
which men someday will travel on their way
from the earth to destinations among the
planets.
Accomplishing even more than these rockets were 31 artificial earth satellites and
deep space probes sent out to distances of
many thousands of miles.
Porter said instruments were flo"\m on a
high-altitude rocket lito determine whether or
not x-radiation from the moon could indeed be
detected." (Cincinnati POST & TWES STAR,
5/1/62, Credit Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati).

The Air Force says that it has no P~YSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J , Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when- a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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As time marches on, more and more persons
of reliable and responsible positions are
acknowledging their beliefs in the reality
of intelligent life on other planets. The
latest to come forth is Dr. Leslie Kaeburn,
of the faculty of Southern California, and
Director of Scientific Research and Development for Mektrol Labs, Inc., of Alta Loma,
California.
DID SPACEMEN SEE 'SAUCERS' ?
By Ralph Selph
Valley Times TODAY Staff vJriter
American astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr. and
Soviet cosmonaut Gherman Titov met recently
to talk about - among other things - strange
glowing objects they saw streaming past
their orbiting spaceships.
A Studio City man thinks what they saw
may have been flying saucers.
Dr. Leslie Kaeburn, 11473 Sunshine Terrace,
is a phYSician, not a mystic - a member of a
small band whose continuing interest in
"unidentified flying objects" has outlived
the semi-hysterical IIsaucerll sightings of a
few years ago.
Kaeburn says mystics, plus an assortment
of mentally unbalanced individuals with tales
of rides on extra terrestrial saucers, have
'given saucer watChing a bad name.
Several mysterious objects observed in
the skies over San Fernando Valley in recent
years remain enigmas - grist for the conversational mills of dedicated IIUFO" watchers
who still look overhead with expectant
patience.
In 1I1arch of 1950, a Van Nuys composer,
Eddie Coffman, had just halted his car at
the intersection of Ventura Blvd. and Kester
Ave. It was after midnight when Eddie saw
lIa huge pale sphere" bob through the Valley
sky - appearing to come "vlithin 100 feet at
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one point, II he later told newsmen.
Along with several neighbors, Coffman
stood near his home at 5451 Kester Ave. and
watched the mysterious object for several
minutes through a 20-power telescope.
Another puzzling occurrence vIaS wide ly
reported on Feb. ll.J" 1954, when residents
near Birmingham Junior High School at 1,tJhite
Oak Ave. and Haynes st. told of seeing a
saucer IIdrop a fluffy white substance resembling spider webs. 11
The eerie blanket coated telephone lines
and light fixtures, and reportedly IIg10wedll
like silver at night. Tests revealed the
IIfluff ll to be electrically charged. A local
engineering firm that'tried to analyze a
sample of the substance was baffled.
Perhaps the most completely documented
sighting - summarized in a report of a local
UFO committee to which l(aeburn belongs took place over Hollywood Feb. 5 & 6, 1960.
Seen by hundreds of apartment dwellers in
Hollywood, a brilliant red light zoomed low
and hovered over the movie capital like the
klelg lights of an opening night.
Several reported hearing a loud explosion,
then seeing a flash of II bluish-white ll light,
followed by a IImushroom ll shaped white cloud a sight unusual enough, it wou 1,d seem, to
startle even blase strollers along Hollywood
Blvd.
IIA peculiar odor, something like sulphur,1I
was noted by an actress living at 7021 Holly~'lOod Blvd.
Most observers commented on the IIdeliberate ll appearance of the objects movements,
and its peculiar II cherry-red" color.
In a 2l-page report, the UFO committee
concluded: IICharacteristics of the red light,
as described by witnesses, rule out any known
form of natural phenomena (such as ball
lightning, st. Elmo's fire, temperature
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inversion, after-image, etc.) 11
Offically, the U.S. Air FOrce admits , a
small number of the estimated 5,000, saucer
sightings in the United States in recent
years are unexplainable from known phenomena,
according to Kaeburn.
Several U.S. senators, includlr~ Paul
Dbuglasof Illinois and Barry Goldwater of
Arizona, have expressed lIinterest ll in a
further investigation of the phenomena, he
says.
A study by a French observer, A. Michell,
of sightings throughout the world have turned
up a peculiarity called lithe straight-line
mystery II : he explained.
"By charting sightings on a map, it was
found they always traveled more or l ess in
a straight line - that is a saucer traveling
in a particular direction over Rome usually
appeared over another country in the same
direction.
"There's no question they are extra terrestrial," Kaeburn believes. "Our own government wouldn't experiment above cities and
endanger lives, and any other world power
would be afraid one of the devices might fall
into our hands. II
Kaeburn blames a split among government
policy makers for public ignorance about
UFOS.
"There are two schools in government one wants to inform the public, and the
other considers it in the public interest
to tell as little as possible. II
The Studio City physician doesn't buy
accounts of celestial saucer rides.
"I completely disbelieve such claims - it
isn't impossible it could happen in the
future - but it hasn't been proven. Many of
these claims are made for money, and to soak
the public."
Many of the saucers may be remotely controlled a~d not occupied by human beings at
all, he believes.
An answer to the question: "v/here do they
come from?" (assuming they exist) may be a
long time coming.
Dr. F. B. Salisbury of Colorado State University has called the possibility of life
on Mars "quite reasonab1e."
Other scientists of repute - both American and Russian - have speculated that two
tiny "moons !! revolving above Mars may actually be natellites sent into orbit.
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Says Kaeburn: "It's difficult to tell
whether it will be in the near or far future
--we'll probably reach Mars in a 100 years,
but there may be another civilization ahead
of us by 20,000 years - that's only a short
period ()f time ihthe life of the universe."
(Valley Times TODAY, May 15, 1962, Credit
Idabel Epperson, Los Angeles, Calif.)

*
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l,WfiT.AN SEES 'SAUCER t ALONG ''lITH ROBOTS
BUENOS AIRES (Reuters)-- An official
Argentine television station, with the assistance of the air force, Thursday night told
the story of a woman rancher who saw a
"flying saucer" at close quarters and was
taken to hospital suffering shock.
The television account did not disclose
the woman's name but said she was from the
south-central province of La Pampa.
She was reported to have seen two strange
men resembling robots near the unidentified
object.
The report said experts had confirmed
that grass in the area where the object was
supposed to have landed was singed in a
circle six yards wide~
(Victoria Daily Times, May 25, 1962, Victoria, Canada,Credit Gene Duplantier, 125
VJoodcrest Ave., Toronto 6, Ontario, Canada,
Editor of SAUCERS, SPACE & SCIENCE.)
Hith UFO reports 'in American papers almost "non-existantll, we turn to some of the
foreign reports of recent months. The first
report comes from Argentina:
ARGENTINA
'Ihe newspaper "El Mundo II took a statement
from a truck driver named Jose A. Fillipin,
(issue dated Jan. 10, 1962) to the following
effect: He was driving his truck from
Tucuman 'to Catamarca, accompanied by 2 companions, when 2 powerful lights were noticed
over-head. He stopped the truck to investigate and the lights disappeared lIat surprising speed ll • Further along his route, at
Amadores, the 3 people noticed a strange
machine at rest on a hillside about 100 yds
from the road, close to the shore of the
River Palin. The light was sufficient (it
was night time) to enable them to descry the
domed top of the machine, which was "like
the top of a 'bus. II
The object moved away rapidly when the
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witnesses tried to shine the truck headlights
on it. (The following is slightly ambiguous)
11~'lhen we got closer; we saw that there were
2 identical machines rather than one, and
they were moving slowly back and forth in a
zig-zag motion. II
Reaching Catamarca, Fillipin told his story
to the Police, who sent a posse back with him
to scene of the landing. The machines had
vanished, but while they lingered one of them
returned and made a "1anding or near landing II,
descending slowly within sight of them all
but at a considerable distance from them.
'Ihe Police went to and searched the area
of the ,almost landing, but discovered nothing
untoward.
Inspector General Pedro Toloso, Chief of
Investigations for the province, heard and
believed the tale. He is a person impatient
of "Flying Saucer" sensations, but apparently
accepted the witness of his own men. 'Ihe
"follow-up II of this story is not yet to hand.
(Credit London UFO Research Organization).

*
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LANDINGS IN FLOREKCE - APRIL 1962
lllFLYING SAUCER I SEASON AGAIN
liThe Iflying saucer' season has started
again. Iller Benazzi (28), yesterday became
the second Italian in as many days to report
sighting a strange flying machine.
"Unlike Mario Zuccala, a tailor from
Florence, he did not report seeing men from
outer space, but he said he had three witnesses to support his story.
"Benazzi told the police that he was driving along the Saronno-Legnano road with his
financee on ~Jednesday night when he saw a
strange flying machine. He said he stopped
the car to watch, as did a couple in another
car.
"I It moved noiselessly, I Benazzi said.
lIt came down again, almost grazing us, turning its headlights on us. Then it landed on
the road some distance from us and drove towards Saronno. He saw that it had three
smaller tail lights with a violet gleam.'
"He and the three others decided not to
talk about the spaceship for fear that they
would not be believed. But he changed his
mind after reading in the papers that Zuccala
reported sighting a similar space craft that
same night at San Casciano, near Florence. B. U. P. II (Edinburgh Evening News, Saturday,
April 14th, 1962, Credit London UFO Research
Organization, London, England).

Your Editor has been planning an article
on one of the better UFO books to appear in
a number of years. Shall vIe say, since
Major Keyhoe I s book IIFLYING SAUCERS -- TOP
SECRET" in this writerls opinion.
The title may fool you, but there is an
excellent reason for the title -- THE GREAT
FLYING SAUCER HOAX. The author is Coral E.
Lorenzen, ' the Editor of AFRO Bulletin (Aerial
Phenomena Research Organization) for the past
ten years. One of the researchers into this '
field from almost the beginning of the mystery.
Due to your Editor's inability to manage
the time for the Review personally, we print
herewith an excellent Review by the British
Magazine, FLYING SAUCER REVIEVI.
THE GREAT FLYING SAUCER HOAX
by Coral E. Lorenzen _
"Up the airy mountain,
Down the rushy glen,
He darenlt go a-hunting
For fear of little men; II
but it was no fairy fancy that set upon
Jesus Paz, in San Carlos, Venezuela, as he
got out of the car in order to relieve himself in the bushes. Attracted by his
screams, his friends saH: "a short distance
away a hairy-appearing little man was running toward a flat shiny object which hovered a fe\v feet above the ground. II It happened in 1954 and that year there were other
little men at work in Venezuela - and in
France; perhaps part of the expedition of
one race surveying the earth for its possibilities.
This is a book to sober the starry-eyed
because it gives abundant evidence that the
visitors are about their OHn purposes, Hhich
include us out. They may even be hostile.
"They came in numbers in 1947 - two years
after the explosion of the first three atomic
bombs. Their survey started almost immediately thereafter; and was pursued as though
the plan had been carefully worked out."
Cars were halted, radios interrupted, a heat
weapon was used: the Itaipu sentries "had
first-degree and deep second-degree burns of
more than 10 per cent of the body - mainly
on areas covered by clothing; Ii at the Texas
army camp in the same month (November, 1957):
"Tanks vlere vectored in, training their armaments on the object. Suddenly the men in the
tanks came scrambling out -- it had become
unbearably hot. • .11 Power stations vJere
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put out of action (1959) and this was even
predicted by Mrs. Lorenzen, based upon the
pattern thus far established.
There is 'evidence that one or more groups
of visitors are looking for bases, while
testing out different methods of interfering
with our sources of power. Northeastern
Brazil, sparsely populated and difficult of
access to earthly defenders, was shown by
Dr. Fontes to have been subjected in 1960
to orthotonic survey, particularly its communication centres. This form of survey is
more specialized than the pattern which
"suggests that the UFOs mapped the United
states in those early years, progressing
from mountain ranges to rivers, coastlines
and eventually lakes. 1I
Can there be any doubt that the U.S. military feared an invasion from outer space~
This is why the debunking began -- to prevent panic: and now the first untruth cannot
be untold. Fifteen years later it may still
come: they may be taking 'their time.
After Albert K. Bender, of Bridgeport,
Conn., founder of the International Flying
Saucer Bureau, had been visited 'and silenced
by three men in September, 1953, he told
his colleague Gray Barker (as the latter relates in THEY ENEll TOO MUCH ABOUT FLYING
SAUCERS): IIJust as the 'three men who paid
me a visit were leaving, 'one of them lingered for a moment and said, lIn our government
we have the smartest men in the country.
They canlt find a defense for it. How can
YOU do anything about it? III
Does anyone doubt that people have been
silenced? The evidence in this book is
that both high and low have been suppressed.
On page 73 is a quotation from 'Senator
Russell's letter dated Jan. 20, 1956, regarding sightings he was reported personally
to have had while visiting Europe in late
1955: III have discussed this matter with
the affected agencies of the government and
they are of the opinion that it is not wise
to publicize this matter at this time."
'lhe Senator was then chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee. On page 155 is a
report by an investigator from the APR group
of Seattle who visited a police chief on
April 4, 1959, in order to receive information he promised by telephone; an Air Force
colonel was there first and they waited and
were then told by the police chief that he
had nothing to say. Troops were moved in
frcm Fort Lewis to interview residents of
the area and instruct them not to discuss
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the crash. In Robert Gribble I swords, "The
citizens of the Sumner-Orting area are silent
and scared. They know something is wrong,
but they canlt put a finger on it. Theunlawful suppression of freedom of speech which
occurs in cases like this is hard to believe
and easy to dismiss as exaggeration when it
happens to someone else. vJhere in the past
many APR members were reluctant to believe
such stories, they have now experienced such
censorship firsthand. The impact of the
realization that such things can and do happen in this free country of ours is far from
pleasant. II
As for those who continue the debunking,
Mrs. Lorenzen comments on page 225: "••• i f
indeed censorship does exist it is at such
high l~yel that we researchers find it impos~
sible to penetrate. Colonel Tacker believed
what he wrote - word for word. After all, he
was not an investigator or a first-hand expert on UFOs - he was simply the Air Force's
number one ad man. He knew what the policy
was and he adhered to it; that was his job.
Hoax (vJebster): "A deception for mockery
or mischief; a deceptive trick or story; a
practical joke. II
The second meaning fits the facts, but
why did Mrs. Lorenzen use this title ? Was it
fear of the censor?
As this is being written, London news placards announce HFares Storm Grows," IIM.P.s
Demand AnSl-lerS", and it is hard to be patient
with the long-suffering public. HERE is what
Members of Parliament should be asking about:
if our civilization were to understand and
use the motive power of the saucers, travel
and parking problems would disappear. \'Jake
up, everyone!
There is so much in this book: new sightings, both circumstantial and spectacular;
details of various types of craft; a disc
only eight inches in diameter; Saturn-shaped
discs of medium size; a short-cut cigarshaped ship at least sixteen hundred feet
long; heating and charring effects of ultrasonic vibrations; the Trinidad Island saucer
in movement "like the flight of a bat;" the
Reverend and Mrs. Lionel Browning comparing
the motion of the discs they sat-T to "flat
stones skipping along the water" (ICenneth
Arnold described the motion of the nine discs
he sat-r in 1947 over Mount Ranier as like "a
saucer skipping across water" -- hence the
term flying saucer); sensations of "airlessness" and "pressure" before heavy atmospheric
explosions possibly associated with the
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departure of large spacecraft at high altitudes; publicity in government and press of
Brazil; illustrations and detailed analyses
obtained by Dr. Fontes of the pure magnesium casing of an exploded disc
a freedom
from imp~rities not then (1957) obtainable
with this metal on earth.
In the early days of this subject, censorship had not acquired its subsequent control,
as students will know from various reports
already published. Here is another (p.201):
IIIn 1952 a young meteorologist told me that
in 1948 at ltJright Air Development Center
(then vlright-Patterson Air Force Base) , when
he had stopped off en route to California,
a buddy of T'Jorld lIar II days had showed him
space suits ranging from 3 to about 5 ~ feet
in height and dia8rams of a circular ship
which bore a strong resemblance to a tflying
saucer l • He said that people who laughed
about flying saucers were going to get a big
jolt some day -- these suits had been taken
off the bodies of men who had apparently
perished in the crash of their saucer-shaped
ships. II
I,'1rs. Lorenzen justifies her book's title
as follows (p.232): liThe earth is being
observed by intelligent beings from outer
space, but information reaching the general
public promotes an oppOSite impression.
A hoax has been perpetrated. We,the
people, are the victims of that hoax.
And \-1e, the people, in our eagerness to
worship the orthodox and embrace mediocrity,
have also served to perpetuate that hoax. II
('Ihe GREAT FLYING SAUCER HOAX - $4.45,
published by the vlilliam-Frederick Press,
55 East 86 st., New York 28, N. Y. -- Order
from APRO, 4145 East Desert Place, Tuscon,
Arizona. )
ELECTRONICS TO FLUSH NESSIE THE r101TSTER
By Richard \laId
LONDON (Special-NYHT) -- Two separate
expeditions equipped with modern electronic
and photographic equipment are descending
on Loch Ness to probe for its monster.
Under the leadership of Lt. Col. H. G.
(Blondie) Hasler, a wartime Corr~ando leader,
40 volunteers, who Hill keep day 'and night
watch aboard Col. Hasler's yacht, Jester,
began worle Sunday.
The volunteers will have binoculars and
cameras in encampments on shore as 'Vlell as
on board ar~ they will also deploy two sets
of underwater listening equipment, one high
frequency and one low frequency, each
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supplemented Hith tape recorders.
I SOUND CURTAIN'
At the beginning of July, their efforts
will be succeeded by a team led by two Cambridge graduates, Peter Baker and Mark vJ est ..
Hood, l-lho have borrowed special equipment
from Norway to II sweepll the 24-mile-long Loch
with a curtain of sound that reportedly can
detect a frogman swimming underwater at 500
yards.
This second group using three small boats
will be supported from the shore by five
observation posts outfitted vlith cameras.
They plan a three-week stay.
Both teams are being sponsored by the
London Observer, a national Sunday newspaper
which has long been fascinated by the monster.
IINessie II, as the monster is sometimes
affectionately called, has a redoubtable history.
Although IImonster in the Loch II sightings
were mainly reported from about 1870, there
are references nearly a hundred years earlier
than that to something strange in old Loch
Ness. Even in the old days, however, there
Has a certain amount of caution about it all
and it was usually pointed out that the
sightings start about the beginning of the
tourist season.
LITTIE ONES
Since 1933 a modern road has been built
alongside the Loch and more and more people
have reported seeing something in the water.
Usually, these reports are 'of something moving, something quite large, something with a
humped back. There have also been suggestions of little monsters trailing the big
one in the Loch.
As The Observer pointed out Sunday, monsterlike objects have been seen by at least
one hundred trustworthy witnesses in recent
years. Scientists have advanced theories
about schools of fish; odd reflections of
light in Loch water stained broim by peat;
errant seals; and hallucinations.
Backing up their scepticism recently, an
Italian journalist claimed that he invented
the monster one dull summer weekend in the
early 1930 l s just to fill up space.
But belief persists and at least one reputable zoologist, Richard Tucker, who works
at the British Museum and has lectured at
Cambridge, is willing to believe there's
something up in Scotland not accounted for
in fishing philosophy.

POSSIBILITIES
In 1959 he made his own-expedition to
the shores of the lOch and in a Cambridge
lecture early the next year suggested that
the monster might be a prehistoric acquatic
creature which, like the coelecanth, has unaccountably survived. An Oxford-Cambridge
expedition of young zoologists in 1960
figured that it might be a plesiosaur, a
long-necked monster looking somewhat like
an overblown turtle without a shell.
Their conclusion was: After some weeks
of camping by the shore lIit might be admitted that the loch Ness monster remains
a mystery. A couple of unexplained sightings, a few interesting echo soundings,
the discovery of Shoals of fish, probably
char, which had previously evaded detection
and the fact that the loch can support a
colony of monsters all indicate that Loch
Ness could easily contain some strange and
unusual creature."
Whether the expeditions will be universally welcomed is questionable. Last year
in the House of Commons a plea was made by
Scottish members not to let anyone probe
the Loch and perhaps disturb the peaceable
beings within. Perhaps also, it was muttered at the time, destroy a beautiful story.
(I'Tinnipeg Free Press, June 4-, 1962)

*
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Naids on Strike
""""C'IAn~ VICAR IS GHOST I'JINDING OLD CLOCKS
DEDDINGTON, England (Reuters) -- The
maids have gone on strike at the vicarage
in this Oxfordshire hamlet because they say
the place is haunted.

*

*

*

The vicar, Rev. Naurice Frost, died at
73 last Christmas Day.
His old servants have been refusing lately to enter the house; for fear of his ghost.
The vicar's cousin, Campbell Jarrett,
who came here from Italy to settle his estate, said noises have been heard in the
study and coughs in the drawing room.
Once a "mysterious hand II drew him back
into the drawing room, he said.
One of the maids, Nrs. Betty Spencer
said she saw the vicar's ghost sitting in
his bed, tieing his shoe laces.
r~rs. Spencer ran out of the house and
hasn't been back since.
III believe my cousin's ghost has been returning to the vicarage to wind up his an- '
tique clocks and look at his favorite books,1i
said Jarrett.

III have never seen a ghost, but the feeling is always there that someone is in the
place all the time~1I (The London Free Press,
Saturday, April 28, 1962, Credit Gene
Duplantier, SPACE, SAUCERS & SCIENCE, 125
Woodycrest Ave., Toronto, Canada).
lIe include the two foregoing articles on
"Nessie ll , and the Vicar1s Ghost, for those
readers who like other mysteries, as well as
those from Space.
vIe were also encouraged by the following
note from Gene Duplantier, the Editor of
SPACE, SAUCERS AND SCIENCE, which he sent
along with his reports:
Dear Norb:
'Vlhen I first saw this headline it made
me boiling mad. (Relative to the Anti-God
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in the
New York Prayer Case).
If the United States does not believe in
God, it is doomed! And now I hear that the
Federal Government has plans for withholding
a person's personal savings accountJ
And then there is the Alaska r1ental Health
Plan! Big Brother is sure sneaking up on us,
and I hope you give 'em HELL in S.P.A.C.E!
Can't the people be avrakened from their
Complacency? Continue to clobber the Commies 'for all theY're worth in your publication, and maybe we'll uncover a few more in
the saucer business!
Gene Duplantier
'trIell, Gene, we intend to clobber them.
And we could use your help as well. You
know Canada has gone pretty far down the
Socialist line, and your Doctors up there
are fighting for their very freedoms too,
just as they are here in ' the U.S.A.
You said clobber them, so here is a letter
which should put rigidity into the weakened
spine of many IIbrainwashed II Americans:
Niami, Florida
June, 1962
Dear Fellow American:
I am one of the Americans who heard Nr.
I\hrushchev tell our iJation that my grandchildren Hill grow up in a Communist world.
For some time now, this has bothered me. I
am not a brave man -- not even a big one. I
suppose I would have to admit that I am,
among my own neighbors and in my own culture,
the typical, average well-educated, genteel
suburbanite, to whom family, the mortgage,
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and security have ,been the all-important
items •••• I am now 50 1 and soon my wife and
I will see the first of our three children
married. I paint my own house l repair my own
car) grub my own devil grass l and nurse a
modest savings account at the Bank of America.
I am a lawpabiding man on the quiet side)
and dissension makes me terribly nervous.
Frankly~ I am the kind who simply doesnrt
have it in him to fight anyone ever.
My wife had me cleaning out an old trunk
in the storage room the other day) and I ran
across the huge old family Bible that I
hadn't thought about for years. f1Y greatgrandmother had kept a journal of the trip
across the Great Plains with a wagon and
oxen when she and great-grandpa were youngsters coming out to settle in California in
the great migration. Great-grandma wrote
about it as the "lild, new land, rich and
abundant in mythical proportions •••• On the
trail she wrote of sickness and hunger) and
heat and cold, and dust and thirst, and the
deaths and births like beads strung together
on a thread of hope -- hope of freedom and
a land of plenty for their children yet unborn. And when she viewed the new land) she
wrote in simple word pictures of the cities
and farms and schools) and happiness that
would some day bloom in the greatness of the
vast new laLd. She wrote of her tomorrow
and my today.
The ink was badly faded, but the message
was clear. As I read, I began to think
about America and being an American and what
it all stands for; and I thought about our
enemies and "lhat they intend to do to America, to those rich lands and farms, to the
cities and the people, to its freedom and its
hope •••• And suddenly, I realized that I am
a siclc American. I mean really sick. I am
sick of panacea and of backing up. I am
sick of reaction where there should be initiative. I am sick of bureaucrats who tell
me that my enemy is not really my enemy and
that I should live together with murderers
and tyrants. I am sick of government that
hasn't the guts to clean traitors out of its
own offices. And I'm sick of my country being ridiculed allover the world. I am sick
of pinl [~fing ered diplomats and lily-livered
politicians who place personal career above
the fate of the Flag.
I am sick of 40 years of relentless,
creeping , cancerous, cow~unistic godlessness
t hat never once has wavered from its avowed
purpose of conquering that Flag and seeing
it trampled in the mud under Russian boots.

I am sick of my genteel desire to stand pat
and pray while the enemy advances ••• I am
sick of educators who teach tolerance of '
subversion and of clergymen Ivho "Jould have
me quail at the spectre of battle and turn
my cheek in fear of what our enemies might
do •••• In all honesty, the thing of Hh1,ch I
am most sick is the man who let these things
come to me: myself •••• And by the living
God vTho made me, Sir, I am a sick American
who intends to get "lell1
Fed-up Citizen
Reprints of the above letter are available for you to send to friends, relatives,
your minister, your Senator or Congressman,
and just abotlt anyone you vrant to make into
a more loyal, dedicated, concerned American.
Reprints are I cent each, with a minimum of
100 copies per order, v1hen ordering by mail.
Or if ordering less than 100 for ~;l. 00,
add a sufficient amount to cover postage.
Order from the Anti-Communism School of
the Air, P.O. Box 26, Coral Gables, Florida.
Or if you prefer, order direct from your
Editor, and I Hill see that they are sent
along to you.. After the Supreme Court prayer decision, you should knoH of hundreds of
acquaintances and relatives who Iineed 11 this
letter.
FOREIGN SIGHTINGS SPOTLIGHT GLOBAL INCREASE
May 21 - A strange globe-shaped machine
speeding over England vJBS encountered by an
Irish International Airlines plane bound
for Brussels. Capt. GordOn Pendleton, former Royal Air Force pilot, said he had been
a skeptic until the UFO strealced under his
four-engine Viscount.
111 could see it quite clearly, 11 he
stated. lilt was round, Hith pr'otr-usions
like antennae. It must have been making
about 600 knots. I have never seen anything
like it before. II
First Officer J. P. Murphy confirmed the
captain's description. Pendleton said he
had radioed British Air-Hays Control Il because
the object might be a danger to traffic in
the area. II The RAF and the Air Ninistr-y
are investigating.
Hay 21-26 - The Argentine Government, on
r,lay 2L~, officially reported a Ilflying
saucer ll landine; in La Pampa after numerous
sightings in five provinces. A government
broadcast said the UFO was seen by a ran~
cher and his I'life. The Homan, l-1ho had a
closer viel1, said hJ'O robot-like figures
emerged from the machine. Noting they Here
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observed, they re~entered and quickly took
off. An Argentine Air Force officer said
experts confirmed that the ground was
scorched in an 18~foot circle.
Hundreds of sightings in Cordoba, La
Pampa, La Rioja, Mendoza and San Juan were
confirmed by police and the press. Key
developments: 1. Six UFO's in IIperfect
formation :' reported over three provinces.
The machines flew faster than jets, kept a
precise course. One UFO device descended,
shone a beam of light on the ground, then
swiftly rejoined the group. 2. A study by
Argentine scientists of a UFO photo taken
near Bahia Blanca. '3. Another reported
landing in La Pampa, where a luminous device
took off over witnesses' heads. Samples of
a wet, grayish sUbstance at the landing
point were taken to Puerto Belgrano Naval ,
Base for analysis. (Credit UFO InvestigatorNICAP 1 1536 Connecticut Ave., vJashington 6,
D. C.)

(Excerpt from Editorial Column)
DEVELOPMENT OF LONG-RANGE IvlENTAL TELEPA'IHY
For centuries man has discussed the possibility of the transmission of thought
from one person to another through mental
telepathy. And many persons have held that
such mental e~~changes not only are possible
but have been practiced by those vrho had
master~d the secrets of such transmissions.
NOH, an American graduate student at
Oxford University is iw~ersed in the study
of the possibility of long-range extra·~
sensory perception. The student, Stephen
Abrams , believes that intercontinental
transmi s sion of thought may be developed
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some time in the foreseeable future.
He says the Russians have evidence of
electro-magnetic waves emanating from the
human brain on a 1-lave length of two millimeters. This revelation undoubtedly will
come as someuhat of a shock to engineers
planning to launch an intercontinental communications satellite. H01-Tever, we doubt
that it will in any way delay the project.
Abram says Soviet scientists are vigorously investigating telepathy, something we in
the United States can understand. Unquestionably the Russian scientists, who from
time to time come under severe criticism of
their Communist bosses in the I(remlin, are
dOing their best to intercept thoughts concerning them and their future. By intercepting one of Khruschev!s thoughts a scientist might have time to avoid winning an
all-expense-p~id trip to Siberia.
(Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, H.Y.)

*
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1.lhale I S Tapeworm?
SEA YIElDS 45-FOOT ~mNSTER
OBIHIRO, Japan, June 6 (AP) - Fisherman
Yoshiharu Tsuruga, 35, spotted a snake-like
monster on the beach today, discarded his
bicycle in fright and ran. Then wondering
what the creature might be, Mr. Tsuruga
cautiously returned.
The newspaper Asahi said the dead monster
l-IaS more than 45 feet long , had a head about
one foot in circumference, but no eyes, nos e ,
or mouth. It has no scales and is gray in
color. The monster will be sent to Hokkaido
University! s 1·1arine Bio. Research Dept.
(Cincinnati ENQUIRER, June 7, 19621 Credit
Dorothy Lefler, Cincinnati, Ohio)

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sendsa Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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UFO THROI-JS TELEVISION SET OUT OF KILTER
IN JERSEY
liThe TV set was acting up all night. Then aabout 11 p.m. it got very bad, II Mrs. Jessie
Bilancio of Homestead Ave., Bordentown Township, explained. Investigating the cause of
the disturbance, the woman walked out into the
rear yard and there "off to my right--about
the size of my fist--was a very bright object. II
It was last Friday (June 1, 1962) evening when
the UFO apparently touched off the electrical
disturbances in Mrs. Bilancio's television set.
lilt didnrt reflect light," the woman explained
the strange sighting. "It--the light --hovered
in the top of a tree in my yard less than 30
feet from me. Then it moved to the lower
limbs, something like a firefly.

"I first thought it was a spotlight," she continued, "but tl:en when it moved from branch to
branch and finally flashed avJaY into the sl~,
I realized it was something that was giving off
its own light. II
Mrs. Bilancio said it all happened so fast she
did not have time to become frightened. I~hen
I told my husband about it inside t.he house,
he started kidding me," she added.
UFO PHOTOGRAPHED I N TREmOl! , N. J.
On June 1, 1962, a Trenton resident reported
seeing a "high-flying bright ob ject II shortly
after 10 p.m. The sighter telephoned SAGE
!1eadquarters at McGuire Air Force Base where
his repOrt was taken for official AF records.
In fact, an AF officer telephoned him back
several minutes later aslc ing for more detailed
information. The man, who wishes to remain
unidentified, said it was his opinion that he
spotted a neH satellite. "From the conver-
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sation with the AF officer, II he explained, II I
was under the impression that the government
believes the Russians may be sending up satellites in secret. Apparently on the alert for
such sightings, the man said he managed to get
a photograph of the shining visitor.
This sighting and the one by Mrs. Bilancio
bring to three the nl@ber of UFCs seen in the
Trenton area on the same date, at approximate'ly the srune time. The third report comes from
a Hamilton Township woman who reported seeing
a "shining object" shortly after 11 p.m.
(Credit New Jersey Association on Aerial Phenomena, 15 Tyndall Road, Kendall Park, N. J.)
X-15 PILOT SEES ODD OBJECTS IN RECORD
58-IVJILE CLIMB
Edwards Air Force Base, Calif. July 17-- X-15
Pilot Robert M. VJhite earned an astronaut's
wings Tuesday by soaring a record 58.7 miles
into space.
(The part of the AP release relative to the
odd object follows, an excerpt from the news
release) •
"Through my left windshield I saw something
that looked like a piece of paper the size of
my hand tumbling slowly outside the plane •••
it was gray ish in color and about 30 to 40
feet away ••• I haven't any idea what it could
be. II
First he saw small particles adrift. For a
time , he thought they were outside possibly
ice flakes from the plane's frosty underside.
Then he thought they might be scraps or debris
floating weightless inside the cockpit. About
that time, he spotted the piece resembling a
hunk of newspaper.

"I paid attention to it for about five
seconds. It gradually moved away toward the
rear of the plane. I couldn't watch it much
longer. I .had a few other things to do. Even·
if it were the st. Louis Post-Dispatch I'm
sure I couldn't read it.
"I haven't any idea what it could be. I
donlt know that it was paper. I simply don't
know what it was. II (Credit Ethel Kulp ~ Souderton, Pat & John Black, Sacramento~ Calif.)
Ed. Note: This strange incident leaves many
unanswered questions. According to the news
release, vlhite climbed to altitude (58 miles)
at a speed of 3784 miles per hour. The IIpaperlike object 11 was seen during the 3 minute
leveling off period before re-entry~ which
should still mean a relative speed of 2500 to
3000 mphJ Yet the object was IIdriftingli only
slightly slower than 1:Jhite' s plane. This
means that it was certainly not moving at orbital velocity (18,000 mph), nor VIas it har;ging motionless in space. In this case White
would have passed it at such speed~ approximately 3000 mph~ that he would never have
seen it.
vJhite I s plane was under intelligent control,
defying the laws of gravity, and the laws of
satellite and planetary motion. Then the logical conclusion is that the object, which was
traveling through space at approximately 3000
mph, at 58 miles, also was under lIintelligent
control. 11
CONCLUSION---The object was not under the
control of Pilot 1:lhite ••• or the NASA ••• then
under whose control was the object???
QUESTION---Is the NASA~ in its own subtle
way~ trying to tell us something here?
It
seems that each new astronaut, and each new
space experiment is coming up with sightings
of strange phenomena out there in what used to
be called IIvacant space II, that fit into the
UFO category.
Yes, I believe that the American citizen is
being indoctrinated into accepting the existance of that which he had for so long been
indoctrinated into believing did not exist! •••
STRANGE vJORID ISN'T IT????
FLYER \'lHO SAl'! . UFOs GETS MESSAGES
John B. Lea of Orange, Texas, who is a commercial pilot over Louisiana~ Texas and Mexico is begging information from every source he
can find that is relating to saucers and their
methods of signalling. III've seenhJo UFOs,
one in Mexico near Torreon in 1956, one here
in Texas in October, 1960,11 he said, IIThat's
not the worst,lI he continued, III'm hearing

from them by ESP or on some frequency unknown
to me---maybe from the two bolts I have holdin~
my spine together---could be acting as an antenna. I'm sure as H. going to find out who
is broadcasting on my wave-length, and if they
are the boys in the saucers, as I believe,
maybe I can get a job as a tOvJer traffic controller at wherever they are going to set up
a Space Port.1I
Another pilot suggested that he drag a chain
around, like a gas truclc so he would be grounded and not hear all this stuff. A radio technician said he would try and rig up a volume
control. This may sound funny to a lot of persons, but to Mr. Lea, it's no jokeJ (Credit:
Bill Rawlinson~ El Paso, Tex.) SPACE, SAUCERS
& SCIENCE, Toronto, Canada.
"Now we've
heard of everythingJ II
~~

~~

*

~~
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Sacramento, Calif.-.July 16. The following report was given to me by a personal friend who
wishes to remain anonymous. Orote from correspondent) •
liOn July 15~ I was watching the evening sky
when I noticed three bright, silent discs in a
IIU II shaped formation.
liAs I looked closer, I CQuld see another object, farther off in the distance. I~ll were
white and left no vapor trail. They were to
the north, and were about the size of pin-heads
held at arms l ength. The smaller and most distant was approximately half the size of the
three which were nearer.
"They were in sight for about tuo minutes.
I could observe no other details. I just don't
knoVT what they were 11 • ( Cred it John Blacl~,
Sacramento, Calif.)
ED. NOTE---\1ell, they could have been highflying jets~ you knowJ
~~

7~

~~

~~

~~

The following article is a little off-beat for
this publication, but since it falls into the
category of the "strange and the unusual" here
'tis. You figure it out---I can't---Ed.
UNSOLVED HYSTERY OF HUMAN CORK
By Michael MacDougall
It was a calm day, the sea was peaceful, but
the radio had carried warnings of an approaching storm. The yacht Sea Nymph, out of Jacksonville, Fla., was heading back to shore.
Owner Harry Purvis was first to notice the
body of a man floating in the water, gently
bobbing with the waves. At first Purvis
thought it was a corpse, but something about
the position bothered him. Then he realized
what it was. The body was floating face up
and Purvis was sure a drovmed man, i f he floated at all, would be face doun.
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A boat was lowered, Purvis himself manned
the oars. Carefully he circled the body,
then found himself doubt his senses. For the
man in the sea, ten miles from shore was
sound asleepl
He awoke at the touch of an oar. It was a
toss-up as to who was more surprised, the
yachtsman or the awakened sleeper. Purvis introduced himself, the stranger said he was
Angelo Faticoni, a barber from Jacksonville.
As though offering a ride to a hitch-hiker on
a busy highway, Purvis asked Faticoni if he
wanted a lift to shore.
The answer was a firm no. He had swum out,
said Faticoni, and he would swim oack. Purvis
mentioned the coming storm and the barber said
he had better be on his way. Then, with a
sinuous, twisting motion more like that of a
fish than a human being , Faticoni s tarted his
ten-mile watery journey.
Concerned for the man's safety, Purvis
maneuvered the yacht so as to keep the swimmer in sight. But when more than half the
distance had been covered, at a speed that
would have broken the world1s record, he realized that Faticoni was truly amphibious, and
the Sea Nymph hastened back to port.
The curious incident got into the Jacksonville paper and Angelo Faticoni found himself
a celebrity. He soon proved that the tale
was true, proved also that he was as much at
home in the ocean as any fish. He deserved
the title bestowed on him, !;The Man trIho Can l t
Be Drowned." He was indeed a human cork.
A group of doctors ~vho doubted Faticoni's
prowess proposed a series of tests and the
barber consented. The first experiment would
have killed a normal man. vJh11e Faticoni was
floating in the sea, a 20-pound weight was
fastened to each ankle. He stayed afloat,
sleeping part of the time, for 15 hour s . The
skeptical doctor s gave up then, admitted that
this was something they could not understand.
They theorized that Faticoni had some physical peculiarity which enabled him to defy the
laws of nature, but they could not say VJhat
or where the peculiarity was.
It was after this performance that the publicity took a sinister turn. A writer in a
publication devoted to fantastic tales, in an
article thinly disguised as fiction, suggested that the water-loving Faticoni was really
a Venusian, not an Earthman.
Astronomers oelieved that Venus was a
watery world, with little, if any, land.

Therefore any intelligent life on Venus would
necessarily be aquatic. Faticoni, hinted the
author, had concealed gills that enabled him
,to breathe underwater, and unusual muscles
that enabled him to swim like a fish.
Then a question was posed. \'las Faticoni
the first of an army of Venusians who vlere
preparing to invade the Earth? Had he been
sent here as a spy, to learn our weak points
so we could more easily be conquered?
Tongue in cheek, the newspapers reported
the amazing conjecture. As usual there were
plenty of morons who became excited at the
prospect of an interstellar war.
Amused at first, then angry, Angelo Faticoni insisted he be given a thorough physical
examination. The examining physicians could
find no hidden gills, no specially developed
muscles. Faticoni was a human oeing , not a
Venusian masquerading as an Earthman.
At the time the controversial barber promised that, after death, his body would be
given to medical men for an autopsy. However,
when the oceanic champion died on August 13,
1931, at the age of 72, there was no autopsy.
vJhatever the secret of Faticoni's power he
carried it with him to his grave.
Long Island PRESS, June 3, 1962---( Credit:
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long Island, N. Y.)
~:

***i~

BETHLEHEI1 TREE BEARS PICTURE OF JESUS AND JVJ.ARY
M~NA.N, Jordan, June 30 (Reuters) - Jordan
newspapers today reported that a picture of
Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary has been
found traced in the wood of an olive tree on
the spot &t Bethlehem where some people believe Christ was born.
The newspapers said a carpenter cutting a
branch off the tr'? e last vJednesday found the
picture of Jesus and the Virgin through the
wood.
Friday, mayors of Bethlehem and surrounding villages, accompanied by churchmen and
government officials, cut through the root of
the tree and found a similar representation
of an angel and a cow in the manger where
Christ was born.
Buffalo EVENI NG NEvIS , June 30, 19 62 (Credit:
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long I sland, N. Y.)
Is this one of the signs and wo nders prophe s ied for the final day s , when t here "JOuld
be talk of "peace, peace, peace---yet there
is no peace" ?
So these phenomena we can expe ct in these
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days. Also the phenomena of a nation founded
on belief in God, turning its back on God, as
we recently witnessed in the Supreme Court decision on the Regents prayer in New York State.
Instead of standing up for God and our
countries founding fathers, we are given the
weak official statement that "we should all
obey the decision ••• it is the law of the land.
But this does not mean that we should stop
praying ••• we can all pray more in our homes
and in the churches." (unquote)
Reminds this writer of the two early Christians who were discussing the persecutions of
the early Christians in ancient Rome.
It seems that many of their friends were
being picked up from their homes and the
streets, charged with the crime of being Christians, and were tossed into the ampitheater,
to be devoured by the lions.
One of the early Christians was quite concerned over lvhat was happening to his friends
and speculating upon when his turn would come.
Hotvever, the second prospect did not see it
this way. He reasoned that the course of action was to go on as usual, to soft pedal his
beliefs, and stay out of trouble.
After all, he said, "1;le can always pray in
the catacombs. II

* * * * *

SACRAME1,!TO ACTIVITY
Seems that one of our correspondents and
his young friends have been out watching the
night sky instead of inside watching TV.
(Good idea, less brainwashing this way).
John Black of Sacramento reports a variety
of strange lights which do not seem to be
aircraft, during the week of July 16 thru the
22nd. He ends his report with the follovling
statement:
"vIe saw many planes, and when they had
lights as large as the UFO, they Here close
enough to be heard, and seen, and other
lights could be made out. The UFO were flying against the wind, and in an erratic path,
unlike a balloon or a satellite. II
The object of the 21st made the Sacramento
BEE, with the following report:
OBJECT SEEN IN SI;:Y IS UHIDENTIFIED
A bright object, reported moving high over
Sacramento last night, remained unidentified
today.
The object was reported seen by a number
of persons. Some speculated that it might be
a satellite.
Arthurs Leonard of Davis, Yolo County, head
of the Sacramento Moonwatch Team, said it
might have been a jet flying too high to be
heard but with lights turned on.
The control tOvIer at the Sacramento

Municipal Airport suggested it might be the
nightly weather balloon, sent aloft from the
tower about 10 P.M. to check the wind current
aloft. A spokesman said the balloon carries
a light aloft lvith it.
Sacramento BEE, July 22, 1962, (Credit John
Black)
From time to time we get reports of "ringshaped II UFO, and this explanation seems to be
as rational as any. It comes from the Japanese publication edited by Jun-Ichi
Takanashi.
RING-SHAPED UFO'S
On the phenomenal front of UFO investigation, there appear from time to time some
strange sightings of Ring-Shaped UFO's.
To quote an example from the pages of
NICAP's periodical, The UFO Investigator,
October, 1961:
In a gray dawn sky over the Pacific on
Sept. 21, 1961, Capt. R. F. Griffin of BOAC
jet airliner and another of a PAA plane, similarly a Boeing 707 jet airliner, witnessed
a huge doughnut-shaped flying something,
which appeared suddenly in the sky, and having travelled in the same direction, disappeared beyond the horizon in seven minutes.
The history of UFO investigation for the
past 15 years abounds with this kind of facts
that it is fairly unreasonable to doubt that
there are really such things as the doughnutshaped or ring-shaped UFO's.
But, here is an important question: Are
these ring-shaped UFO's really ring-shaped?
Or is it possible that these ring-shaped ones
are in fact the usual disc-shaped ones with
only their rims aglowing?
Some of the factual evidence seems to indicate this latter hypothesis. Here you may
recall at once a very splendid case of ringshaped UFOls related in the first chapter of
Major Donald E. Keyhoe's recent magnificent
UFO book, IIFlying Saucers: Top Secret II •
There one of the ring-shaped UFO's observed at first hovering over the waters,
when zoomed up tOHards a Navy R7V Transport,
proved itself to be a huge disc-shaped flying
machine with only its circumference aglowing.
This is a very reasonable development.
But how does it come that only the rim is
aglovring? Here vIe may question whether these
disc-shaped ones are not really disc-shaped
but so-called IIS aturn-Shaped" ones and only
the ring part is rotating so that only the
circumference is aglolving by friction with
the surrounding atmosphere.
Every reasonable investigator may be
tempted to accept this latter hypo thes is,

I.
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but as the factual data supportingthislatter hypothesis are not sufficient enough at
present, we must reserve this question unsettled until after more decisive evidence
may come forward.
CASES
Now we must mention one more intriguing
phenomena concerning Iringl and UFO's. That
is the enigmatic Iring-shaped burns l sometimes found at the site of low UFO hovering.
There were at least four such cases which
deserve minute scrutiny: one at Pi~i Piri,
New Zealand (on July 231 1959, about 33 feet
in diameter) I two in U.S.A. (on Sept. 7, 1959,
at Wallingford I Ky., and on July 30,1960, at
MartinI Tenn., 12' & 15 1 in dia. respectively)
and still another one in England (at Evenlode,
Worcestershire on July 3, 1960). Most intriguingly, this last one is a case of doubleshaped rings, their diameters being respectively 22 feet and 16.5 feet. How to explain
these enigmatic ring burns?
Now you may have noticed, if you are pursuing the above description minutely, that
one of the instances enumerated just above,
one at Wallingford, ICy. I on sept. 7, 1959, is
the same one already quoted as an example of
mysterious Iring of smoke' observed after the
departure of a bluish-glowing UFO. vJhat do
you infer from the fact that, 7 days after
the above-mentioned sighting, Mr. v!. E. Ogden,
the principal in the case l discovered with
others strange ring-shaped burn, 8 to 9 inches wide and about 12 feet in diameter? Is
anyone not tempted to infer that the burn was
resulted from the ultimate impact of the
'ring of smoke I such as the one witnessed in
this case, that is, the ring of smoke came
down and down and hit the ground at the end?
But, I am most sorry to state that I am
not at all certain whether this speculation
can be correct or not, as there are some conflicting evidence against this supposition in
these cases: for instance, both in Wallingford, Ky., case and in Isle of vJight case, the
the Iring of smoke I observed did NOT hit the
ground but either remained in the same place
or rose gradually into the air, and spread
out gradually and disintegrated at the end.
Against this objection, you may contend that
there may be some rare occasions in which the
ring of smoke left by the ascending UFO DO
hit the ground owing to the special condition of the atmosphere, etc.
But there are some more disturbing facts
against this supposition: like the one that
in Evenlode, England, case, the ring-shaped
site (a double-ringed one this time, as you
see) was not only burned but also DE NTED •••
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How do you explain this fact by the ring-ofsmoke-hit-the-ground theory?
(Credit Modern Space Flight Association,
Japan)
*"X-**i~

'FLYING SAUCERS' MAY BE DIMPLES
OF AIR, AF SAYS
vJASHINGTON (AP) - Invisible dimples in the
sky may have caused radar reports of flying
saucers, the Air Force said yesterday.
Reporting on research done by its Cambridge Research laboratory at Bedford, Mass.,
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
said the dimples may stem from the same process that creates-sDme types of clouds.
The dimples were described as concave and
reflective, and set in undulating layers of
the atmosphere at altitudes up to 6,000 feet.
Radar beams are reflected back to earth by
the turbulent air, and give the appearance on
a radarscope of an object moving swiftly across the sky. The Air Force said this
apparently was what caused the unexplained
radar sightings which supporters of the flying saucer theory cited in their attempts to
prove the earth was being circled by strange
spacecraft. -- New York Herald TRIBUNE,
July 22, 1962 (Credit Gladys Fusaro,
Huntington, N. Y.)

*
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'vJOLF BOY' LESS HUMAN THAN HOPED
LUCKNOW, India - After six years doctors at
Lucknow Balrampur hospital have almost given
up the battle to "humanize" Ramu, the wolf
boy.
Their only achievement has been to wean
him from raw meat. The deformed wolf boy,
now 15 years old, lay on his bed in a world
of his own.
Railway police found him near the railway
platform in Jan., 1956. Ramu made news as
the "\'10 If Boy".
He was a strange-looking, disabled, 9 year
old boy who grew up among the wild animals
in the jungle. The fact that Ramu is still
alive has surprised his doctors. Dr. K. D.
Sharma, superintendent of Balrampur Hospital
said.
"Ramu can never be a useful member of soCiety. His progress from the feral to the
human stage has not been encouraging."
Buffalo COURIER-EXPRESS, July 4, 1962,
Credit Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, L. I.
*~l":;,**

NEWS RELEASE - DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, WASHINGTON 25, D.C.
May 23, 1962 - Two recent aerial phenomena
sightings by two of America1s space men have
prompted many inquiries to the Air Force
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wanting to know what the objects were.
In both instances ("fireflies" seen by
Astronaut John Glenn and "objects ll photographed on an X-15 flight piloted by NASA's
Joe 1rJalker) there appears to be no relationship between the two sightings.
The unusual objects revealed on film from
a camera on board the X-15 have now been
viewed on another series of film from a camera in another position on board the X-15. A
study of this film prompted the National Aeronauticsand Space Administration to release
the following statement on May 16: "NASA engineers today concluded that unidentified objects revealed in the films taken on the April
30 X-15 flight are actually flakes of ice from
areas around the craft's liquid oxygen fuel
tanks.
"The original film, which revealed the objects, came from a camera shooting from the
aircraft's lower tail. Additional film from
a camera located behind the X-15's instrument
bay showed ice breaking off the craft. Ice
forms on the airplane after it is fueled with
liquid oxygen." .
NASA scientists have no firm conclusion
concerning Astronaut Glenn's sighting, although several possibilities have been suggested.
In any case, neither of these sightings
produced any evidence that would indicate
that there was any threat offered to these
men and their craft. (Credit Gladys Fusaro)
~4
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Since George Adamski was the first to write
of "space fireflies" in his book, "Inside the
Space Ships", it is interesting to say the
least as to what he has to say about this
phenomena now. He take Adamski's statement
from the Hew Zealand SCIENTIFIC SPACE RESEARCH
bulletin (P.O. Box 7, Henderson, Auckland,
New Zealand).
Many, referring to Glenn's orbital flight,
ask about the objects he saw and spoke about.
What kept these objects and particles from
striking the sides of the capsule? The capsule was flying in a semi-vacuum, for anything moving through space at that speed will
create its own atmosphere (around itself).
This occurs even in so-called airless space.
A vacuum is automatically produced between
the body of the capsule and the layer of atmosphere around it. This acts as a protective layer or "force field" keeping the particles from strDcing the capsule body. The
larger objects Glenn saw were scanning discs
launched from a mother ship and operating on
remote control. These discs monitored every
part of Glenn's flight. If anything had

gone wrong and Glenn's life had been in danger, they vlOuld have saved him. Glenn was
moving too fast and was too busy to observe
much going on about him. Even if he recognised the discs he wouldn't be allowed to
talk about them. Don't forget he is still in
the service and subject to their secrecy regulations. I will assure you one thing there are many ships moving just beyond our
atmosphere at all times. They watch everything we put up. It may not always be possible to rescue our men if something unforseen goes wrong. They have to stay a long
way off from our Iltoys" since their big ships
could adversely affect our instruments and
controls. Their craft compares to ours like
the elephant to the flea. Glenn was not out
there alone and- neither will be the others to
follow. Even though the big ships cannot get
close enough for our men to see them, they
should see the scanning discs.
(Credit George Adamski)

* * * * *

"MYSTERY" Satellite Sighted
HONG KONG, July 9 -- (Reuter) -- Sighting of
a "mystery" satellite over the colony was
reported today.
A local resident, R. L. Hobson, said he
had seen an object giving off a bright, white
light twice in two hours last night.
He said it travelled roughly from south
to north over the colony and took over 15
minutes to trace a path across the sky.
A member of a University scientific society reported having observed a satellite
over Hong Kong on the night of July 4.
He described it as being visible for 7
minutes and distinguishable from the stars
by its relative motion and brightness.
So far the Royal Observatory has not been
able to identify the object, according to a
government spokesman. (BANGIWK vlORID, July
10, 1962 -- Credit Idabel Epperson, Los
Angeles, California).
.:~
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SOVIET FABLE
"This is such a wonderful idea that no
one but I could have thought of it" said the
Soviet fox, as he heard that there was to be
a lasting peace among all creatures. "Now I
can finally be safe from the hunters and eat
all the chickens I want in peace and quiet!"
(Tarantel Press, 1'1. Berlin)
.:r*~:.
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SI<.Y OBJECTS RACE ECHO I SATELLITE
Echo I, American balloon satellite, appeared to have company in the sky over Portland r10nday night.
Several callers told the Portland
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Reporter of sighting one or more additional
objects at the time Echo passed at 10:18.
All callers agreed on one point: The unidentified objects were moving at tremendous
speed in relation to the Echo's speed.
Accounts varied on other details. Some
saw one object, most saw two and one saw
"three or four". They were of lesser brilliance than that of Echo. Some v[ere vieHed
with the naked eye, others through binoculars.
Charles C. Edmonds, 6445 S1rJ Radcliff, Jefferson high school teacher, who keeps tabs on
unidentified flying objects, suggested a variety of explanations ranging from optical illusions through actual presence of mystery
satellites that have puzzled observers the
last 10 years.
Reports of s i ghtings of Echo' s "companions"
also were received at Salem and Tacoma, the
Associated Press said. Several persons indicated the objects were not as bright as Echo,
but were moving much faster. One was said to
be of a steady light, another blinking.
Portland REPORTER, Portland, Oregon,
July 31, 1962

* *

~~

* *

UFO SEEN OVER NVJ
by the Associated Pres s
A brilliant unidentified object, described
sometimes as green and sometimes as white and
blue, was reported in the Pacific Northwest
Tuesday night.
Sightings were reported in Portland, Salem,
Seattle and Yakima.
In Seattle, residents said they saw the
object streaking across the sky south of town.
Bob Gribble, area director of the National
Investigations Com~ittee on Aerial Phenomena,
said the object first looked like an ordinary
aircraft white running light.
He sa i d when he gave it a second look it
had increased 10 times in size and turned to
a brilliant Ivhite and blue. He said it lit
up the sky and small bits broke off it as it
moved westward.
Gribble said the object was in sight about
20 seconds. He said he had seen many meteors,
and thi s wasn't one.

.**~t-~~
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Desert Hot Springs, Calif. - Desert Sentinel 21 June 1962 - REPORT DHS BUZZED BY BIG
FLYING, TUMBLI NG OBJECT - Flying objects always make news. This week, Desert Hot Springs
latched on to a report that flyin~ objects
buzzed the desert. An unidentified flying
object wa s sighted here at noon Monday, it
was reported by the Indio Sheriff's substation. Byro n Crawford, a nurse at Angel View
Crippled Children' s Hospital here , said it

was a red and silver object about the "size
of a one-bedroom house II. He said, lilt was
traveling end over end, tumbling." It seems
Crawford was looking out the dining room
window when the object went whizzing over
the desert. lilt was fantastic, II the 23-year
old Crawford said. "I've never seen anything
like it before. II He reported the object was
traveling from south to north about 10 miles
west and it remained in sight for 5 minutes.
After "hanging around" here for a spell, it
cut out in the direction of Twentynine Palms,
it vJaS reported. It seems several people at
the hospital also saw the object dashing
through the blue: Dorothea Flanagan, Ruth
Tolson and John Kmelc. "S ome of the children saw it, too, II Crawford said. Apparently
the Angel Vie\v crew who saw the buzzing,
tumbling "one -bedroom house II object were the
only observers. A FAA spokesman at the
Thermal Airport was surprised and said the
FAA had received no reports of an unidentified flying object.

*
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San Bernardino, Calif. - Sun - 22 June 1962 BRIGHT OBJECT AGAIN REPORTED BY RESIDENTS ~vo persons in San Bernardino reported seeing
a bright object in the sky last night around
8:40 P.l1. in a west to northerly direction.
A youth who called the Sun-Telegram said the
object appeared toward the \vest. A Homan who
called said the light appeared to move toward
the north. San Bernardino police said no reports of a bright light had been received
last night. The Flight Operations Tower at
Norton AFB said only a bright star could be
seen in the sky toward the west and that
nothing unusual had been seen.
Portland REPORTER, Portland Ore., Aug . 1, 196,
~~-K.

*-i~
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MORE RESIDENTS REPORT SEEI NG FLYING
SAUCER HERE LAST HEEK
Corcoran's mysterious I'flying saucer"
which hovered like a ball of fir e over the
Tulare Lake area before dawn las t Tue sday
morning as first reported to The Journal by
F. M. MontijO, was further confirmed during
the week by several other local re s idents •
Ray Thompson, of the Corcoran Forestry Division fire station said that he noticed the
fiery luminous light near the horizon while
driving a piclc-up several miles northwest of
Corcoran. At first he thought it was a missile fire d f r om Vandenburgh AFB but when it
slowed and seemed to remain motionless in the
s.lcy he stopped his truck and listened for
sounds, but heard none as the strange object
remained low to the ground for 5 minute s or
more. Then he s aid it r ose vertically and
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suddenly zoomed away, leaving a blue and orange
trail like a shooting star as it disappeared
into the heavens. Another Corcoranite l-lho also
reported the strange phenomena, was Mrs. Jean
Miller, who was driving a tractor in the ranch
hayfield when the brilliant orange glow, which
appeared to be almost on the ground at a neighboring farm, causing her to stop the tractor
and watch in wonderment. She, too, heard no
noise such as made by powered aircraft, and
verified that the bright orange-red glow illuminated the area and sky similar to a sunset for
some minutes before the object causing it rose
high into the sky and then suddenly streaked
off like a rocket, leaving a long blue and
orange trail in the sky. As yet military officials have given no indication of any type of
aerial experiments or other activities which
might explain the flying saucer performance
locally. Corcoran, California JOURNAL, July 5,
1962 - Credit Washington State NICAP Subcommittee.
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"It is impossible to explain the object's
presence at this time," Space Agency scientists said. I~S a matter of fact, we aren't
. even sure that what White saw and the camera
photographed were two different objects."
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, after intensively studying White's
sighting report and films from a tail movie
camera, on the X15, released photographs of an
object that darted above and behind the plane.
The photographs, taken from the movie films,
reveal an object that looks like a fluttering
piece of paper and which scientists describe
as being "grey-white."
\iJhite, from his cockpit near the nose of the
rocket ship, reported seeing Hhat looked to
him like a piece of paper the size of his hand
"going along with the ship" at an altitude of
270,000 feet - over 50 miles high.
The movie films captured shots of an object
flitting past the rear of the supersonic craft
on the same flight and at the same altitude.
**~::~~~~

X15 FILM BAFFLES EXPERTS
By Douglas Diltz
Em-lARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif., Aug. 9 (UPI)-A possibility the X15 encountered strange
phenomena in space arose today with scientists
unable to identify a mysterious object both
sighted and photographed by Maj. Bob "Jhite on
a soaring flight by the rocket ship.
Scientists said yesterday they could give
no explanation whatsoever for the objects that
appeared near the X15 on July 17 when Hhite
sky-rocketed to a world airplane altitude
record of nearly 60 miles.

MYSTERY RED LIGHT EARLY MORNING SIGHT
Los Angeles-Aug. 7--Dozens of residents in the
Baldwin Hills and southern Hollywood area
phoned police early today and reported seeing
unidentified flying objects in the sky. Sighting accounts varied, some said they were red,
others said they changed color, some said it
hovered, others said it moved at great speed.
The Federal Aviation Agency said it had no
official report and wouldn't attempt to make
identification. (Credit, last two items-Mrs. Idabel Epperson, Los Angeles, Mrs. Lela
B. Johnson, Torrence City, Calif.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J . Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when· a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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You will find that this is sue as well as
the August'number are later t han usual in
reaching you . This was due to a much needed
vacation on t he part of your Editor 1' a; ~~ll
a s vacations on t he part of the l etter se rvice
hand ling the printing and mailing . Tharuc you
for your patience .
The summer month s showed a mi nor f l ap of
UFO r eports which appeared i n the newspapers .
Of cours e 1 due to past ridicule 1 ma ny sight ers
are not t e lling newspape r s about the ir exper ~
i ences .
And of course many newspapers print up reports in the same vein that they print the
efforts of 10ya1 1 patriotic c itizens to awaken
their fe llow countrymen to t he dangers of the
Communist subvers.ion 1 in our Government and
in our schoo l s 1 and churches .
One can only come to t he conc lus ion that
there i s a very gr eat parallell between the
tw0 1 and that there is a conspiracy on t he part
of certain e lements of the press to miss inform
instead of to i nform the pub l ic . A mis - guided
public, is one that can be easi l y mis l ed and
taken over by a cunning enemy . So don ' t be
foo l ed by that element of the press and
national l eadership Hhich tells you that "the
anti - communists of the country are a greater
threat to Ame rica than the Communists a~e II.
This is the same e l ement which told us that
Mao Tse Tung of China was onl y an II agrar i an
r eformer ll , and that Fidel Castro was the
"robin- hood of Cuba ".
.
These are al so the same ' element which have
ridiculed the UFO reports over the years . Then
at the same time to make the i ssue even more
clouded and f1.}.zzy the enemy has infiltrated
the UFO publish i ng f i eld 1 and have in many
bulletins 1 bookl ets 1 and c l aims , used their
alleged contacts to "spread the s ocialist gos pel ll of the Communi"sts 1 Socialists, and the
One-\"Jorlders. Of course what they rea lly want
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is "One -vlorltl II which will be under the domination and sadist i c contro11 of the l eaders of
the. Socia1ist 1 One-VJorld ' movement, t he hierarchy of the Communist Cri mina l Consp iracy , in
the Kremlin i n Moscow .
'
.
For those Hho are beginners i n the UFO in vestigation fie l d , this may seem we ll nigh im poss ible . But to thinking individual s who
have mad~ a study of both the UFO situation
and the Corrununist menace 1 then the pieces of
the picture fit c l ear l y into place • Examine,
if you cannot accept this 1 the philo sophies
of many of the alleged contacts and the philo soph i es of the Marxian world 1 and compare .
And don't be fooled i nt o the be lief that
the UFO element is lily -white because they ex press a psuedo belief in a Supreme Being , and
a semblance of what appears to be religious
ideology .
Examine if you will, how far to the l eft
these r e ligious i deas are 1 when compared to
the orthodox be l iefs of the past centuries.
Remember 1 it is not the goal of the psycho po litic ian to take you direct l y to his goal.
The pl an i s for a constant 1 continuous bend ing
of ideas and beliefs to lithe left II , so subtle
and smooth that one does not realize that eventua lly he has progressed so far to the Illeft II
that he has made a 100 0 turn.
It is to counteract this trend in the UFO
fie l d , that your Editor continues to pub lish
this Bulletin. He have been "bl asted" in a
number of "alleged UFO pub lications . II He have
received harsh l etters from many on the mailing
list Hho have not made a study of the "Communist
Menace" , and to be sure He have re ceived congratulations and commendations from those Hho
do recognize the situation for what it is.
To continue we need your support . The best·
Hay that you can do this is to give 4-~onth
trial subs cript ions to your friends Hho are interested in the facts of either the UFO

· ,

situation, or the life and death struggle for
survival against the Communist Conspiracy.
A 4-month subscription is $1.00, and we
thank those of you who have already done this.
If you are in a financial position to givea. '
years subscription, it will help even more • .
Over the almost six years of publication we
have constantly lost financially. Due to the
very nature of your Editor's livelihood
(photography) which takes considerable of his
evening hours with appointments, this bulletin
must be given to a commercial printer for
printing and mailing. Therefore the cost is
higher than a "back-porch" mimeograph operation.
However, with a doubling of subscribers, we
could get back into the "BlaCk". In the first
printing is the major expense. The "swap"
bulletins, the letter service charges,e.tc. ,If
each present sub scriber recruited only one more
subscriber, and each did this then "no more
problems". From experience we know that half
---will do nothing , so those who do, will need
to do more.
Uith your help we will continue the fight
to present the UFO news, and at the same time
expose the "Conspiracy", and help awaken more
Americans, who once awakened, through prayer,
knowledge and action, will keep this precious
heritage of freedom, for ourselves, and for
future generations.
And now for the "SUMMER FLAP"
.x-

* * * *

"VERY STRANGE OBJECT" SIGHTED IN SKY OVER
ANTARCTIC STATION
CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand, July II, 1962
(N.Z. Press Association) ---A "very strange object was seen over Cape Hallet late on Saturday evening, the New Zealand scientific leader
of Hallet Station, Mr. C. B. Taylor said today.
He was speaking by radio-telephone.
The object had three yellowish-white ligh ts,
the center light being midway between the other
two, and much brighter than the others.
The object travelled from southwest to northeast with its highest point in the north-west
about 35 degrees from the zenith.
1:Jhen the object was in the northern sky, it
emitted a brilliant flash of white light.
As it neared the horizon, the smaller lights
disappeared in the auroral glow.
IIIt took about three to four minutes to
cross the sky, from about 11:10 pm to about
11: 13 pm, said f1r. Taylor.

"We have no idea what it could have been - i1
Was too slOw for a meteorite, but .too fast for!
satellite. "
~
A weird, green-lit object was seen by a
Stokes Valley couple on Saturday" states a Well·
ington Press Association message~
A Stokes Valley businessman, Mr. J. W. Skee t .
vIaS helping his wife hang washing out in the
baCk garden of their section about 6:15 pm when
a blue-White shape appeared in the sky.
IIBo th myself and my wife thought that it was
heading due north," Mr. Skeet said.
The object was about as big as an orange,
"If you can imagine an orange in the sky flying
at fanta st ic speed ," he said.
The overcast sky and dense clouds made the
object look fuzzy at the edges.
"Despite this I am pretty sure that it did
not have a tail like a comet or a shooting
star," he sa id.
Mr. Sk88t described the object as "throwing
off pieces" on its rapid journey through the
heavens.
"Pieces would shoot off from the parent body
and disappear, Ii he said.
"It was like spark s jumping from a hot fire~1
He estimated that the craft continued its
steady swift course about 40 degrees above the
horizon somewhere over the Wairarapa.
In a telephone conversation tonight from
Cape Hallet Mr. Taylor said that in his opinion
the object was of "earthly orig in. II
If the Stokes Valley Sighting was of the
same object it must have travelled around the
world. (The Wanganui Chronicle, vJed., July 11,
1962) (Credit Harold H. Fulton, Manawatu, New
Zealand and Mrs. I. E. Epperson, Lo s Angeles,
Calif. )

* * * ;:- *

CIGARS, DISCS OVER ARGENTINA
A Reuters Dispatch from Buenos Aires , Argentina dated June 18, 1962, reads: "Unident ified Flying Objects - saucer or cigar-shaped are becoming a common sight for Argentinians.
The last of a recent series was reported in
Olavarria-a town in the provinc e of Buenos
Aires.
Farmer Jose Muro telephoned the loc al newspaper El Popular reporting the presence of an
unusual object which he had spotted with a
small telescope.
Reporters, ne i ghbors and photographers went
to Murols home and 20 minutes later t he object
was still hovering overhead, barely moving .

S.P.A.C.E. is edited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Fla. Subscription rate i s fi;3 .00 per year. Mail in any interesting news-clippings of
UFO reports, or other items for future is sues of S.P.A.C.E.
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Witnesses claimed that shortly afterward it
vanished upwards, only to reappear closer
than ever several minutes later. The color
of its light appeared to change from red to
blue, from blue to green and again to red.
Other residents in Olavarria claimed to have
seen similar objects.
Buenos Aires press dispatches say a confidential report to the authorities compiled by
officers of the naval base of Puerto Belgrano,
at the southern tip of the province of Buenos
Aires, confirmed the presence of unidentified
objects in the skies over Argentina. The officers cross-examined scores of witnesses,
particularly those who reported unusual activity of flying objects during the night of
May 14 in the neighborhood of the base.
(Credit Coral Lorenzen, A.P.R.O. Bulletin,
4145 E. Desert Place, Tuscon, Arizona).

away to be seen clearly.
Ross Nichols was employed (outdoors) at
Stapleton Airfield at Denver for six months.
Both Ross and Philip Nichols worked as helicopter mechanics on the flight line at Fort
Ord, California, during basic training. Both
have watched planes, both military and civilian through binoculars for years. Most of the
planes in this area come and go from the west
in full view of their home. Mr. and Mrs.
Nichols are members of the Denver Astronomical
Society and are familiar with astronomical
phenomena.
It might be added that the Martin Missile
plant at Littleton, Colorado, is south of
tIheat Ridge, as are Colorado Springs and NORAD.
(Credit Coral Lorenzen, A.P.R.O., Tuscon,
Arizona) •
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BIG, SPONGE-LIKE LAKE CREATURES
STILL UNIDENTIFIED
ST. WILLIAMS, Onto (CP) - An official of the
lands and forests department arrived here
Thursday to investigate a series of curious
aquatic creatures found fl02~ing recently near
the shores of Lake Erie at Long Point Bay.
J. W. Anderson said he plans to take a portion of one of the creatures away with him to
discover what they are.
Another department worker, district forester J. K. Reyno l ds of Aylmer, suggested t~e
creatures are fresh-water sponges, but Herbert
Lipsit, who operates a nearby marina, says he
has never seen anything like them in more than
40 years.
Mr. Reynolds said Thursday fresh-water
sponges are prevalent throughout the Great
Lakes, although the ones found here are unusually large. The sponges normally run to
four inches in diameter, but the creatures
found here are up to two feet across.
The creatures are brown with mottled grey
markings and float on edge, with only the rim
breaking the surface. If disturbed, they
sink. If caught in nets, a specimen is diced
through the net by its own weight. The inside
is grey jelly-like SUbstance.
If kept out of water for any length of time
they dry out and become a flat, rumpled greybrown with l eathe r-like skin which is surprisingly tough . (THE RECORDER AND TIMES, BrockVille, Ontario, Aug. 31, 1962 -- Cred it Gene
Duplantier, SAUCERS, SPACE Be SCIENCE).

FLASHING LIGHTS SEEN IN COLORADO
1:JHEAT RIDGE, Colorado 1 June 26, 1962
First sighted by Philip Nichols, the object was seen in the East-southeast about 25
degrees above the horizon at 1 A.M. MST on
26 June 1962 from the 7000 block of W. 48th
Ave. Philip called his brother Ross, who arrived in time to see the object, after arriving at an overhead position, turn in a tight
curve and fly toward the south. Vlhen it
turned it did not tilt or bank, and proceeded
to disappear at about 30 degrees from the
horizon.
To the naked eye the object appeared to
be a white ligh t about the size and brightness of Jupiter. Through 8 power binoculars
it appeared the size of a penny held at arm's
length. Through the binoculars three white
lights, spaced like the points of an equilateral triangle could be seen. In the center
of the triangular formation of lights was a
smaller, flashing red light. The bottom of
the triangle was faintly illuminated. It
flew with one light leading, point first.
Duration of the sighting was about 8 minutes, there was no sound and observers said
it was impossible to judge the size of the
object or its speed.
Both Philip and Ross observed the object
through the binoculars while it was close
enough for them to study it. They both decided that it could not be any plane that
flies, as there were no wingtip lights and
no sound, and the object did not bank at the
turn. Mr. and Mrs . Nichols, their parents,
can attest to the white light visible to the
naked eye, and to a flashing red light but by
the time they saw the object, it was too far
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The following reports were made to our correspondent in Los Angeles, Mrs. I. E. Epperso n.
The letter speaks for itself:
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Dear Mrs. Epperson:
As I promised you on the phone, I am sending you the two reports on UFO's. As you
said, I think this is very significant because, by adding these two to the number already seen in Argentina, we have a new UFO
"flap ". I am writ ing to some friends back
home asking them to do their best to get all
the clippings on UFO's sightings from January
'62 on. I am sure I will get some of them.
From Jujuy, a friend of mine wrote me
about the following case; however, he does
not mention the date, but I imagine it was
recently. A friend of his, Mr. Echenique, and
four other people happened to be witnesses to
the landing of a saucer at approximately 300
yards from where they were. They were traveling in a pick.,..up truck .bound for a t.own in
the province of Jujuy, and as they ran out of
gas they were forced to pull up along the road
and stay there till some help would arrive.
It was 4 A.M. and was drizzling. Suddenly,
says Echenique, they saw a bright light coming up the road ahead in their direction.
At first they thought it was another vehicle;
but when the light was at about 200 yards
from them it veered off the road, shot up,
and lit up the place as if it was daylight
time. Then it landed; the object was round
in shape, very luminous, and blinked its
lights on and off several times. Then it remained on the ground for about an hour. After
that, it took off and disappeared in the distance very swiftly. During the whole time
Echenique and his companions just watched because none of them did dare go near the round
saucer. This story was told to my friend 26
days after it had occurred. Unfortunately,
he doesn't give any more information as to
the date, actual size and shape of the craft;
etc. I have already written him asking for
additional details, so I hope he will be able
to furnish them.
The next case appeared in a Spanish paper
published here in Los Angeles.
LA OPINION, August 4. Entre Rios Province,
Argentina. From a flying saucer which landed
on a road in Parana came out some beings over
6 feet tall, fair-haired, and with eyes larger than humans'.
The foregoing was stated by Dr. Gazua,
resident of the city of Parana, who was traveling with his wife in their car to Goya City.
He claimed that while driving along a road
he spotted a very luminous object about 10
yards away from his car. Then from the object came out some beings who began signaling
him to stop. The astonished physician came
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soon out of his bewilderment and sped off,
leaving rapidly the place of the encounter.
His wife had an acute nervous shock, but
shortly . after was feeling well again.
A ,truck driver who was also traveling
along the same road, and who remained unidentified, claimed that he saw three beings whose
shape he could not tell.
I hope this will be of interest to you.
Cordially,
Bernardo Passion
Los Angeles, Aug. 8, 1962
~=.
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Seattle, lvashington, seems to have had more
than its share of the unusual from the following reports from the vJashington State
NICAP Subcommittee, 11323 14th Avenue, NE,
Seatt·le , 55" vJashington: ..
Seattle, Uashington - 19 July 1962 - Report to Subcommittee-The "Echo" satellite was
due over Seattle, going l'J-E at 11:14 P.M.
Echo vIaS in plain view, and at 11: 15 or a
little after, another brilliant white light
was sighted heading E-liv at the same, or
slightly faster, speed of Echo. vJhen it appeared the two objects were about to collide
overhead, the one, (assumed to have been
Echo) veered slightly N. as though to avert
collision. Then, the light heading to the
West faded out of sight, as the Echo resumed
its W-E course.
Seattle, 1;Jashington - 20 July 1962 - Report to Subcommittee - 10:29 P.M. (PDT)
White light size of Echo in sky moving rapidly West to East. Crossed sky, 90 degrees of
horizon in 11 minutes. Observed through a
telescope and naked eye. Echo due VJ-E at 11
P.M. plus, came on schedule.
Longview, Washington-Daily News - ,. 23 July
1962 - FIREBALL SEEN - A fireball, apparently
many times larger than usual, was seen by
scores of parents and Little Leaguers on Sunday at 5 P.M. The Fireball, or more scientifically, a meteor, cut a north by northeast
path across the sky above Tam O'Shanter Park.
Kirkland, Washington - 24 July 1962 - Report to Subcommittee - Between 10:30 and 11
P.M. - A white, steady, light with a reddish
green cast to it, was reported to have been
slowly moving from E to S, then hovered momentarily, then shot off at high speed to the
North. The light, reportedly the size of a
pea held at arm's length, was sighted by an
entire family and their friends from their
yard in lCirkland, a northeastern suburb of
Seattle.
Seattle, vJ ashington - 25 July 1962 - Report to Subcommittee - 10 :05 P.M. - In E sky
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traveling from lill to SEe One white light,
went across center 1/3 of sky at high speed,
"then faded out. S~nilar light sighted at
10:17 P.J.1. in N-HE sky headed from ~J1:[-SE.
White light, high speed, in view about 12
seconds. Then at 10:58 P.M. a fast - splitsecond arc, or streak of white, luminous, appearing in NE sky traveling SlAT - NE. Three
times the width of jet vapor trail. Clear
sky-no jets i n sight. Made an arc. At 11:45
P.M. a "dim star'l was r eported seen. It was
reported to be very fast and seen in the S
sky traveling E to 1,'f . "Shooting star", but in
straight line acr'oss the sky.
Seattle, vJashington - 27 July 1962 - Report to Subcommittee - Orange fireball reported to have hovered momentarily over
Renton, Hashington (Bo eing Airplane Co. has
Renton plant). Renton is a southeastern
suburb of Seattle. Object reported to have
hovered briefly then shot off into the s]G.
Report via radio station KVI, Seattle. Seen
shortly after 9 P.M. No further details
availab l e.
Portland, Oregon - Associated Press Release - 31 July 1962 - lihat appeared to be 2
fast-moving satellites were seen just ahead
of America's Echo One satellite as it passed
over the Pacific Northwest last night. A
Port l and Television station switchboard was
jammed with calls and r ep orts of the sighting
also were recorded at Tacoma, Washington, and
Salem, Oregon. Several persons said the objects were not as bright as Echo I but were
moving much faster. Echo appeared as scheduled in Northwest skies last night at 9:18.
It is scheduled to pass overhead again tonight, this time at 8:27 P.I1. - (1\lote: on
the original AP release, which was shown to
us, it was headed in parentheses II (UFO) ").
31 July 1962 - Associated Press release,
as used on Seattle newscasts - A spokesman
for the Nat ional Aeronautics and Space Administration has commented on reports of
Oregon and Washington residents about appeared to be 2 fast moving sate llites. They
were seen passing just ahead of America's
Echo sate llite and in the same orbit. A
spokesman for the Space Agency said Echo is
the only sate llite the US has that can be
seen. He also said he was not aware of the
Russians hav ing any. He is inclined to believe that Pacific HorthHest residents may
have seen private airplanes in t he sky at the
time of Echo's pass last night. (Note: OH
BROTHERJ JL)

Seattle, \"Jashington - 31 July 1962 - A slow
moving, brilliant green ball of fire, traveling S-N, passed beloH tree-top level over the
North End of Seattle tonight at 10 :47 P.M.
The glowing ma~s, silent, was the size of a
basketball held at arm's length, and was seen
by hundreds of witnesses in this area. Upon
further investigation of the s i ghting it was
found that the same or Similar object was reported at 9 :L~7 Portland, Oregon, t~ne headed
S-N. Said a spokesman at the City Desk of
the Portland Oregonian, newspaper, it appeared
to be a brilliant green streak in the sIcy at
exceptionally low altitude, and appeared to
have exploded over Portland, although no sound
was heard. KING, a radio station i n Seatt l e;
told NICAP member that a call from their
sister station in Portland, Oregon, Km1, inquiring about whether the object was seen in
Seatt le, came in on the svritchboard at the
same time the lo cal Seattle calls were coming
in to report the sighting . Therefore, the
sighting would appear to be almost simultaneous. Further calls to Seatt l e radio and TV
stations revealed that an anonymous caller
from Richmond Beach, \,T ashington, (a suburb to
the Mv of Seattle) reported their "house
shook", but no further details were availab le,
thereby rendering the report unconfirmed.
~;~
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Seatt le, Wash ington - Post Intelligencer 2 August 1962 - BRILLIANT OBJECT ImICH FLASHED
ACROSS SKY BELIEVED A FIREBALL - The brilliant
blue-white object that flashed across the
Seattle sIG about 10 :45 0' clock Tuesday (7/31)
night was a fireball in the opinion of ~jrs.
Bror Grondal, Seattle astronomer. "I didn't
see it, II she said yesterday, "but I heard
about it from numerous sources and in vie" of
its movement, color and apparent size, it
could scarcely have been anything else. II
Shortly after the flaming object passed from
the southeast to the northwest, the barometric
pressure jogged upward slight l y on the microbarograph at the Weather Bureau's forecasti ng
center at Seatt le-Tacoma International Airport,
It rose momentarily between 0.02 and 0.03 of
an inch, then dropped again. Si mil ar slight
momentary rises were reported in the barometri(
pressure at Toledo, Washington, and North Bend
Oregon. The microbarograph is an i nstrument
which makes a permanent record of the pressure
on paper with ink.
..;:.
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Portland, Oregon - Oregon Journal - 2 August
1962 - TOHn Topics - BIG ROt·TAN CAiIlDLE - by
Martin Clarlc - One of the feH Port l anders
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having a good look at the unidentified object
sighted Tuesday night was attorney Millen F.
Kneeland, of 6311 SW Brugger st. lilt was not
completely dark at the time, about 9:45
P.M.,II said Kneeland. III happened to be
looking out the window when this green and
white object streaked across the sky in what
appeared to be a northeasterly direction.
Never saw anything like it. Looked like a
big Roman candle, or a big, flat bottle, the
big end going first. The tail was as long as
the body of the thing, and it was spitting
sparks all the way across the sky. II IICertainly, \l said I\:neeland ,I I it was larger than
any falling star I've ever seen, and trav- ,
eled several times as fast as any plane I've
ever seen fly ing over Portland. 11 , And what ,
were Kneeland's conclusions? III haven't -the
vaguest idea, any more than anyone else.
However it did appear to be on approximately
the ,same course Soviet, Sputnik I traveled.
It described an arc of about 50 degrees and
disappeared over the Council Crest hill.
The trajectory was very steep. It might have
been a satellite burning up in the atmosphere. II
Grants Pass, Oregon - Courier - 2 August
1962 - STRANGE OBJECTS IN SKY INTRIGUE GP
SKY WATCHERS - By Harvey Dickey, President
of Rogue Valley Astronomers - Recent news
reports of strange activities in the night
skies of Oregon and Grants Pass have occasioned many inquiries of their possible
source. One of the major Sights in the past
few weeks has been the passage of the US
balloon satellite, Echo I. It moves comparatively slow and many people have difficulty
distinguishing it from a bright star. Other
objects, apparently unannounced by space authorities, also have been seen. Members of
Rogue Valley Astronomers, at their regular
meeting on June 29, observed Echo I appear
over Pickett Peak south of Grants Pass and
pass in a northeasterly direction until it
disappeared behind Mt. Baldy. This event occurred at approximately 9 P.M. After 25 minutes, one of the members exclaimed over what
appeared to be a IISlow ll meteor traveling east.
The IImeteorll was not consumed in the atmosphere but moved at a smooth pace increasing
and decreasing in brightness. The apparent
speed of this object was noticeably greater
than that of Echo I, and at time s of peak
brilliance, was thought equal to Echo. Tuesday, July 31, Echo was observed in the western sky at 8:23 P.M. moving slightly south
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of east and disappeared over Mt. Baldy at
8: 36, be 'i ng visible for 13 minutes. There
were no other objects seen accompanying Echo,
but at , lO:lO P~M. one was seen near the meridian, fainter than Echo, moving in a northeasterly dir,e ction. This object was not as
brilli~nt as Echo, and increased and decreasec
in brightness as much as Sputnik I. It appeared to move across the sky with appreciablJ
greater speed than Echo. Satellite passages
of June 29 and July 31 were observed with a
4i -inch telescope. July 31 was the peak of
the Delta Aquarid meteor shower with about
20 meteors per hour to be seen. In August,
from the 12th to the 15th, the Perseid meteor
shower vrill take place with up to 50 meteors
per hour expected. This announcement is intended to warn persons suddenly taking an interest in the night sky that brilliant flashing objects traveling at high speed might wel]
not be space craft or satellites. Aug. 1,
Echo appeared in the west at 9:46. Most of
the passage was observed with a LI-t inch telescope. No other objects were observed.
(Credit for the research on all of the foregoing reports from the Washington State area
goes to the NICAP Subcommittee, Seattle,
Washington, 11323 14th Avenue, NE, Seattle,
55, Washington.
RADIOACTIVE ISLAND IN THE PACIFIC POSES
MYSTERY FOR ATOM SCIENCE
Nuclear Expert to Study How Population Has
Adapted to Its Environment.
AUCKLAND,N.Z. Aug. 18 (Canadian Press) A new chapter is opening in attempts to solve
the mystery of the high radioactivity of Niue
Island, in the South Pacific.
It was found last year that the soil in
parts of this isolated tropical island is
100 times more radioactive than normal. The
bodies of Niue Islanders are ten times more
radioac tive than those of most people.
Yet physicians say that the islanders are
among the most healthy in the Pacific.
This s ituation has raised suggestions
that the way the Niueans have developed in
their environment might point to future
courses for mankind. It might be possible
to find what promotes immunity to high doses
of radioactivity, or whether any unusual
traits have appeared among the islanders.
The matter has been under study for more
than a year, but so far scientists are not
prepared to g ive conclusions. Meanwhile Sir
Ernest Marsden, a leading New Zealand nuclear scientist, has sailed for Niue to
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continue research into soils and foodstuffs
and their effects on the islanders.
liThe natural radiation on Niue is the
highest in the world, 11 Sir Ernest says.
IISince the native population is only about
5,000, we have the chance to study a relatively small, self-contained group which has
been exposed to high radiation for many generations. I I
Sir Ernest also "\-rants to discover the cause
of the radioactivity on Niue. One strange
feature is that there is no thorium on the
island. Elsewhere, this is a major cause of
radioactive phenomena.
.' One theory was that radioactivity was
blown ashore in foam or plankton. Sir Ernest
has tests made and it was discovered that the
plankton was extremely radioactive. But, as
a check, he had test s made on plankton collected in other parts of the world, and this
proved highly radioactive also. (New York
TIMES, Sunday, August 19, 1962 -- Credit
Gladys Fusaro, Huntington, Long Island)
Ed. Note---This is the island that we have
mentioned some months ago, that proves to the
world that the l1Radioactivityl1 from nuclear
tests, is 1% danger and 99% propaganda.
It is being used as a Soviet tool in the
psychological warfare, and of course, the
most and best use of it for the Soviets, i s
the dupes, and the fools right here i n the
U.S.A., in Britain, and other parts of the
world, mainly from non-communists who are doing the communists' work for them, by demonstrating, picketing, etc. whenever the U.S.
does any testing . Of course they are not
nearly so vocal, when their l1 pa l s " the Russians test a few 50 megaton devices.
The Russians use their rubles (and many of
your dollars -- foreign aid to Poland, Albania,
Yugoslavia, etc.) to test their bombs and
"rattle 11 their hardware, but, citizen IIIvan l1
gets only a pittance for his II slave labor",
as the following report illustrates:
A speaker behind t he iron curtain in a recently enslaved country was explaining the difference between living standards before and
after Communism. Pointing at one of the workers, he asked:
"How many shirts did you have before our
glorious liberation? 11
l: Two, comrade speaker. l1
"And how many have you now?"
110 nl y one. I:
The speaker was jolted but not outdone.
"Of course," he said trying to save the
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situation, "the present shirt is of much better quality and longer lasting. Of what material is it made? 11
"From the remnant,s of my two old shirts. 11
Of course this did not happen, or the l1in_
solent l1 slave would have been sent "to the
wall 11 , for his audacity in ridiculing his
111iberation ll •
Nor did the following happen, but it is
told by Father Dunker, who was a missionary il
China, saw the Communist take-over there, and
served several years in prison for the heinous crime of owning a short wave radio sendine
set, with which he sent espionage messages
back to the United States. (The short wave
set was nothing more than a portable typewriter---but he was guilty---he had the typ-e writer, didn't he?)
SOVIET GOALS
The Commissar marched into a school room
in a Russian village, and interrogated a number of students. In the fifth grade class
room he asked the following question of a
bright looking student--l1Who is your mother? 11
"The Communist Partyl1, answered the student.
"Hhy?" asked the Commissar.
"She feeds me and clothes me l1 , answered
the student.
"And who is your father? 11
"Nikita Khruschev."
"Why?" asked the Commissar.
"He is our great illustrious leader, our
hero, and knows what is best for us. 11
l1What do you vrant to be when you grow up ? 11
"A scientist."
The Commissar went to the next child,
asked the same general questions and received
the same general answers. Except the second
child wanted to be an astronaut.
To the third child he asked the same questions.
"-VJho is your mother?"
"The Communist Party.l1
111'lhy? "
"She feeds me and clothes me."
"Who is your father?"
"Comrade Khruschev. 11
"Why? II
"He is our great illustrious leader, our
hero, and knows what is best for us. 11
"-VJhat do you 1·r ant to be when you grow up? 11
asked the Commissar.
"AH ORPHAIT ," replied the student.
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A TRUE U.S. HERO
I would respectfully like to suggest that
Americans write their congressmen asking
that the body of Matt Cvetic, former FBI
counterspy and courageous fighter against
communism, be reinterred at Arlington
National Cemetery.
Matt Cvetic's life Hork of patriotism to
the United states was of such heroic proportions that surely he deserves to be buried
alongside other great heroes of our country.
Ny father once told me that living for a
cause is much harder than dying for one.
Matt Cvetic chose the hardest way to live
for the cause of freedom, dedicating over 20
years of his life to this fight, fo:rfeiting
home and comfort and safety. Such a man deserves a real tribute from his countrymen.
stephanie Cooper Shulinger,
Palos Verdes Peninsula
Los Angeles HERALD-EXAMINER, August 7,
1962.
LUNAR EXPERT BELIEVES HATER IS ON MOON
By Robert Goldenstein
CLEVELAND - AP - The possibility that the
moon may have an abundant water supp l y - including geysers and subsurface glaciers was suggested by Dr. Zdenek Kopal, internationally known lunar expert.
The British astrophysicist said the moon's
water supp l y may be so great that if squeezed
out it could cover the lunar globe's surface
to a uniform depth of 984 feet.
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He told space scientists attending a lunar
missions meeting of the American Rocket Society yesterday that his conclusions were
reached deductively, based on knovln facts
about the composition and behavior of celestial bodies.
Hater is composed of hydrogen and oxyge n
and a lunar Hater supply would greatly simplify the supply problem of setting up a self
sufficient moon base with its own air supply.
In adding hi s support to those in the controversy who believe water is present on the
moon, Kopal said there is a possibility
earth's smaller companion may have a permafrost several hundred feet deep.
Ice close to the lunar surface, he continued, could form glaciers covered by dust and
debris. He contended such glaciers CQuld .
take the form of domes or minor bulges numerous astronomers have observed in certain
regions of the moon.
I\:opal agrees with the Hidely accepted
theory that the moon was formed by an accumulation of tiny particles of cold matter in
space drawn together by the mutual pull of
gravity. He contends further: These partic l es contained volatile compounds, including
water, locked within their crystal structure.
A relatively high proportion of water has bee
found in stony meteorites. lrJhen the moon wa s
formed, spontaneous disintegration of the radioactive e lements present heated its internal temperature until its interior glowed
"much like the inside of a terrestrial bl ast
furnace II. This heat broke the so 1 10. s ta te
bonds ho l ding the Hater in crystals and liber
ated it as superheated steam.

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch;) that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station . detects a UFO; sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?
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STRANGE OBJECT SIGHTED IN SKY OVER AREA CITIES
No definite explanation has been offered
for the appearance of a strange ball of light
in the skies over southwest Louisiana early
today. The object hung motionless over the
area for at least an hour and a half, was seen
by police officers in six area cities, then
plumeted or zoomed, depending on your point of
view.
Officials of the FAA Flight Service at the
Lafayette Municipal Airport gave no official
report on the object, but speculated that it
was probably a balloon at a very high altitude
-- high enough to catch the rays ,of the sun
which had not yet appeared over the horizon.
Frequently, one spokesman said, very high
clouds are illuminated by the sunls rays long
before the sun Ilcome s up. 11
The ball of light was first spotted about
3:30 this morning by police in Crowley. It
was seen by officers in Lafayette, Jennings,
Abbeville, New Iberia and Lake Charles. The
cities were alerted to its presence by radio
communications.
Captain Paul Landry of Lafayette city police studied the object through a 60 power
telescope. He said it appeared to be about
the size of a basketball. I t was clear white, according to Landry, with no shadows
or markings on its surface. The telescope
picked up three additional objects not seen by
the naked eye, he said. Two of them were suspended above the big ball and one below.
Shortly before 5 a.m., Landry said, the object appeared to descend toward the earth.
then disappeared.
vJhile Lafayette pOlice were viewing the
phenomenon to the west of the city, it was
seen in the southeastern skies over Crowley.
Police there gave a different account. They
said it was blue, green and red. Just before

it disappeared, they claimed, it seemed to move
upward, instead of descending as Lafayette police said.
(Credit Mrs. V. L. Ellerbe, Lafayette, La.
Date and paper not known, other than in early
September, 1962)
I

WOMAN ATTACKED FROM OUTER SPACE
Mrs. Curtis Jones was attacked from outer
space. She was driving along Route 9 in Indiana at night last July 5 when a small ball of
fire zoomed toward her car.
III heard a strange frying sound, II the woman
told authorities.
IIThen this fireball flew through the open
window and struck my leg.
IIIt burned. I tried to pick it up from the
floor of the car arid I burned my finger.
III let it lie there and drove home as fast
as I could. II
At her home in She lbyville, the mysterious
object remained hot for two hours.
Next day Shelby County Agricultural Agent
Dwight Brinson looked it over. He said it was
Ilunquestionablyll a fragment of a meteor.
(Credit Ethel Kulp, Souderton, Pa., National
Enquirer)
If this was a meteor, as suspected, then
this is a IIfirstll. Scientists and astronomers
have always maintained that in spite of the
number of meteorites entering our atmosphere
each day, that none had ever hit a human being.
'"
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CLAIM ANIMAL FROM IISPACE 11
LA PAZ (Reuters) - Indian villagers have the
Bolivian government, the United states Embassy
and the press puzzled with a tale of a puma
which they think arrived in a space capsule.
~lanuel Orosco, mayor of the village Ayo-Ayo
40 miles from here, reported to the government

that June 30 a strange metallic bbjectwasseen
in the sky and appeared to fall into a nearby
ravine.
The following day a strange animal app~ared
in the neighborhood, he . said.
Villagers killed the animal with stip'ks and
. stones and ate it. The U.S. air attache, C61.
Paul vJymer, bought the skin. It was later identified as a puma - a big 'South American cat
which is not normally found on the Bolivian high
plateau.
Orosco, his 20-year-old son Manual and many
other village rs say they saw the flying object,
which local reporters christened "the space
capsule."
They are convinced that the puma arrived in
it and say it seemed tame-or perhaps s tupefied
by the change of climate.
U.S. Ambassador Ben Stephansky, asked the
Bolivian Air Forc e to investigate but they
found no trace of the "capsule."
Woodstock Sentinel-Review - Tues., July 17,
1962. (Credit Gene Duplantier, Saucers, Space
&, Science, 125 l;Joodycrest Ave., Toronto 6, Ontario, Canada.)

* * * * * *

AVRO'S 'SAUCER' GATHERS DUST IN CALIFORNIA
By Vlilliam C. Harrison, Moffett Field, Calif.
vJonder what ever happened to that flying
saucer Canada's Avro built for the United
States?
IIAn interesting curiosity now," it squats almost forgotten under a dusty plastic cover in a
hangar of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Ames' Research Centre at Moffett Field.
Test pilot Fred J. Drinkwater, III, 36,
WhOIS also a research engineer, hastens to defend the saucer, however.
"All the neH flying concepts are cans of
worms at the early stage," he says. "Test s
shOHed the saucer would have taken too much
more development effort. Other conc epts proved
more promising."
The saucer flew fine - to an altitude of 2t
to three feet. Any higher, it Has "stability
limited," which means the pilot couldn't control it. No further flight t es ts are planned,
says Seth B. Anderson, chief of Ames' Flight
and Systems Si mulation Branch.
The top-secret Avrocar, built by A. V. Roe
(Canada ) Ltd. for the U.S. army, left Toronto
Nov . 21, 1959, in a large crate aboard a tug
that took it as far as New York.

The vertical-take-off vehicle was believed
to have a much higher speed than most air-lahd
devices under development which operate on a
cushion of air. The project, initiated by
Avro, was taken over by the U.S. government in
1954 after the Canadian government withdrew
support. (A.P.)
Toronto DAILY STAR, Aug. 28, 1962, Credit
Saucers, Space & Science, Toronto, Canada
SCIENCE SEEKS CAUSE OF riIYSTERY LIGHT
Maco, N. C. (UPI) - Folklore has it that a
mysterious light in this coastal hamlet comes
from the lantern of old Joe Baldwin, a railroad flagman looking for the head he lost in a
sHitching accident a century ago.
Yesterday, that story came under the scrutiny of. the cold eye of sc ience.
The soft glow which appears when skies are
overcast resembles the light from candles carried in the lanterns of early railroaders.
The wavering light appears along the tracks
near the spot where Baldwin was decapitated in
1863. Legend has it that the light first appeared shortly after the accident.
Early Yesterday a team headed by Hilliam C.
1;Iard, chief enginee r of radio station IIUOI\: in
Charlotte set up cameras and spectrascope.
The team reported it caught the glow and hopes
to use its data to determine the source of the
light.
The light has been seen by scores of persons, including former President Grover Cleveland, Hho is reported to have observed it
Hhile passing through on a train.
Scientists have discounted numerous theories, including the idea the light is caused
by swamp gases or by refraction of automobilee
headlights.
South Bend TRIBUNE , July 23, 1962, Credit Ruth
Clindaniel, Syracuse, Indiana •
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It seems that the summer flap (minor not
major flap) seems to have dropped off. Therefore most of the current issue Hill be a continuation of the August reports.
Before we get to the August reports, with
tHO orbits, four orbits, six orbit flights ,
and the impending "race to the moon " , the
following article in the Ft. ~Jayne SEIJTHlEL,
by Clifford B. Hard, seems to be in place. He
compares our space flight claims with the
Russians, and i t seems that theirs come out
sorta on the shy s ide.

S.P .A.C.E. is ed ited and published monthly by Norbert F. Gariety, 267 Alhambra Circle, Coral
Gables, Fla. Subscription rate is $3.00 per year. Mail in any i nterest ing news-clippings of
UFO reports, or other interesting items for future issue s of S.P. A.C . E.
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NEVIS -SENTINEL, July 25, 1961
by Clifford B. Ward
A few billions being a mere bagatelle, we
are going to spend it so we can beat out the
Russians in making a trip to the moon.
We don't want them putting the Red flag
there first. It seems that we don't want the
Reds on the moon, but we don't mind them being
in Cuba.
It just doesn't make sense that we can't
stand the Russians a moon's distance from the
earth, while being able to stand them a good
stone's throw from Miami. But these are days
when if something seems sensible; it isn't.
If the Russians want to move as far as the
moon into suburbia it's all right with me.
They're going to have more than the usual troubles of suburbanites in cleaning the celestial
roads of snow. Even in the year 3,000 A.D.,
it isn't likely that little Nell from cost accounting is going to spend a week end on the
moon in preference to a week end at Atlantic
City. Or am I just an unimaginative, nonscientific person?
Scientists are people who brag that they
don't accept anything as true unless it can be
proved. They are great on "Quod erat demonstandum" and "eccsignum". A preacher tells
some of them that there is a God, a Heaven and
a Hell and they laugh, saying "prove it ".
They don't accept things just because someone
says it is so, but up to now all the scientists
hgve accepted as true, just because the Russians have said it, that the Reds put a guy by
the name of Yuri Gagarin into space and flew
him twice around the earth in an outer space
orbit.
Our Hoosier lad, Gus Grissom, made a short
suborbital flight and came down in the drink,
losing his capsule and almost his life, but
Gagarin, after two trips around the earth, came
dOvIn out of the skies in a parachute singing
the Russian equivalent of IIYankee Doodle Dandy II.
We can't land capsules in the big wide ocean,
but the Russians can guide them around the
earth and land them in the space of a supermarket parking lot. Pardon me, but I'm skeptical, and I'm skeptical of the proof-demanding scientists who aren't skeptical. Maybe
they are just being polite in not calling the
Reds the liars which they have always been, but
why aren't they just as polite when the preacher says there are certain articles of faith
worth accepting?
No honest fisherman can ever expect to catch
a mess of fish that will outclass the fictive
catch of the town's biggest liar, and no honest golfer, unless he is champion, can come in
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with a score that beats the score of the club's
biggest miscounter in the rough.
If we should succeed in being the first
country to plant a flag on the moon, the Russians would announce simultaneously that they
had just installed an air conditioning system
on the sun and were able to regulate its rays
with rheostats.
If the Russians really flew Gagarin around
the earth twice and landed him on the equivalent of a worn dime on dry land, then we'd better buy stock in the Russian enterprise. They
can't make good fountain pens, good watches,
good automobiles, good television sets or almost anything else, but it seems that they are
past masters at making space ships. They are
like the doctor of storied fame who was an expert at curing fits but nothing else.
Pardon me, Professor Naginski Kosilov, but I
think you are a champion liar.
Ft. Wayne SENTINEL, July 25, 1961. (Credit
Ruth Clindaniel, Syracuse, Indiana).
Pasco, Washington-Tri-City Herald - Did
'SAUCER' HAVE A BABY SmmAY? Unidentified flying objects have been sighted by many people
since the original flying saucer was spotted
several years ago, but Ed Olson, 20, of 5224 W.
Quinalt Ave., Kennewick, and a neighbor, Don
Sprinkles, 17, think they might have experienced something new in UFO sightings. Sunday
night, the 2 youths saw what appeared to be a
big unidentified flying object Ilhaving a baby II.
Olson said they first observed the big UFO to
the east of the Tri-Cities about 45 degrees up
from the horizon at about 10:45 P.M. He said
it appeared to move south, then up for some
distance and then it stood still. liThe thing
that puzzled us most was the small object that
seemed to come out of the top of the big one
and then float away II • Olson declared. According to Olson, the "mama ll UFO lingered in the
sky for a moment after the II baby II disappeared,
and then it also Ilwent out like a light II. He
said the big object emitted a white light and
appeared larger than either Venus or America's
Echo satellite.
Los Angeles, California-Angeles Mesa News
Advertiser-SAUCER, SAUCER, UHO HAS SEEN THE
SAUCERS? If there were flying saucers over the
Baldwin Hills area, as a \-lire service report
indicated Tuesday, the crew may have made off
with the people \-lho reported them. At any rate
Ne\-ls-Advertiser checks to police, sheriffs, the
Air Force and other government agencies failed
to disclose any residents \-lho reported f lying
saucers. The only calls these agencies

reported were other newspapers trying to locate the unearthly vehicles.
"
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Los Angeles, Calif. - Tribune News Advertiser - 16 August 1962 - FLYING SAUCERS REPORTED SEEN OVER BALDUIN HILLS - High-flying, mysteriously unidentified objects, possibly saucers - were reported seen over the Baldwin
Hills-i'! indsor Hills areas by Mrs. Barbara
Yates, 4516 Valdina Place, who told the NewsAdvertiser Thursday that she and her friends
had seen the objects August 1 and 6. "A
friend of ours who lives in Baldwin Village
said she and her husband saw them between 5
and 6 P.M. on August 1. They seemed to hover
for about an hour then depart in different directions," Mrs. Yates said. She told this to
members of her household and her son Bruce,7,
and a neighbor, Lory Larson, 13, 5546 Onacrest
Dr., were able to spot one of them the same
afternoon. I I I t was very small, white and flew
at an angle, 11 Larson said. I I I t kept circling
the neighborhood until finally we lost sight
of it when it flew against the sun. 11 Binoculars made it look a little larger but not more
identifiable, he said. Children in Mrs.
Yates' neighborhood also saw mysterious flying
objects the afternoon of Aug. 6. They were
Bruce Yates, Joey Mouren-Laurens, 7 and Julie
stone, 10. They saw 2 objects, apparently
flying somewhere in the vicinity of Los
Angeles International Airport, which hovered
for quite a while. IIThey were small and
glistened in the sky, II Julie, 10, 5545 Onacrest Dr. said. 1I0ne was going in a circle,
the other was going allover the place in a
wacky way, up and down, up and down." News
reports described the flying saucers on Aug.
7th, but police and sheriffs deputies had not
r ec orded reports from citizens as of that
date, a News Advertiser check indicated.
(Credit June Larsen, Washington NICAP Subcommittee, 11323 lL~ th Ave., NE, Seattle 55, Wash.)
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RUSSIAN UFO EXPERT TO GIVE TALK I N LIMA
Dr. Miechysla V. Dombroyan, information
specialist for the Soviet delegation to the
Unite d Nations , will be the featured speaker
at the Saturday noon presidents luncheon of
the bi-monthly Ohio Junior Chamber of Commerce
meeting in Lima this weekend.
The luncheon will be in the Holiday Inn.
Dr. Dombroyan is vice chairman of the Palace of Science at Moscow University . tlh ile on
leave from his post at the United Nations, he
is attending a series of political science inst itute s on the United States. Dr. Dombroyan
lectures on his hobby - Russian unidentif ied

flying object sightings.
Lima, Ohio CITIZEN, July 26, 1962.
Kathryn Diehl, Lima, Ohio.)

(Credit

JAYCEES' 'RUSSIAN' EXPERT PROVES BARNUM
WAS RIGHT
How is this for gullibility? I
t-J hat: Presidents' luncheon at Holiday Inn
Saturday afternoon during the three-day state
Junior Chamber of Commerce all-state meeting,
which ends today.
Who: Dr. Miechysla V. Dombroyan, information specialist for the Russian delegation to
the United Nations.
Topic: Soviet Union seeks advice from men
from outer space to build rockets with bismol
warheads.
Audience Reaction: Laughter? NopeJ Just
grave faces with a puzzled, half-believing
look.
Hhich all goes to prove Barnum was right.
Anyone can be fooled.
To set matters straight, here is the story.
Lawson Deming , Cleveland radio personality,
has a hobby. He poses as a Soviet expert on
unidentified flying objects and tells his audience some wild tales.
Audiences tend to be awed because they believe he is a Russian.
The reaction from the Jaycee presidents was
reserved, although Deming said afterward some
groups threaten violence or burst into catcall~
when he starts down-grading the United States.
His speech in capsule form:
Beings from outer space have been watching
man from the dawn of history. Once they got sc
disgusted with man's habits they destroyed
Sodom and Gomorrah.
Russians began contacting these beings in
1943 and started learning the science of rocketry and space travel. UFOs are now called
IFOs - identified flying objects.
Outer space advisers have helped Russia develop thousands of rockets with hydrogen, bismol and cobalt warheads.
Americans are fat, lazy, war-mongers building up a huge mnitary establishment. Americans will eventually start a vlar, the only purpose of the military establishment.
Then - IIRussian rockets will rain down on
you and wipe you from the earth. II
With that closing taunt, Deming unmasks himself.
I!I was puzzled, then I almost believed it.
Then I got irked when he started needling Americans,1I one Jaycee president commented.
(Credit Kathryn Diehl, Lima, Ohio.)
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S.P.A.C.E. congratulates Mr. Deming of
Cleveland in his (although somewhat danger• ous) hobby designed to awaken Americans ,to
the Communist danger. He need more about the
country doing the same, particularly warning
of the dangers internally. Of the 26 nations
that have been taken over, they have all been
taken over internally, or have been weakened
sufficiently internally, that the victory externally was assured.
Anyone who has made a study of the "CRH1ES
OF ERUSCHEV " , (7 million souls starved to
death under his tyrrany during the years 1935
to 1939 when he was in charge of the takeover in the Crimea, or White Russia), rebel
at the thought of another "official visit II of
the "beastll to America.
Yet rece nt press reports indicate a probable return visit to the U.S., by the head
slavemaster of International CornmUNism sometime in late November or December. In anticipation of this momentous occasion, we reprint here a poem inspired by the Slavemasters last visit to the farm in Iowa.
THE HOG VISITS THE PEN
Come see the hog-faced butcher,
Come see the pig-eyed brute
Reviewing swine in Old Des Moines,
Come hogs! Stand up! Salute!
"tJhich one of us is I<.hruschev, f1aw? II
Asked one bewildered shoat.
The old sow ansvrered,
"He's the one ------------who wears the
overcoat! II
BELIEVE FLYING OBJECTS BROI'i:EN SPUTNIK
THAT MAY HAVE CARRIED MAN
Eagle River, I/iS. (AP) - Law enforcement
officers in an SO-mile wide area of northern
Hisconsin reported sighting flying objects
high in the northern sky early today, giving
rise to speculation that a Russian sputnik
had broken up in the atmosphere.
Edward Halbach, director of the observatory for the 1'1 ilwaukee Astronomical Society
and a research SCientist, said the spotting
of the objects coincided with the expected reentry of Sputnik IV, launched by the Soviets
about two years ago. There was some speculation at the time that the space ship contained
a man who did not survive but this has never
been confirmed , Halbach said.
He added that he hoped s ome of the large
pieces mi ght have survived re-e ntry and that
they would be recovered.
A Vilas County deputy sheriff said he and
se veral fe llo',,' officers spotted approximately
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2L~ unidentified objects streaking from west to
east before dawn.
, lIThey resembled shooting stars but they werE
spaced out, one after another, moving across
the sky and they didn't burn Up," said Deputy
Sheriff Stanley Kulcanich.
IIThere was no noise at the time, but after
the objects pas'sed, we could hear rumbling, II
Kukanich added.
The Owen Sound SUN-TIMES (Canada) Sept. 5, 1962
(Credit Gene Duplantier, 3.S. &S., Toronto, Can.

CONGRESSIONAL STATEMENTS
Sen. Thomas J. Dodd: IIUnidentified flying
objects never have been accurately explained •••
Hearings would be helpful to clarify for t he
public the real facts concerning flying saucer~
Sen. Kenneth B. Keating: "I do fee l that
more information should be available to the
public ••• and would favor, of course, some Senatorial hearings on UFO problems. II
Sen. t'lilliam Proxmire: liThe very fact that
so many inexplicable incidents have occurred
is reason enough for a thorough investigat ion. II
Sen. Benjamin A. Smith: "This problem is
one of considerable importance to the American
public and has never been f ully solved or explained. II
Speaker (then Majority Leader) John vJ .
McCormack: A. To the Director of NICA P:
II • • • my Select Committee held executive sessions
on the matter of Unidentified Flying Objects.
vJe could not ge t much information at that time,
although it was pretty well established by some
in our minds that there were some objects flying around in space that were unexplainable. I I
B. Statement authorized by Congressman McCormack in interview by Bulkley Griff in, Washington correspondent: "I feel that the AF has
not been giving out all it has on the UFOs.
These UFOs (the ones not satisfactorily explained) must be in a very high state of development ••• \IJ hether they come from some other
planet \'re don't know. Many expert witnesses
have seen these objects ••• You can 't rule out
all these sightings as imagination ••• a mistake
in identity ••• atmospheric phenomena. I I
Cong o James C. Corman: 1I • • • vrhere UFOs have
endangered passengers on airplanes, or otherwise imperil our national security, we should
take all steps necessary to determine the nature of the objects and their sources. II
Congo Edgar H. Hiestand, to Dudley Sharp,
then Secretary of the AF: IIThere seems to be
enough evidence ••• that they (UFOs) are reaL ••
Theref ore, what harm could complete frankness
do? II

Sen. Goldwater: III am an AF Reserve officer ••• I have often discussed this subject with
AF officers and I frankly feel there is a .' ..,'.'
great deal to it. II
Congo Hugh H. Addonizio: III have expresse.q
my deep personal interest in early and open
hearings ."
Cong o Ashley: "I share your concern over
the secrecy."
Congo Perkins Bass, May 17, 1961, to Everett Clement, Peterborough, N.H. "I have just
been put on a small 3-man subcommittee of the
House Space Corrunittee to investigate this UFO
situation. Ue will hear various witnesses
from the AF, NASA, and other Defense Department officials, but these will probably not be
public hearings ." (Hearings later canceled).
Congo Dwyer: "Too many intelligent and
thoroughly responsible people ••• have testified to their conviction that such objects
exist for me or anyone else to deny the validity of their observations ••• with proper
safeguards, I would think a Congressional investigation would be a worthwhile undertaking."
Letters supporting hearings by Congressmen
Harold and Lester Johnson, lCornegay, Latta
and others in NICAP files.
(Credit NICAP's UFO Investigator, 1536 Connecticut Avenue, N1IJ, l'Jashington 6, D. C.)
In addition to the growing number of Senators and Congressmen willing to make statements favorable to the existence of UFOs,
A.P.R.O. of Tucson, Arizona, announces in its
recent issue that the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, has joined APRO's
list of subscribers. Hhy bother with subscribing to UFO publications, if it is all a
lot of bunk as official sources continually
lead us to believe?
S.P.A.C.E. has also received subscriptions
from such places as the Missile Test Center,
at Cape Canaveral, and the Air Force Research
Laboratories.
It just doesn't add up with the press releases, and we cannot but feel that this poli cy is the product of the same conspiracy
which is keeping the truth about the true
status of the "Cold \'Jar" from the American
People. An uninformed, or a misinformed public, can be easily led astray, and sold into
slavery. So Hake Up America! It's later than
you think. MUCH LATER!
1f

UFO SEEN BY PROF. JI'I.ANEY , OTHERS
A UFO was seen at Defiance, Ohio, between
8 and 9 P.M. on 20 May 1962 by Prof. Chas. A.
Maney , of the Department of Physics, Defiance

College. The professor is also consultant in
physics for APRO and a member of the board of I
·,·gQ~e ·rn.ors of NICAP in Hashington, D. C.
First spotted by Don Reimund, the object
was a, round, blue ball of li~ht moving in a
horizontal path from the northwest, about 10
degrees above the horizon. It changed to a
bright orange , became dull and disappeared in
the southwest at 8:22 P.M. Reimund called
Maney at 8:20, by the time the professor arrived at Reimund's residence the obj ec t was
out of Sight.
Reimund began describing the object to
Maney and the object reappeared in the southwest at 20 degrees elevation, moving horizontally tOvmrd the north. Maney then viewed the
ooject with unaided vision and binoculars of 7
magnifications for 10 minutes as it travelled
north about 40 degrees. Maney watched the object for 3 or 4 minutes with binoculars,
turned them over to another observ~r, during
which time he lost sight of it. A minute later he caught it again, and the object had
turned a brilliant yellow in color. Presently
the object stopped, hovered 5 or 6 seconds,
then reversed direction, traveling south. At
times it appeared to move rapidly, then hover,
apparently motionless. It continued to trave]
south getting closer to the horizon, becoming
fainter until it disappeared i n the southwest
at 9 P.M.
During the sighting both jets and propdriven planes were observed from west to east,
presenting a good opportunity for comparison
observation. Professor Maney decided the object was closer to observer Reimund in the
first sighting as it was clearly defined as a
ball whereas in the second sighting it was
just a brilliant light.
The Sighting was published in the Defiance
Crescent-~ews on May 21, where in Profes s or
Maney asked for accounts from other possible
observers. Subsequently he received the following information which he haile d as "very
Significant additional inf ormation":
The Sight ing from 8 to 8:22 was possibly
observed by (~uincy L. Dray, Jr., from st.
Johns, Ohio, about 55 miles south of Defiance .
He said: "I sighted the same object outside
st. Johns moving west and south at "an altitude lower than a star". It wa s blue and became quite br i ght, remaining at the same leve:
and I thought it mi ght be Echo II but was
quite skeptical. It was visible for about 20
minutes, 8: 10 to 8 : 30 P. 1·1. It would be impossible to identify this as it was not a meteor, not a shooting star nor a comet . It
moved erra t ically , seemed to dip or back up,
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. then start forward fast. II
Miss Linda Baker of Hamilton, Ohio, w
three members of her family and a ne
Jerry Conrad, observed an aerial object
tween 9:30 and 10 P.M. on the same n
one hour later than the sighting made by
Maney. The object was viewed in a northwest
direction over a hill, both with and without
binoculars. They observed it as it shimmered
as a star, constantly shifting colors from
blue to orange. It moved with a Ilfrenzied
motion ll - it stopped once. It was watched
for 15 minutes before the group r e tired.
SCIENTIST REPORTS SIGHTINGS
Upon hearing of Prof. Maney's sighting of
a UFO on May 20, a scientist at a University
in Ohio informed the Professor of an incident
witnessed by him in 1960. Following are the
pertinent details:
At 10 A.M. on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 2W-,
1960, IIDr. Blankll (he requests anonymity) of
the Science Department of IIBlank Universityll
was driving south on a highway not far from
the campus. A member of his family was a
passenger. Low in the sky ahead of him appeared a black spot which he at first assumed
to be an approaching plane. But as the object got closer the professor could see that
unlike a plane the object had no wings . His
curiosity aroused, the professor stopped his
car at the side of the road adjacent to a
golf course where he and his companion got
out to ge t a better look at the approaching
object.
As viewed by the two observers when at an
altitude (e levation) of approximately 70 degrees and two or three blocks to the west
(estimated), and at a straight line distance
of 1200 to 1500 feet, the object was clearly
visible. It was egg-shaped or elliptical,
perfectly smooth, no protuberances or markings, clear curbed edges and a bright chalkwhite on top with just a narrow band of
shadow across the bottom.
This appears to be a view of a disc-shaped
object with the top tilted toward the observers. The apparent diameter of the hor izontal major axis of the ellipse shape viewed
at arm's l ength and 1300 feet for the straight
line distance of the aerial object, evolves
an approximate diameter of about 100 feet.
The object mo ve d at moderate spee d like
that of a conventional propeller-driven airplane, but Silently with no trace of noise
whatever. The ob ject traced a smooth ar c of
travel with no up or down travel. It was in
sight some five minutes, moving toward the
northwest unt il i t disappeared from view.
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explaining why he did not want his name
released in connection with the report
sighting, the Ohio scientist wrote as
oVJs~: ~ II • • • I have been thinking about permy name to be released, and have dethat I do not want my name released. I
hope you will understand. I have grants here
at the University for research which I do not
want to jeopardize should someone that is prejudiced against analyzing UFOs truthfully and
scientifically (and you know there are many)
make an issue out of this sighting ••• I am
sorry I must ask you to keep my name confidential but I hope you understand. Sincerely, I
hope that I have helped in some way, nevertheless, by telling you of what I saw ••• Sincerely
yours, Dr. Blank of Blank University. II
Credit A.P.R.O. Bulletin, 4145 E. Desert Place
Tucson, Arizona.
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker, vJorld ivar I Ace
who predicted the future of aviation 50 years
ago, and in 1950 predicted that by the year
2000, we Hould see space craft carrying 1500
people making regular trips to Mars and other
planets, has made a most important statement
again. This time - not in the realm of space
travel, but in the realm of what is much more
important - FREEDOM. Captain Eddie is a man
of great \visdom and principles, so this warning should not go unheeded.
vlALKER DEFENDED
SUMMIT, N.J. - Oct. 5, 1962 - Eddie Rickenbacker has condemned the arrest in Mississippi
of former f1ajor General Edwin l;Jalker, calling
him lithe first man in the U.S. to be arrested
for political purposes. II (Miami ~JEtJS, Oct. 5,
1962).
--------------For further proof that Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker lmows whereof he speaks, we now quote
from testimony turned over to the House Commit·
tee on Unamerican Activities, by Eenneth Goff
when he defected from the CommUNist Party. He
has since compiled this information into a 64
page booklet called IIBRAINHASHIi~G II (A Synthesis of the Russian Textbook on Psychopolitics).
We quote from page 23 to support Capt. Rickenbacker: II1Jhen the loyalty of an individual
cannot be swerved, and where the opinion,
weight or effectiveness of the individual
stands firmly in the road of CommUNist goa ls,
it is usually best to occasion a mild neurosis
in the person by any available means, and then,
having carefully g iven him a history of menta l
imbalance, to see to it that he disposes of
himself by suicide, or by bringing about his
demise in such a \my as to resemble suicide.
Psychopo litical operatives have hand led such
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. \ .. ~bo~,t 5/l3.nd l O/ miles across, orbiting at about
situations skillfully tens of thousands of
. 4,000 and 12 ,000 miles above the surface.
times within and without Russia.
Some features suggest that they could be artiIt is a firm principle of Psycho-politics
ficial. On such questions Professor Salisbury
that the person to be destroyed must be involrecommends us to keep our minds open.
ved in the stigma of insanity, and must have
(Extract from l eader in t he British Medical
been placed in contact with psychopolitical
Journal, July 6, 1962.
operators, or persons trained 'by them, with a
-::.
maximum of tumult and publicity. 11
UFO COLOR PHOTO IIJ Ai-JTARCTICA
An
unidentified
livery st range II object was
Now does the fog begin to clear???? We have
1
seen
over
Cape
Hallet,
Antarctica, at 11:10
this booklet on BRAIN iJASHING, available for you
p.
m.
on
the
eve
ning
of
9 July . Har old T.
at the price of 50 ~ per copy. After reading it
Fulton,
president
of
Civilian
Saucer Investiyou will be able to better understand news
cation
New
Zealand
(now
in
recess)
forwarded
events .
several news clips as well as the text of a
radio broadcast containing the information:
PROFESSOR CALLS FOR OPEN MIND ON MARS
Mr. C. B. Taylor, scientific leader at
The theory that living organisms exist on
Hallet station, reported by radio-telephone on
Mars has received fresh support from F. B.
Sa lisbury, professor of plant physiology at
t he lOth. The object had three yellowishwhite lights, the center light being midway
Co lorado State University, U.S.A. After rebetween the other two and much brighter than
viewing the many types of observations, Profe ssor Salisbury concludes: 1I0f all the prothe others. It travelled from southwest to
posals put forth to account for the observed
northeast, with it s highest pOint in the north·
Martian phenome na, the idea of life on Mars
west about 35 degrees from the zenith. When
the object was in the northern sky , it emit t ed
seems to be the most tenable. II The old idea
that the seasonal co l our changes on Mars must
a brilliant fla sh of wh ite light . As i t neared the horizon , the smaller lights di sappeared
be due to liche ns he rightly rejects as extremei n the auroral glow. lilt took about three to
l y i mp r obab l e . These plants as we know them on
earth do not change colour with the seasons.
four minutes to cross the sky , fro m about ll:OO
to 11: 13 p.m. II Mr. Taylor said. IIWe have no
More important , comprising as t hey do a compl ex symbios i s between fungus , and alga, their
i dea what i t coul d have been , it was too s l ow
evo l ut i on i s hardly conceivabl e without the
for a meteorite but too fast for a sate llite. II
evo l ution of a high l y deve loped f lora. But
Seven of t he station ' s crew of 18 saw the object , and it was photographed by the all-sky
cou l d this exist? Professor Salisbury does not
auroral camera , in color.
complete l y rul e ou t the possibility , nor reject
(Credit A. P.R.O. 4145 E. Dese rt Pl ace, Tuscon,
as absurd t hat i nte lligent beings may inhab it
I'1ars . The two sate llites , -for i nstance , dis Ar :Lzona .
cove red in 1877 are small bodies thought to be

The Air Force says that it has no PHYSICAL EVIDENCE (physical meaning 'something you can touch') that such things even
exist. In the words of Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, retired, who served three years at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. as Chief Investigator for Project Bluebook WHAT CONSTITUTES PROOF?? - Does a UFO have to land at the River Entrance to the Pentagon,
near the Joint Chiefs of Staff offices? Or is it proof enough when a ground Radar Station detects a UFO, sends a Jet up to intercept
it, the pilot sees it, and locks on with his Radar, only to have the UFO streak away at a phenomenal rate of speed? Which is PROOF?

November 1962 (For Release Jan. 1, 1963)
THE Fn;AL ISSUE
With this issue of S.P.A.C.E., we come to
the end of six years of publishing our findings in the UFO field. It is with some regrets, and at the same time with a sigh of
relief that we assemble thiS, the final issue.
~e shall endeavor to give to you the reader
the valid reasons for our decision, and at
the same time turn back the pages of time to
, of the events of the past six years.
a . rst our reasons for being so late with
~ November 1962 issue. I n the middle of
~uvember, and at a time when this issue would
have normally gone to press, I lost my darkroom technician. Naturally this also coincided with my very busiest time of the year,
with my Fall School photography and my usual
Christmas business.
I tried out three men with limited darkroom experience, and found that a training
period of several months would have been
necessary before they would have been of much
value to me . Therefore, I made the only decision that I knew, and that was to forget
about an assistant, and do all the work myself.
Consequently, for the six weeks prior to
Christmas, I worked two shifts, photographing
in t he daytime, and darkroom finishing at
night. I had no other alternative than to
i gnore all else, including your many inquiries, condemnations, requests for information,
phone calls locally, etc.
For those with patience and understanding,
we----thank you for these laudabl e attributes.
p--- those who have been furious, because you
A~ 10t r~ceived answers, or bulletins, we
. . c this also as a compliment. It is a
b-o.1 that our efforts have been missed, and
even this is a compliment. However, always
re member that patience is a great virtue, and
ca n grOyT , i f )roper ly nurtured.

Bulletin No . 71
REASONS AND RErUHISCEl'fCE
As your Editor for the past six years, I
feel that a short resume of the e l ements
leading to this decision are in order. Therefore a short history of S.P.A.C.E.
Your Editor became interested in this
phenomena during the 1952 cycle of UFO activity, Hhen many friends, including members of
his irr~ediate fami l y, witnessed UFOIS being
chased by jets, in the daytime over upstate
jlfeH York.
During 1954 in Florida, your Editor witnessed a lo ne UFO, rapidly traverse the . r.1iami
skies. This Has prior to the age of artificial satellites, and certainly not a plane or
meteor. It Has at this time that yours truly
decided to actively enter the pub lishing
field relative to the UFO phenomena.
FINANCES
Since any new venture requires monitary
outlays, vie started with $ 100 . 00 out of pocket money to get rolling. To attract new subscribers, vie mailed out sample copies and
gave them aHay to the tune of thOl..lsands of
copies. At the Miami shoHing of the Project
Bluebook Film UFO, we distributed 1500 copies
to theater patrons. All of this did result
in getting a fair subscription list.
Upon t he advice of M. K. Jessup, UFO author of 4 books, Hho was in Miami at the
time, and Hho thought that S.P.A.C.E. was a
ver~ ' appropriate title, ,-Ie went into the
added expense of getting S.P.A.C.E. copyrighted . 1Ie vlere both naive at the time,
and assumed that t he original cost of this
red tape Has the end . HOHever, after about
20 months had 30ne by, word arrived from the
Library of Congress as!<ing for two copies of
each issue, and $4 .00 per month copyright
fees for each month of publication. This
. ~eant an additional $80 . 00 which we had not
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planned upon. Haturally after this situation
deve loped , S.P.A.C.E. went out witho ut any
more copyright notic e s on the masthead.
By this time S. P.A.C. E. was considerably
on the IIdeb i t " side of the ledger , and we
sponsored Dan Fry of the "imITE SArIDS I NCIDE NT II, which resulted in enough profits to
get the fi nances back into balance.
By this time the 1957 flap was history
and interest in the UFO situation died down
along with the lac k of good sighting reports.
From 1957 through 1962 , t here have been mino r
UFO flaps, but not sufficient to bring interest in the subject back to its 1952 ---1954
and 1957 plateau.
About this time we started advertising in
a Nationa l Publication, and did, for awhile,
increase circulatio n with t h is ad. Many now
on t he mailing list became acquainted with
S.P.A.C.E. via this media.
For t he first ye ar this ad proved to
bring sufficient res ults to Il pay its way ll.
However after continued months and years,
the results were less and less from t his
source. tIith the Il hop e tha t springs eternal
in the human breast", we continued this ad
for many , many more months than was advisable.
This also resulted in more going i nt o the
"red II with outgo continually more than the
income .
About this time your Editor was debating
the idea of stopping publishing the bulletin.
At thi s time we noticed an ever alarming
trend becoming apparent, particularly among
many of the contact claimants. Much of the
ph ilosophy began to take on a distinct lip ink ,
alien" color, and it was this which made
your Editor decide to IIstick it out lo nge r ll ,
a nd introduce a pro-American - Anti-Communistic format i nt o the UFO news bulletin.
I'Je ll, it didn't take lo ng for the attacks
to c ome . VJe Here slammed, smeare d , called a
IIFascist ll , a IIRight l'linger", andlExtremist"
fro m the Editors of four other UFO publications. Eve n Dick Hall of NICAP got into the
act, with a letter s~ying that he felt that
Anti-Corununism and Politics had no place in
a UFO Bulletin. This came as a shock to your
Editor, as I had always respected and recommended NICAP to all subscribers as one of
the best UFO Publications going. As was expected, when Major Keyhoe got wind of t h is
business, he made a stateme nt of his own
Patriotic views , and his loathing of Communism, i n the UFO I nves tigato r. This I wa s
very happy to see of Major Keyhoe, for whom
I had ahlays had the utmost respect.

Hove mber
After the initial attack fro m four of the
UFO Editors, a certain number of subscriber~
s uccumbed to t he rrbrainwashing rr that they

'~'.,

had been reading, and joined in the attack,
some demanding their money back and ot he rs
cancelling their subscriptions because of my
Ilright -Hing - extremist views ll .
However in the controversy which ensued, I
am happy to re po rt that 80% or more of my
mai l has praised t he addition of Pro-American , Anti -C ommunist material in t his publication.
The pro-Ame rican material never ran more
t han 20% of t he copy, however this much eve n,
s eemed to be too much for the mi no rity element.
J ust a few examples of so me of t he 20%
minority . Take f or instance the subscriber
in De nver, Colorado, who did not get his copy
for t hree months in a row, and wrote a
vicious l etter denouncing your Editor as a
gyp , a fraud , etc., ad i n finitum.
A check turned up that the letter service
i n making the name plate for this s ubs criber,
le ft out a numbe r which made t he street numbe r one digit off, or a mistake of 10 blocks .
The bulletins were coming back, and we wer~
paying t he 8 cents return postage on each ~.
An explanation was forwarded along with an
apology , but this was not ample for t he individual, h is answe r back was t hat, Ilyou are
vTorse than the Communists t hat you are alleged ly fi ght ing - and that I will do everyt hing I can to expose punlcs like you. II
strange ansHer, is n 't it. Make s one wonder!!!!!!
Then as just one more examp le, talce the
sweet, elderly retired couple, who live in
t he Miami area. It seems that S.P.A.C.E. is
one of their prime necessities of life, and
that i n a 'V-Jay is a compliment. Almost every
month , t he phone rings to see i f "S.P.A.C.E.
has been mailed out yet II. If too late, which
happened too often to suit them, the demands
of IImoney back ll , or Ilwill not reneH II , were
rap idly forthcoming. Also, the Anti-Communism format did not suit this couple either.
If "we wanted information on Communism, we
know where to look for it. We subscribed to
a UFO publication. II 'Ihese people mean well,
they have just been brainwashed, and like the
man Hith cancer, feel that i f i gnore d long
enough , it Hill go away.
...
The forthcoming raise in Postage rates
during 1963, also has i nf luenced your Editor
to toss i n t he towel. v[hen Americans are
asked to accept a postage rate to make up for

a.
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the Government post office deficit, at the
same time that Com~unist mai l is carried
OF CB..ARGE" from the port of entry to
final destination within the U. S., t hen
something is t errib ly, terribly, rotten in
Denmark.
And i f you think t his vo l ume is small,
then you had better do a little research .
The volume amounts to "TO i,rS I ! per day , by
testimo ny of U.S. Congressmen Hho have investigated the situation. Congressman
Cunningham of Indiana has initiated Legislation into the House of Re presentatives to
put a stop to this , which was authorized by
"Executive Order l l in early 1961.
Take an examp l e . One of our subscribers
went on a European trip l ast year . Soon after his return to the States he started recelvlng Communi st literature and publications
from Budapest, Hungary. He brought the pub lications in and showed them to me . Books ,
magazines, etc . He thinks that Communists
working i n European cities get names and addresses from Hote l Registe rs, of visiting
Americans, turn them i n to the Party, and
these peop l e are then mailed, without their
uesting it, Communist l iterature "Gloring the Communist Utopia", all perverted
and untrue of course .
This same situation exists with the Americans, who are of foreign born , or minority
groups living in t he U.S. They too are bombarded with the Communist literature. Add
to this the College students, whose name s
have either been p laced on the Communist mailing list, but "pink" professors, teachers,
or Communist cells, existing in every College
town or city in America, and you can see
where the "Tons and Tons" of Communist mai l
enters the picture . Think of this subversive
lit erature that you are paying to have delivered , Hhen you start paying your increase
in postage earl y in 1963.
Hith every publication which suspends publication, goes the prob l em of what to do
about "unfulfilled subscriptions". To forget them is not American, and this we have
no intention of doing. \'[e Hi ll honor every
subscriber who asks for a refund of his
"unused subsc ript ion II.
As of now, our bill at the printers
IifUld stand at a balance of approximately
0 . 00 . So after six years of publishing,
and all the thousands of hours expended, we
Hill end up with a net loss of $190 .00,
plus whatever He find Hill be necessary to
refund on subscriptions not completed.

l

Therefore He are giving each of you subscribers a series of choices as to Hhat you
desire He do in your case. We naturally
have back issues avai l able of S.P.A.C.E. for
at least 50 of the 71 numbers issued . The
best Hay for me financially, would be for
subscribers to use up their bal ance of subscriptio n time , Hith back issues at 25 cents
per copy . HOHever He are giving you a number of choices. Please use this as a guide,
mai l back your desires , and He Hil l fulfill
your requests as soon as possible .
CHOICES

1.

Mail back issues for years or Bulletin
numbers
credited----------------~----~~-----on my unused subscription.

2.

Refund me Patriotic materials , such as
- -MASTERS OF DECEIT, J. Edgar Hoover,
Cm.1MUNIST AMERICA MUST IT BE, Billy
James Hargis, BRAHJWASHING, RED TIDE,
Or REDS PROMOTE RACIAL ltIAR, by Kenneth
Goff . i :

3. ____Forget the unused portion.
Lf.

Enclosed is
contribution to help you meet your deficit .

5. ____Request that you refund me the balance
due me from my unused subscription.
v

All at 50 cents each except pocketbook
Ed ition of Communist America ~1ust It Be,
which is 25 cents per copy.

RECOMJiJENDED PUBLICATIONS
Exchange publications are another necessary expense for any UFO publication. Over
the years, there have averaged anywhere from
50 to 80 of these at anyone given time.
For a number of years He attempted to continue an exchange Hith as many of these as possible. As the years Hent by we gradually
eliminated a number of these, from the mailing, starting Hith those He considered the
farthest out in IILeft Field ll •
As we come to an end of our pub lication,
I Hould not attempt to lis t any of these
and evaluate their veracity.
Hm,Jever He sha ll recoimnend a very feH,
with which He have found little or no discrepancy over the years. Some of these have
put up a valiant struggle against the adverse elements of ridicul e and scorn, and He
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do hope that you will support them, and that
they will continue the thankless job of
bringing the facts to a, by this time, thoroughly confused UFO public.
lIe recommend for your consideration:
1. NICAP, 1536 Connecticut Ave., N.N.
Washington, D.C. (Major Keyhoe,
Director)
2. A.P.R.O., 4145 E. Desert Place, Tucson,
Arizona
3. A.P.R.G., 11323 - 14th Ave. (N.E.)
Seattle, Washington
4. SAUCERS, SPACE & SCIENCE, Gene Duplantier,
Editor, 125 IJoodycrest Avenue,
Toronto 6, Ontario, CANADA
5. Gray Barker, PO Box 2228, Clarksburg,
Hest Virginia

---------------------------------------------

NOTE: He did not list our friend Gray Barker
last for any reason except that we felt that
a word of explanation was necessary in his
case. VIe met Gray a long time ago, when we
first started publishing. \'!e feel that he is
a sincere researcher, although perhaps a little gullible in his giving every "devil his
due ll •
We feel that some of the books he has
helped "shove along" leave much to be desired
in both "Truth II and "Americanism". However,
from correspondence with Gray Barker we feel
that in looking back with 20-20 hindsight he
recognizes this. He too has been "clobbered"
by some of the same 1I1eft-wing" Editors who
have clobbered this Editor for his Americanism stand .
Gray Barker is in a position to do much
good for God, Truth and Country, and we feel
that he is aimed currently in that direction.

November 1962
HHERE DO \oJE GO FROf'·l HERE?
Another prime reason for the decision to
suspend publication, is that your Editor has
reached the point where some of his activities must of necessity be curtailed.
Hhen one reaches that Dosition, he must
make the decision to hold- on to that whic
is dOing the most good for all concerned.
.
Dropping S.P.A.C.E. will allow more time
and more money to the full time job of awakening more Americans to the dangers this
country faces.
Currently he belo ng s to many Anti-Communism organizations, both locally and nationally. All of these require time and money
to help their work of awalcening Americans
and holding back the enemy tide.
Each Sunday night your Editor moderates a
one-hour Anti-Communism broadcast over Radio vlf.UE in Miami. This consists of intervie"Ts, public forum, audience participation
via telephone calls. This requ i res time for
preparation and requires support. Your Editors Photography business picks Ul) the bulk
of the expense for the cost of the time of
this radio program.
In addition, your Editor supervises a
one-night per week Anti-Communism Study
Group. In addition to all of this he makes
duplicate tapes for other patriotic individuals in the fight for America and Freedom.
And then of course operating a busines .&
and support i ng a family. Now do yO\..e wond, W ;
why something has to give?

C

Yours for God and Country,
Norbert F. Gariety
S.P.A.C.E.

